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INTRODUCTION 
For nearly four centuries the·Masses of Claudin de 
Sermisy have remained dormant on the shelves of European 
1 
and .Anierican libraries or in the recesses of choirlofts. 
Although the numerous sixteenth century reprints of these 
Masses attest to their popularity a·lJ that time, in the en~ 
suing centuries they shared the neglect .... suffered by most 
early music. The neglect into.wh:tch music of the French Re-
naissance fell was due to many factors~ The Council of Trent 
(1546-63) dealt the French Masses a severe blow with its 
enactments against the parody Mass. The French Baroque 
period saw shifts of interest both from religious to secular 
music and fr·om vocal to instrumental music. The French Revo-
lution with its burning and destroying of churches, church 
property and records may be partly responsible for the scar= 
city of sixteenth century French Masses now in existence. 
Finally, ·with the advent of the Classical and the Romantic 
periods of music, whose impact on the musicians of the West-
ern world was so tremendous as to blind them to the excellent. 
music of the preceding centuries, the music of the French 
Renaissance was relegated to the oubliettes. 
Until the middle of the twentieth century there was 
little curiosity or interest in the music of the French six-
sixteenth century. Except for several works published indivi~ 
dually, there have been only two significant collections of 
French Renaissance music published since the sixteenth centu-
ry: Les Maitres Musiciens de la Renaissance Francaise and 
Les Monuments de la musique francaise au temps de la Renais-
sance, both edited by Henri Expert. In the analytical field 
Ambros' Geschichte der _Musik and Wagner's Geschichte der 
Messe are the only substantial works published before 1925 
that deal with the music of the Parisian composers of the 
sixteenth century. 
Very little has been written on the Masses of Claudin 
de Sermisy up to ·now. Pirro in his·Histoire de la Musique de 
la fin du xrve siecle a la fin du xvre, pp. 318 and 319' has 
covered them in two paragraphs of eleven lines, and Reese in 
Music in the Renaissance, pp. 338 and 339, devotes to them a 
paragraph of nineteen lines. The latter gives a clear and ac-
curate resume of' Claudin 1 s Mass style while Pirro is content 
with appreciative rather than analytical remar~s. Surprising-
ly enough, Wagner in his Geschichte der Messe does not discuss 
Claudin's Masses in his hhapter on the French Mass; in fact 
he hardly even mentions that Claudin. composed Masses. Final-
ly E.E. Stein in his unpublished dissertation "The PolYJ?honic 
Mass in France and the Netherlands (l525-l560)n seems to have 
been acquainted with only a few of' Claudin's Masses, and his 
considerations are often open to argument. 
2 
The purpose of the present dissertation is therefore 
two-fold: first, to present a detailed study and analysis of 
the Masses of one of the leading Parisian composers of the 
French Renaissance, second, to bring back to light and to 
their deserved place in the repertoire of choral organiza-
tions a group of Masses that were considered masterpieces 
during the sixteenth century. Merely to discuss Claudin's 
Masses without giving a modern transcription of them would 
be to treat them like museum pieces---a treatment which would 
be unfair both to them and to Claudin. With this thought in 
mind the author has transcribed the Masses and the sources 
for the parody Masses of Claudin on multilith masters so that 
copies of them in great quantity can be available for re-
search and publi.c performances. This last goal· is already 
on its way to fulfillment as some Masses by Claudin have 
already been distributed to a few libraries, and parts of 
Masses by Claudin have been performed at the Holy Ghost chap-
el of the Catholic Information Center, Boston and by the 
Boston University Collegium Musicum. 
The sources of the musical material used in this 
dissertation are microfilms of sixteenth century prints 
and manuscripts obtained through the courtesy of European 
libraries, American libraries, and in the possession of 





A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF CLAUDIN DE SERMISY 
CLAUDIN DE SERMI SY 
(c. 1490-1562) 
Choirmaster to King Francis I and canon of the 
Sainte-Cha:pelle, Claudin de Sermisy 11 dit Chardin"l was an 
important sixteenth century composer of Parisian :poly-
:phonic French chansons and Masses, hence one of the most 
representative musicians of the French Renaissance. 
According to the register of the capitulary delib-
erations, 11 Claude de Cermisyu2 was appointed clerc musicien 
at the Sainte-Chapelle du Palais, in Paris, in 1508. At 
that time he was given a room in the lodging ~uarters for 
the :personnel of the canons of the chapel. Brenet3 suggests 
that at such an early date in Claudin 1 s life (he died in 
1562), he must have been newly out of a maitrise :possibly 
1 A •. Bailly., Fran2ois rer, (Paris, Fayart, 1954)' 
:p. 269. 
2 M:. Bre:p.e.t., 11 Deux com:ptes de la cha:pelle-musi~ue 
des rois de Fr a."D.c e , 11 SIM, VI (1904)' :P• 9· 
3 Ibid., :p. 10. nPar analogie avec des faits de la 
meme epo~ue, on peut su:p:poser ~ue Claudin en etait a ses 
debuts, et ~ue, sortant de ~uel~ue maitrise, il cherchait 
un em:ploi musical. Il devait etre en conse~uence age d 1 au 
~bins 18 ans, ce ~ui :placerait sa naissance au :plus tard en 
1490. Son :premier sejour a la Sainte-Cha:pelle fut de tres 
courte duree. Mais on retrouve bientot son nom sur la liste 
des chanteurs de la cha:pelle :particuliere du roi' ~ui etai t 
alors Louis XII.rr 
5 
the Chapelle Royale's own maitrise, where he had learned 
his art. This must have been his first position as an adult 
singer, and he must have been about eighteen, the age when 
singers from maitrises generally took engagements in adult 
choirs. Thus we may set Claudin 1 s birth date around 1490. 
His name appeared again as chanteur on the list of 
the singers of the Chapelle de la Musique du Roy, 4 January 
1515, and on a list of the musicians who were present at 
the funeral of Louis XII, January 1515. Later in 1515, when 
Francis I went to meet Pope Leo X at Bologna, he was acccom-
panied by his singers, and Claudin must certainly have been 
among them. According to a contemporary commentator,5 the 
two 11 chappelleslf of Francis I and Leo X were marvelous to 
listen to. 
In 1520 when Francis I and Henry VIII met at the 
Field of the Cloth of Gold, Claudin was among the singers. 
At the sumptuous feasts which took place, the closing event 
was a High Mass during which the choirs of both Francis and 
4 Distinction must be made between La Chapelle de 
Musicgue du Roy, ambulatory body of singers with headquar-
ters at Fontainebleau that followed the king wherever he 
went, and the choir of La Sainte Chapelle du Palais in 
Paris. These two choirs were com~letely distinct in eccle-
siastical and musical organisation. 
5 Brenet, p. 9. Quoted from Memoires de Fleurange. 
6 
Henry, sang. 6 And when Francis I and Henry VIII met again, 
in 1532, at Boulogne-sur-Mer, motets were sung by the singers 
o£ Francis at the Mass celebrated on the £irst day. 
It was around that time, 1526, that one o£ Claudin's 
early works, the motet Aspice Domine, was printed by Giacomo 
Giunta (Rome) in the collection Fior de Motteti e Canzoni.7 
Sometime after his accession to the throne o£ France 
in 1515, King Francis I reorganized the royal chapel. He 
named Fran~ois ·cardinal de Tournon Maistre de la Chappelle 
de Musicque du Roy and promoted Claudin de Sermisy to the 
position of sous-maistre. 8 In this post Claudin succeeded 
6 M~ ·Brenet_,, uclaudin de Sermisy 11 , Le Guide Musical 
XLIV (January, 30, 1898) , p. 96. tt 1 Le . premier introit £ut 
diet par les chantres d'Angleterre, le second par ceulx de 
France et £ut accorde entre les chantres de France et d'An-
gleterre ~ue ~uand l'organiste de France toucheroit des 
argues, ~u'ils chanteroient, et pareillement ~uant l'orga-
niste d'Angleterre joueroit, ~ue ceulx d'Angleterre chante-
roient. Et par ainsi maistre Pierre Mouton commenca a jouer 
·1e Kyrie avec les chantres de France ~u'il £aisoit bon ouir. 
Le Gloria in excelsis par l'organiste d'Angleterre, le 
Patrem par ceulx de France, la ou estoient les corps de 
sabbutes (sa~uebutes) et £i££res-d~ roy avec les chantres 
et les £aisoit si bon ou~r ~u'il est impossible de ou~ plus 
grande melodye. Le Sanctus £ut diet par ceux d'Angleterre et 
ltAgnus Dei par ceulx de France ~ui dirent ala £in plusieurs 
motets ~u' il £aisoit bon oulr. 1 " 
7 Y. Roksflt.b., Treize-Motets et un Prelude pour Or8Je 
parus chez Pierre Attaingnant en 1531,-rParis, Droz, 1930 , 
P· xx. 
8 Brenet, M. 11 Deux comptes de la chapelle-musi~ue des 
• . • France 11 , p. 1 : n 1 Compte deuxiesme de maistre Benigne 
Seure, consei1ler du Roy nostre sire et receveur general de 
ses finances en 1a charge et genera1ite de Languedoc: Des 
Rece~tes de despences faictes par le diet maistre Benigne 
Seure a cause des gages et pensions et entretenemens tant 
7 
Antoine de Longueval, who before the reorganisation of the 
chapel, had had the title of premier chapelain. Maistre 
Conrad, Prioris and Ockeghem had held this position before 
Longueval.9 
The title of.Maistre de la Chappelle de Musicque du 
Roy given to F.ranc.ors G-ard1.nal de Tournon was an honoracy 
one. 10 The sous-maitre was in fact the choirmaster.ll Until 
a second sous-maitre was appointed, the music library and 
the maitrise12 were under his care as the ncompte deuxiesme 11 
quoted by Brenet explains. 
chantres chanoines ordinaires de la chappelle de musicque du 
Roy nostre sire, que aux chappellains de la nouvelle chappel-
le de plain chant nouvellement creee et erigee par le diet 
seigneur, pour dire chacun jour tout le service canonical, 
grandes et petites messes, et autres officiers de la dicte 
Chappelle durant une annee entiere commencee le premier jour 
de janvier l'an 1532, lesquels gaiges, pensions, etc ••• 
A tres reverend pere en Dieu, messire Fran9ois 
cardinal de.Tournon, etc .••••...•.•.. 1200 liv. 
A Maistre Claude de Sermisy, soubs-maistre 400 liv. 
Au diet, etc ••• pour la nourriture et entrete-
nemens des enfants de la dicte chappelle etc ••• 1080 liv. 
(List of 8 hautes-contre) 
(List of 4 tailles) 
(List of 5 basses-contre) 
(One dessus 
(List of officers, canons, clerics, servants, etc •.• ) 
A Maistre Claude de Sermisy soubs-maistre, etc ••• 
tant pour l'entretenement des liv£es d 1icelle chappelle etc ••• 
que pour envoyer querir des chantres, etc • . • 250 liv. 
9 Ibid., p. 8. lO Ibid., p. 8. 
ll :P .• Cons':t.?Ji"t;; 11 Notes inedi tes $lUT la Musique de la 
Chapelle Royale (1532-1590) 11 , La Tribune de St. Gervais, 
(Janvier 1899), p. 59. 11Maitresde Musique(appeles sous-
maitres de chapelle jusqu' au dix-septieme siecle)." 
12 The maitrise consisted of six boys in 1547, as 
8 
The accounts of 1532-1S331 3 and a text given by Leon 
Labordel4 :prove that from 1530 at least, the choir for the 
:performance of liturgical music (plain chant) had been made 
separate from the Chappelle de Musicgue du Roy and was 
known under the name of cha:p:pelle de plain-chant. In 1532, 
this rrcha:p:pellen consisted of twelve singers :plus its own 
choirmaster, and, as is suggested by Labat, 15 it is :possible 
that the two choirs joined their forces for the performance 
of :polyphonic music during important religious celebrations. 
It is most likely that the chappelle de plain-chant did not 
follow the king in his voyages, but remained at Fontaine-
bleau with the maitrise. 
On September 20, 1533, Francis I recognized Claudin's 
excellent services by conferring upon him the ecclesiastical 
honor of Canon of the Sainte Chapelle du Palais Royal, Paris. 
This sinecure :provided him with both residence and excellent 
the account of the funeral of Francis I show. 
13 Brenet, p. 6, text quo-ted~ 11 A Maistre Guillaume 
Galicet chantre et chanoine ordinaire.de la chap:pelle du Roy 
et maistre de la chap:pelle de :plain-chant, la somme de 140 
livres tournois a luy ordonnee en son estat :pour ses gaiges 
de maistre et superintendant en ladicte cha:ppelle de lad. 
annrede ce compte commencee et finie comme dessus laquelle 
. u 
somme, etc ••• 140 lt. · 
14 Ibid., :p. 8. ~oted by Brenet: uA Maistre Jehann 
Sap:pin :pour :paier les chantres de la cha:p:pelle de plain-
chant et pour leurs gaiges du quartier d'octobre, novembre 
et decembre 1530, cy 532 l.t.n. 
15 .J .• B .•.. Laba.t., Etudes Sur l 1Histoire de la Musique, 
(Paris, Techener, 1852), I, p:-311. 
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revenues. From that moment Claudin was free from residential 
duties at the court chapel, and was expected to attend to 
only the most important ceremonies and deliberations. 
Probably at that time a second sous-maitre was 
appointed. In the enumeration of the officers of the king 
who took part in the funeral service for King Francis I, in 
l547, the name of Louis Herault is given as sous-maitre to-
gether with that of Claudin. Under King Henri II, both 
Herault and Claudin retained their positions, and it was not 
until l554 that Claudin left the royal chapel to retire into 
his canonry at the Sainte-Chapelle. His name appears in the 
capitulary discussions of the Sainte-Chapelle until August 
l6, l56l. He died October l3, l562. 
According to Fran¥ois Lesure,l6 at an unknown date 
Claudin may have lived for some time at the Court of Ferra-
ra, as the archives of Modena have epistolary documents 
proving that Claudin recruited French choir-boys for the 
Duke of Ferrara besides offering him the motet Este Merci. 
The same source also claims that Claudin had two nephews: 
Jean, a fellow-glazier, and Gilles a parish priest at Saint-
Samson in the diocese of Mans. Vander Straeten suggests that 
l6F~. Lesure .. ., et al., Anthologie de la Chanson 
Parisienne au XVIe sieole, (Monaco, Editions de l t Oiseau-
Lyre, l953)-,-p~ . 
lO 
a certain Egi(iius (Egide) de Serinisy who wrote a Latin poem 
of dedication to Pierre de Manchicourt (music maestro at 
the Spanish court of Charles V), was also a relative of 
Claudin.l7 Whether it is a parent of Claudin, or Claudin 
himself under a nom de plume who wrote the poem of dedica-
tion to Manchicourtrs music, the two men must have been well 
acquainted through the political relations of their respec-
tive kings, and it is significant that de Manchicourt wrote 
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four parody Masses on polyphonic chansons and motets com-
posed by Claudin: Missa Gris et tanne,l8 Missa C1 est une dure 
departie, 1 9 Missa Deus in adjutorium, 20 and Missa Congra-
tulamini. 
During his lifetime Claudin was honored by Maximi~ 
lien Guilliaud in the dedication of his Rudiments de Music-
que dated September 15, 1552 and printed by Nicolas du 
Chemin in 1554. 11 A excellent musicien monsieur maistre Claude 
de Sermisy, maistre de la Chapelle du Roy, et Chanoine de la 
Saincte Chapelle du Palais royal de Paris, Maximilien 
17 ~an d.er: .. St:raeten_ , La Musique aux PB)s-Bas avant 
-le XIXe siecle, VIII, (Bruxelles, Schott, 1888 , p. 61 .. 
11Un certain Egide de Sermisy, un parent sans doute du fameux 
contrepointiste francais Olaude de Sermisy, dans une serie 
de distiques publies en tete de ses XIX Cantiones, parues a 
Paris, chez Attaingnant, en 1539---La meme collection que 
de Manchicourt de die a Remigio Ruffo Candido. If 
lB if~. _])t WiQ~9; 11 The Motet.s of Pierre de Manchi-
court, ca. 1510.:.1564", (Doctoral Dissertation, Harvard 
University, 1959), p. 1~0. 
19 Ibid., p. 170. 20 Ibid., p. 170. 
Guilliaud Salut". 21 
Pierre Certon also honored Claudin de Sermisy by 
dedicating to him a book of twenty-four motets published 
by Attaingnant in 1542,22 and by writing a deploration on 
the death of Claudin in 1562. 23 
Claudin was well considered also by other people 
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than by his colleagues, and we know that he was the god-
father to one of' Robert Ballard's (of the printing firm Le 
Roy & Ballard) children in 1555,24 and in his preface to Li-
vre de :ineslanges contenant six-vingts chansons. • • published 
by Le Roy & Ballard in 1560 and 1572, Ronsard after praising 
Claudin claimed that de Sermisy had studied with Josquin~25 
Claudin is mentioned in two NoMls of Jean Daniel 26 
' 
21 F. Lesure et G. Thibault, Editions Musicales 
publiees par N. du Chemin, (Paris, Societe de Musique 
d'Autrefois, 19531, Annales Musicologiques, I, p. 281. 
22 F. Blume, Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 
·(Kassel & Basel, 1949- ), p. 978. 
23 Francois Lesure et al., Anthologie de la chanson 
parisienne, p. vi. 
24 Francois Lesure et G. Thibault, Bibliographie des 
editions d I Adrien Le Roy et Robert :Ballard' (Paris' Soci~t~ 
de Musique d'Autrefois, 1955), p. 14. 
25 M .. :Srenet, "Deux comptes ••• Francen; SIM, p. 10. 
26 Henri Chardon, Les NoMls de Jean Daniel dit Maitre 
Mitou, (Le Mans, Monnoyer:-r874), pp: 9 and 47. 
and in a 11 Discourt de la Court 11 by Claude Chappuys. 27 In 
the 11 Le Quart Livre 11 of :Pantagruel, 28 Rabelais says that he 
remembers having heard, ~ a beautiful garden a l9ng time 
ago, Josquin des Pres, etc • singing ~elodiously; and 
some time after, Adrien Willart, Gombert, Jannequin, 
Arcadelt, Claudin, etc ... and other 11 joyful 11 musicians. 
Claudin wrote over 200 polyphonic chansons so well-
liked that Attaingnant alone printed or reprinted about 92 
Chascun a si bien joue 
Que Jesus en est loue 
En maintes facons congrue, 
Je lui presente ma grue. 
NoBl! 11 
11 NoMlz XXVII 11 , stanza 5, !T(Sur: Dieu te Gard Bergiere)" 
Ti Mouton jubiloit 
Avecq_ues Marende, 
Claude accordoit 
D1une facon grande, 
Jehan des Grez s 1 abande 
Avec Morillon. 
Chascun faizt offrande, 
Jubilation, nau, · nau; jubilation, 
Bergi er et bergiere. 11 
27 :F. Les\ll'e· 11U~ Musicien d 1Hippolyte D'Este: 
Pierre Sandrin11 , Coilectanea Historiae Musicae, II, 
(Florence, Olschki, 1957), p. 24P· Claude Chappuys (singer, 
copyist and librarian of nla musique de la chambre u of 
Francis I), described in 1543 in his 1lJ5iscourt de la Courtfl 
the musicians whom King Francis would hear at Mass: 
11 
• • • Chantres y sont q_ui ont voix argentines 
Psalmodiant les louenges divines 
Et de David recitantz les chansons 
Avec Motetz de diverses fa9ons, 
Soit de Claudin pere aux musiciens 
Ou de Sandrin esgal aux anciens. 11 
28 Rabelais, Le Quart Livre, ed., Robert Marichal, 
(Lille, Li brairie Giard., 194 7) , p. 24. 
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of them in his first set of songbooks between the years 
1529 and 1535, and about 35 in his new series of 1538 to 
1548. 
Such was the popularity of Claudin's chansons that 
some were arranged and published for lute and keyboard 
tablatures by printers,in France and the Netherlands. The 
fugal counterpoint :Par ton regard, and the chansons Aup:oes 
~ ~ and Il ~ suffit appeared in Domenico :Bianchini's 
lute tablatures of 1546, 29 while Languir me fais appeared in 
the MS Dallis Lute :Book of Trinity College, Dublin.30 
In his three-part Souterliedekens of 154031 Clemens 
non :Papa used many songs by Claudin. His chanson and Mass 
Languir ~fault are based on Claudin 1 s chanson by the same 
name, and his parody Mass Or combien is built on Claudin 1 s 
chanson Or combien.32 The melody of the chanson Il me suffit 
most probably written by Claudin,33 appeared in Joachim 
29 B. •. de .. :Mo:rcourt 1 • , 11 Le Livre de Tablature de Luth 
de Domenico :Bianchini (1546), Musigue Instrumentale de la 
Renaissance, (:Paris, Editions du Centre de la Recherche 
Scientifi~ue, 1955), p. 178. 
30 .n· •.. Lt.emsden., "De Quel~ues Elements Etrangers dans 
la Musi~ue Anglaise pour Luth", Musigue Instrumentale de la 
Renaissance, p. 200. 
31 G: •. Re,e~e.,., Music 
Norton, 1954), P• 356. 
32 Ibid., p. 351. 
in the Renaissance, (New York, 
14 
33 Ibid., p. 696.In Trente et guatre chansons etc •.• 
Attaingnant (1528 i.e. 1529), this chanson has no composer's 
name. It is ascribed to Claudin in Huschke and Zahn, fns. 29, 
and 30. 
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Magdeburg's Tischges!hlgen of 1572, in a setting for five 
voices by Eccard, and in Melchior Neusidler 1 s Teutsch Lauten-
buch of 1574.34 The same melody was harmonized by numerous 
other composers among whom were Praetorius, Demantius and 
Hammerschmidt; under the title rrwas mein Gott will. gesch 1 -
allzeit" it can be found in Zahn,35 in a South African 
choirbook,36 and in J.S. Bach St. Matthew 0~gpsion.37 The 
Masses La la maitre Pierre, Pillons lorge,38 and Vous perdez 
. . .. 
temps39 by Orlando di Lasso are b'ased on Olaudin 1 s chansons 
by the same names, while his Mass on the German lieder 
Beschaffenes Gl~ck is based on Olaudin 1 s Il me suffit.40 
Johannes de Cleve and Jacob Handl have also used the chanson 
Vous perdez temps in their parody Masses by that name.4l An-
other polyphonic chanson by Olaudin, Jouyssance vous donne-
ray, appears in a painting formerly part of the Harrach 
34 v-.- Husc}lke.,. rrorlando di Lassos Messenn, Archiv 
fur Musikforschung, 1940, p. 101. 
35 J •. Zp.bll . Die Melodien der deutschen evangelischen 
Kirchenlieder, (G~tersloh, Vertelsmann, 1891), IV, p. 472. 
36 Pretoria Koraalboek,· (Pretoria, Kerk-Vitgemers, 
1956)' p. 362. 
37 ,J • S~ Ba.c.l!41 Bach-Gesellschaf't, (Leipzig, Brei tlmp:f 
und H&rtel, 18)1), IV, p. 1. 
38 Huschke, p. 177. 
39 :ill\ Bl:ume,~ Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 
(Kassel & Basel, B&renreiter-Verlag, 1949- ~ p. 1506. 
40 Huschke, p. 101. 41 Blume, p. 1506. 
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(c. l530) collection, Vienna,42 and the tenor of this song 
has been paraphrased by Willaerti in a polyphonic chansQ'n by 
the same title_.43 This polyphonic chanson was also used by 
an unknown composer named Sarton in a parody Mass printd by 
Jacques Moderne in 1532.44 
In the field of religious music Olaudin had at least 
13 Masses published during the sixteenth century, as well as 
some fifty motets, psalms, sequences and Magnificats, a St. 
John and a St. Matthew Passion, and the Lamentations of 
Jeremiah. Some of Olaudin's religious music appeared in Jan 
Lublin's organ tablatures,45 in some Portuguese keyboard 
Mss,46 and in Ocksenkuhn's Tabulatur Buch of 1558.47 
Olaudin's motets were published by Giunta (Fior de 
Motteti et canzoni---1526), Attaingnant (various collections), 
Jacques Moderne (Motteti del fiore), Mont anus, Le Roy & Bal~ 
lard, Nicolas du Chemin and others. His motets Sancti Spiri-
tus and Si bona suscepimus have been used respectively by 
Vulfran Samin48 and 
42 C •. Sa;~hs., . Our Musical Heritage, (New York, 
Prentice-Hall, 1954), Plate XIII. 
43 Reese, p. 310. 
44 Liber Decem Missa_rum a Praeclaris etc • • • 
45 Reese, p. 754. 46 Ibid., ~p. 629. 4? Ibid., p. 670. 
48 E. E. Stein, ttThe Polyphonic Mass in France and the 
Netherlands (1525-1560)rt (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, East-
man School of Music, University of Rochester, 194l), p. 95. 
:Dominique Phinot49 in their Masses by the same names, and 
the last named motet was transcribed and published for the 
lute in 1546 by Joan Maria da Crema.5° Finally, ~irro claims 
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that Claudin 1 s motet Nisi :Dominus aedificavi t was parodied 
in a Mass by the same name composed by ~hilippe ~apperdey.5l 
An indisputable authority on French Renaissance music, 
Mr. Francois Lesure, has written about Olaudin de Sermisy: 
Il etait le plus important compositeur de musig_ue 
religieuse dans son pays, et l'un des rares a trouver 
audience hors de France, particulierement en-Alle-
magne et en Italie, par le respect -g_u'il montra envers 
la liturgie et par sa brillante polyphonie.52 
49 Rokseth, Treize Motets • • • p. xx. 
50 Ibid., P• xx. 
~1 .An~e Pirro, Histoire de la Musique de la fin du 
xrve siecle ala fin du XVIe, (~aris, Laurens, 1940), p. 318. 
. . 
52 Francois Lesure, 11 0laudin de Sermisyu, Larousse 
de la Musique, (~aris, Librairie Larousse, 1957), II, p. 048. 
II 
FRENCH CHANSON AND W~SS BEFORE CLAUDIN---
THE MUSIC OF HIS TIME 
THE FRENCH POLYPHONIC CHANSON OF THE RENAISSANCE 
The great importance of the French polyphonic chan-
son of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries has not yet 
been completely evaluated, although this influence has been 
recognized in the sixteenth century Mass, motet, Protestant 
chorale and Italian madrigal; and in the instrumental ricer-
care and canzona francese which eventually led to the sonata 
and the fugue. 
The popularity of the French polyphonic chanson is 
evident in the great number of chansons published in Paris, 
Lyon, Venice, Louvain, Nuremberg and Antwerp. In 1501 
Petrucci published in Venice his Harmonice nfusices Odhecaton 
in which most of the compositions are French polyphonic 
chansons. Attaingnant, a Parisian publisher of the early 
sixteenth century, published no less than 2000 chansons be-
tween the years 1528 and 1549. The other sixteenth century 
printers, Jacques Moderne, Nicolas du Chemin, Le Roy & Bal-
lard, Tielman Susato, Pierre Phalese and Gardane also 
:printed many • 
. 
The late fifteenth century French chansons of 
Ockeghem, Busnois, Obrecht, Josquin des Pres and others 
were written in the imitative style of the contemporary 
motet. But, especially with Josquin, the chanson acquired 
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a thinner texture, simpler rhythms, a more melodic top 
voice, and more concise formal patterns. The polyphonic 
French chansons of Josquin have a dignity of expression and 
a style in the tradition of the Franco-Flemish School. But 
with Olaudin de Sermisy, ~ierre Oerton and Jannequin, in 
the first half of the sixte.enth century, the ~arisian 
polyphonic chanson acquired its true character of light-
ness, elegance, frivolity and superficiality. 
The ~arisian polyphonic chanson of the first half of 
the sixteenth century is largely the product of three great 
convributions: the Franco-Flemish school of contrapuntal 
writing, the court of Francis I, and the Italian songs of 
the frottola type. It was also influenced by the poets' use 
of colloquial language and short stanzas, by the launching 
of the printing industry on a national basis in France, by 
the pre-Reformation and pre-Counter-Reformation decadence 
of the cures de cour who often were its composers, and by 
the nobles who, upon leaving their castles in the country 
for the new court life at Fontainebleau, brought with them 
a frankness and rusticity of language that explains in part 
the obscenity of certain songs. 
Of these contributions the travels of Francis I in 
Italy and his court in Fontainebleau provided the strongest 
influence in the evolution of the light and witty French 
chanson. The courts of those days were the central points of 
20 
focus from which radiated ideas, tendencies, styles and fads. 
The early sixteenth century polyphonic chanson reflects 
Francis I's own personality and the character of his court, 
just as the style of Louis XIII's furniture reflects the som-
ber melancholy of that monarch. Francis' reign was that of 
11 du bon plaisir 11 • The frivolous artificiality of his court 
life was reflected in his own poetry which was set to music 
by Olaudin, Jannequin, Oerton and others. This kind of poet-
ry was often nonceived in terms of musical adaptation, as is 
suggested by the term Chanson that was so often used as a 
title for poems. Dealing mostly with love, eroticism and the 
sadness of life, ranging from obscenity to high spiritual 
love, the polyphonic chanson illustrates well the spiritual 
decadence preceding the Reformation and the Oounter~Reforma­
tion. It is poetry of this kind that contributed lightness, 
gallic zest, rhythmic crispness, frivolity and worldliness 
to the French polyphonic chanson. 
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Another important influence is that of the Italian 
songs of the popular frottola and canto carnascialesco type. 
It is amusing to see how the Italian songs influenced the 
Flemish-French motet-like polyphonic chanson, which in turn, 
with new characteristics, influenced Italian instrumental mu-
sic through the canzona francese. Very many Italian musicians, 
singers, instrumentalists and composers were employed at 
the court of Francis I or in French churches. We know 
through accounts of the time that Francis I "rewarded" well 
the Italian violinists engaged by J"e:an dardinal de Lorraine. 
We know how thoroughly Francis I was captivated by Francesco 
da Milano's lute playing and that he kept at his court the 
Mantovan lutenists Albert Trame and Albert de Ripe. Both 
Olaudin de Sermisy and Jannequin, among others, traveled to 
Italy with Francis I. No doubt they were interested, if not 
fascinated, by the lightness, by the simplicity of texture 
and rhythm, and by the chordal style to be found in the 
Italian popular songs of that time. These qualities were 
best suited to express the daintiness, spice, wit, amorous 
content and superficiality of the poems of Marot, Saint-
Gelais, Francis I and others. 
The evolution from the fifteenth century French 
chanson to the sixteenth century Parisian chanson is es-
pecially apparent after the first quarter of the sixteenth 
century. This new chanson is characterized by a preponder-
ance of homophonic treatment and its ensuing chordal style, 
by quick rhythms of a dance-like quality, by syllabic treat-
ment, by voice-pairing, by clear formal designs, by a thin 
texture, by repeated notes of a declamatory effect, and by 
short phrases ending simultaneously in all parts. 
The homophonic treatment, dance-like rhythms and 
short phrases ending simultaneously in all parts show the 
direct influence of the Italian popular songs of the 
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fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries (frottola, 
canto carnascialesco, oda, etc ..• ). 
For example, in the chanson Puis que done ma maitres-
se (Ex. l) by the composer Francoys,53 we find the fol~ 
lowing I~alian elements present: tuneful ~uality of the top 
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line, the bass part acting as a harmonic foundation and often 
proceeding by fourths and fifths, and one of the middle 
voices acting somewhat as a filler. The rhythmic figure 
is of frottolisti~ origin,54 and, as in the 
Italian popular songs of that period, the 
four parts start and end simultaneously. 
The Parisian characteristics of the same chanson can 
be found in the sinuous ~uality of the top voice. Two voices 
have lyrical ~ualities and are pleasant to sing; even the 
bass line is not devoid of melodic interest. But the most 
striking Parisian feature is the form: A-~-A'(altered). 
A (with cadence on the tonic) 4 measures; B antecedent 
(with modulation and cade~ce to B-flat major) 3 measures, 
followed by B conse~uent (returning to G minor, with ca-
dence on the dominant) 4 measures: A' (rhythmic pattern of 
A, same mode as !, cadence on G minor) 5 measures. In other 
words, a shortened three part-form is used. 
53 ~robably Francoys Seraphin who had a few works 
publish~d in the sixteenth century. 
54 Reese, p. l60. 
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In this new type of song the top voice or superius 
has become so important and so melodious that at times it 
is almost impossible to decide whether the tenor or the 
superius carries the principal melody. For example in the chan 
chanson Puisque done ma maitresse, the superius and the 
tenor are both so melodious and song~like that they could 
stand by themselves as monodic tunes. The same remark can 
be made about Jouissance vous donneray55 by Olaudin and 
many other chansons of that period. But, the evolution that 
brought the principal melody to the top voice was strong 
enough to defeat the attempts to keep it in the middle 
voices. For example in Oe moys de may by Janneq_uin (Ex. 2), 
the chanson reached the point where only the top voice 
carried the principal melody, and the tenor became another 
filler like the contratenor. 
The clear formal design of the Parisian chanson may 
have been partially due to the influence of the monodic 
chanson. It is remarkable to see that in the fifteenth 
century monodic song L'Amour de moy (Ex. 3), we find the 
same three-part form as in Olaudin de Sermisy's Amours 
part&s (Ex. 4), the three-part form of which is both musi-
cal and textual. If the music of both so~~s can be analysed 
A-B-A, so can the texts: purpose of song, development of 
material, short recapitulation---moral, conclusion. 
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Example l. Chanson Puis que done ma maitresse---
Franyoys (Seraphin), (from Trente et 
huit chansons ••• , Attaingnant, c.l529, 
fol. 6; transcr. G.G.A.). 
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Example 2. Extract from Oe moys de may--Jannequin--
after 0. Bord§ s, Chansonnier du XVIe 
siecle, (Paris, Schola Oantorum, n.d.), X. 
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Example 3. Monodic song L•Amour de moy--from 
Chants de la Vieille France, ed. Julien 
Tiersot, (Paris, Heugel, n.d.), 21. 
~t$ c ! H J fi---J?--4PQ J1J J 1J. 'l r G I 
L 1amour de moy s 1y est en-clo-- ----- se De-dans 
~~F'OGIJ·r~Of'J 
un jo-li jardi-net ~ croft la rose et le mu -
• < ~ ~&i :LiJ ~. JlW~ tl @~U Gl 
guet Et aussi fait la passe-ro - - - - - - - se. Ce jar-din 
~~f i gJ.-3~. ~ p;; l¥-ff t 
est bel et plaisant, Il est garni de tou - tes flours.On y 
· prend 
I~HfG@ GJ J. q F,r I:J·; ~ :J- J I ~on Oba - - - te - -ment Autant la nuit que com - - me le 
.I@'~J.r~k!Wl~J. r~~ 
jour. Je l 1ai regardee u-ne po - - - - - - - se, Elle e-tait. 
-~~~ fG tiG p ~· rr VP I ££'A @!tft I 
blanche com - - me laict, Et douce comme " un a - - - gne -
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Example 4. Extract from Amours partes---superius---
Claudin de Sermisy (from MMRF, V, 57; 
Attaingnant c.l529). 
~ k a • J IS l J J IJ r r r fJ J J ~ I. ~ A~ . 
A - mours par-Ms je vuus donne la chas - - -
. * . ~(~w-) ~9IJ iJ J J ~ J J lJ ~ J IJ 0 I~ ~ iil ~ I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -se; Non pas pour mal que mon 
cueur 
* ~ ~ B ~~ iJJJ J \1M J J lllJI J l4 <J I 
vous pro - - - - - - - ·cu - - - - - - - __ re, mais 
' c ~ A I & -flJI#P Jf8 LO}J J < J I 
faulx samblant qui met tou-te sa cu------re A 
de - - - - - - ce - voir. Vous banit de ma gra - - - - - - - - - -
$'. Jq j tEH ~ l LJlllJjCI 
- - - - - ce Vous banit de ma gra - - - - - - - - - - - - - -ce. 
In both songs the purpose is given in the first sentence 
which corresponds to the ! of the music: 11 .Amours partes, k 
vous donne la chasse 11 -- 11L 1.Amour de moy ~ est enclose 
dedans un joli jardinet ou croit larose et le muguet, et 
aussi fait la passerose tr. These two statements are complete 
in themselves and really correspond to an exposition. The 
development of the material, B, consists of explanations 
concerning the frustrated love in Claudin 1 s chanson and 
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what is to be found in the garden of L 1 .Amour de moy; musical-
ly also, this B section almost takes the appearance of a 
development, on account of the rhythmic elements borrowed 
from A. Finally, musically we have a reappearance of A, and 
textually we have a positive final statement. 
We also find the three-part form in the dramatic 
chansons of Janne~uin: La chasse and Le chant des oiseaux 
for example, and in the chansons Pour vous donner parfaict 
contentement and Il n 1est douleur by Allaire (?-1547).5 6 
The descriptive and programmatic nature of the French 
polyphonic chanson as it evolved toward the expressiveness 
of the madrigal can no better be illustrated than by the 
declamatory drum-roll effect of the repeated notes to be 
found in La guerre by Janne~uin (Ex. 5). 
The French chanson of the sixteenth century took 
many aspects and adopted many forms. It could interpret the 
56 Modern Transcription, App. III, pp.909, 918~ 
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Example 5. Extract from La guerre--Jannequin 
(after MMRF, VII, 47; Attaingnant c.l529). 
fre-re le 
fre-re le le lan fan fan 
feelings of a crowd as well as those of an artist. It ex-
pressed love as well as glory; it could be satirical, allu-
sive, moralistic or obscene. With the madrigal it opened 
the way to descriptive music. In the madrigal it is word 
painting that leatt to descriptive music; in the chanson it 
was the 11 scenery11 animated with movement and rhythm, where 
11 the musicians seized any opportunity to animate their chan-
sons whenever the words evoked a spark, a flame, flight, 
dancing, propelling, awakening, etc. The Parisian composers 
delighted in a world of motion11 .5T It is also a 11 scenery 11 
rich with sous-entendus, which made the chanson a miniature 
theatre inhabited by the traditional characters: Robin and 
~~ion, Perrin and Perrinette, Jacquet and Jacquette, Martin 
5'7 F. Lesure., Musicians and Poets of the French 
Renaissance, trans. E.Gianturco and H. Rosenwald (New York, 
Merlin Press, 1955), 32. 
58 and Alix, Colin and Colette. _.,.-
With the vers mesure experiment leading to the sev-
enteenth century air de cour, the French polyphonic chanson 
~oretold the coming o~ the basso continuo o~ the Baroque 
through its strong ~undamental bass part and its chordal 
style. The motet and the Mass did not ~ollow'the chanson in 
its venture with the Academie __ de Musiqueet __ de __ Poesie, and 
the vers mesure period marks the ~irst stylistic break be-
tween religious Latin music and secular music. 
The rhythmic i~luence o~ the French polyphonic chan-
son can be seen not only in the Parisian Masses, but in 
. 
those of Clemens non Papa, Lassus, Victoria, Palestrina and 
others. 
Example 6. Extracts ~rom (a) Muses chantez--Coste-
ley (after MMRF,III,3l); (b) Missa Iste 
Gonfessor--Credo--Palestrina {Regens-
burg, Pawelek, n.d.); (c) Amours partes--
Claudin (after MMRF, V, 57); (d) Missa 
0 guam gloriosum--Kyrie--Victoria (after 
Tovey, The ~orms of Music,(New York, 
Meridian Books, 1957), 86). 
~~$;(a) _ t~ (b) r:cc r o Jrl ~r JJ I ~?'~ J. JJ r I r ~ ~ (Sup.) . (Sup.) 
(c) R:1 ~ · (d) c:t=:l -'kc~jJJ~ t?~tt-iJ#mtll"' 
(Sup.) (Sup.) · 
The rhythmic pattern J J J and the ,form o~ the chanson 
93.rbid. 33 8 
-·-----
also contributed to the development of the canzona francese 
of the Italian instrumental musi·c. The catalogues of the 
cinquecentro Italian printers are full of French chansons 
idiomatically adapted to musical instruments. 
The melodic influence of the French polyphonic chan-
son has been far-reaching indeed~ if we consider that in 
his St. Matthew Passion J.S. Bach harmonized the chorale 
melody 11Was mein Gott will 11 which is nothing else but Clau-
din's melody of his chanson Il me suffit. 
Example 7. Extracts from (a) Chanson Il me suffit--
Claudin (after Huschke, 11 0rlando di 
Lassos Messen 11 n.29 ~ lOl)i (b) Missa Il 
me suffit--K~ri( I--Lassus (after --
H~schke, 102 ; c) Was mein Gott will 
(after Zahn, Die Melodien etc. n.30 ,472); 
(d) Was mein Gott will--J.S. Bach (after 
Bach-Gesellschaft, llPassionsmusiku, IV. 
~~r~?,IJ uu J J J 1J t Jp J rlnJJ. 
(Sup.) ; me au£-£i t de toua mes maux puisqu' il s m' ont li vrO ~ 
(b) ~H. 
Ky-ri - - - e e - lei-son Ky--ri-e e - - - lei - -
Q 0 JJJJo-rJ~a 
Was mein Gott will, das g'sech'allzeit, sein Will der ist 
THE MOTET OF THE RENAISSANCE 
The polyphonic motet59 of the Renaissance is a choral 
composition on a Latin text taken from the Holy Scriptures 
(Psalm, Sequence, Hymn; Gospel, Antiphon, part of the 
Proper of the Mass, etc.,) which the composer sometimes al-
tered to fit his purpose. Earts of the Ordinary of the Mass 
were not used as texts for motets, although sections for 
two voices from some Masses were included in motet books 
for two voices; the Benedictus and Agnus Dei II of Missa 
Mente tota by .Antoine Fevin, and an Agn.us Dei II by Josquin 
thus appeared in the collection Bicinia.60 The few politi-
cal motets with texts not from the Holy Scriptures, or with 
pre-existent sacred texts altered, are the exception. Such 
were the motets Este merci6l by Claudin de Sermisy meant as 
gesture of gratitude to the Este family of Ferrara, and 
Quis dabit oculis nostris62 by Mouton written to the memory 
33 
59 Reese, Music in the Renaissance, p. 21: "It is 
clear that the meaning of 'motet 1 has altered so frequently 
and so drastically over the years that no single definition 
will apply to all the kinds of composition it has designated. 
60 Bicinia / Gallica Latina Germanica, (Wittenberg, 
Rhaw, 1545), I, Nos., 40, 41, 62, 63. 
61 Lesure et al., Anthologie de la Chanson Parisien-
ne, p. v. 
62 a. Festa, Sacrae cantiones 2_, ,1, .2,, .£, vocibus, 
ed. E. Dagnino, (Rome, Pontifical institutioni musicae 
sacrae, 1936), p. 113. 
• - ~. ·~·:o::. 
o~ Anne o~ Brittany. There were also a £ew mythological 
motets, most o£ them in honor of Music, with texts not from 
the Holy Scriptures; such is the motet Gratia musa tibi by 
Mahu of the collection Dia~hona,63 and few ceremonial motets 
like Corteccia's Ingredere foelicissimis .auspiciis urbem 
tuam64 composed for the wedding of Cosima I de Medici and 
Eleonora o£ Toledo.65 
Except £or a few exceptionally short ones like Dulcis 
arnica by Pierre Oerton (Ex. 8), most motets have a length at 
least e~ual to the Ryrie section o£ a polyphonic Mass, and 
many motets have a su£ficiently long text to re~uire a divi-
sion into two parts called Prima J2ars and Secunda pars; mo-
tets of greater length may have three, £our, £ive, six and 
even seven partes. When a motet has many partes, the middle 
ones are sometimes set for two or t~ee voices; an instance 
34 
of this can be seen in the £ive-voice motet Quare fremuerunt 
gentes66 by Olaudin de Sermisy, in which Secunda pars is set 
for three voices. With the Parisian composers of the six-
teenth century, there was a tendency for motets with not 
more than three partes while with Jos~uin des Pres we find 
some five, six and seven partes motets; such are respectively 
63 Diaphona / amoena et florida • • • (Montanus and 
Neuber, 1549), No., 2. 
64 Thesaurus musicus • 
1564), No., 17. 
65 Reese, p. 365. 
• • (Montanus and Neuber, 
66 ) A pp. , II , p. 818 • 
0 Domine Jesu Christe,67 Qui velatus facie, 68 and Vultum 
tuum deprecabuntur.69 
Each pars of a motet is a complete entity by itself 
with final cadence generally on the tonic, unlike the Ohri~ 
ste section of the sixteenth century Mass that usually ends 
on the dominant. But, formally Pars ..f and Pars II are of'ten 
related, and this is the case especially in the responsory 
motet where the overall scheme may be aB (prima pars) and 
cB (secunda pars) as in Mouton's Reges terrae,7° or an 
aBcdBe pattern for both partes as in Palestrina's Corona 
aures.71 
As to form and f'ormal procedure, the motet of the 
Renaissance varied extensively from the through-composed 
piece of four stanzas like the motet Tiulcis arnica by Certon, 
(Ex. 8), and the short responsory Ave Regina by Frye to the 
polychoral motet of the Venitian Gabrieli, and the varied 
refrain five-part Alleluia tulerum Dominum72 by Palestrina 
that exhibits an AbAcAdAeA scheme. The ABA chanson pattern 
35 
67 Josquin des Pres, Werken, Motetten, ed. A. Smijers, 
(Leipzig, Siegel, 1921- ), II, 10. 
68 Ibid., II, p. 11. 69 Ibid., IV, p. 24. 
70 Collection de Polyphonie Classique, ed. J. Delpor-
te, (Paris, -
7l Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, te Opere Complete, 
ed. R. Casimiri, (Rome, Scalera, 1939- ) ,VII, p. 13. 
72 Ibid., V, p. 35. 
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Motet Dulcis Amica--Certon (after 
Missarum musicalium •.• , Attaingnant, 
l540h). 
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:so-,·popular with the Parisian polyphonic chanson composers 
o:f the early sixteenth century :found its way into the motet. 
In the motet the :form is extended and the last A section may 
be varied as in Olaudin's Tota pulchra es.73 The :following 










ab ,ab cc 
Here the B section o:f the motet is made up o:f short motifs, 
some of them repeated towards the end of the section as if 
to build a tension. Most o:f these short melodic motifs 
(dd 1e:fghhii) seem to be more or less derived from the prin-
cipal motifs: .§ and b. 
The repetition o:f the last stanza with the same 
music, a favorite :formal procedure of the Parisian polyphon-
ic chansons, appears very frequently in the motets o:f the 
Parisian composers. For example five out of the ten motets 
used by Claudin de S~rmisy in his parody Masses, the motets 
Adjuva me ( Oonsilium), 74 Impetum · (?), 75 Domini est terra, 76 
Tota pulchra ~ (Olaudin),76 and Deus regn.orum (Gascongne)77 
have this repetition at the end. Although few instances of 
73 App.' II, p. 807. 74 Ibid., p. 762. 
75 Ibid., p. 790. 76 Ibid., p. 795· 
77 Ibid., P• 751. 
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formal :procedure can be found in some motets by Josq_uin, 
Orlando di Lasso and other non-Parisian composers, it seems 
that the Parisian composers have used it more than the others. 
Apart from the ones which are freely-composed, and a 
few that may use chanson 'melodies, the :polyphonic motets of 
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries draw their elementary 
musical material from the Chant (:psalms, antiphons, hymns, 
sequences, etc.,), or :from :pre-existent sacred music as 
seems to be the case with the motet Philomena by Riohafort 
(of'., Exx. 70 and 71 ). In the motets built with Chant mate~ 
rial, the melody may appear as an isorhythmio tenor as in· 
Dufay 1 s Fugens iubar ~Puerpera ~ura- Virgo post partum,79 
or simply as a oantus-f'irmus as in Busnois' Anima liquefaota 
est.80 The Chant ~elody may sometimes appear in the three 
voices, in longer notes in the tenor and in shorter values 
in the upper voices, as in Dufay 1 s Anima liquefaota est.81 
Or, the Chant melody is paraphrased in the tenor as in 
Busnois' Regina ooeli,82 or in the su:perius as in Dufay's 
79 G. Dufay, Opera Omnia, ed. G. de Van and H. Besse-
ler, (Rome, Institute of Musicology, 1948), I2, P• 52. 
80 A. Smijers, 11 Van Ookeghe~ tot Sweelinok11 , Neder-
landsohe Muziekgesohiedenis in Voorbeelden, (Amsterdam, 
Alsbaoh, 1949-52), :p. 22. --
81 rrseohs Trienter Codioes 11 , DenkmM.ler der Tonkunst 
in Osterreioh, eds. R. Ficker and-A.· .Orel, (Wien, 
Univ. Ed., 1920), LIII, :P• 20. 
82 Smijers, P• 16. 
Alma Redemptoris Mater for three voices.83 At other times 
the Chant is so paraphrased as to be unrecognizable except 
for a kind of head-motif as in Claudin de Sermisy 1 s Quare 
fremuerunt gentes (Exx. 99~101 ), or, only the essential 
melodic leaps of the Chant are retained as in Palestrina's 
motet Alma Redemptoris Mater.84 
In some motets of the last half of the fifteenth cen-
tury we still find the cantus-firmus in long notes (Pfund-
noten); . although Josq_uin used this lingering techniq_ue of 
the past in his Stabat Mater, generally he preferred to use 
and develop further the nmore eq_ual treatment of the parts, 
including imitation and passages in chordcil style 1185 inau-
gurated by Obrecht. The voice-pairing techniq_ue in succes-
sive points of imitation as developed by Josq_uin, was fol-
lowed and imitated by the Parisian composers of the six-
teenth century, although they never approached his pro1ific-
39 
ness and excellence in canonic writing. With the Parisian 
composers the tendency was for more and more elaborate para-
phrase of the Chant melodies, and for freely composed motets. 
The style of the sixteenth~century French motet is 
still basically that of the successive points of imitation 
83 Davison and Apel, Historical Anthology of Music, 
(Cambridge, Har¥ard University Press, 1950), I, p. 70. 
84 Palestrina, Le Opere Complete ••• XI, p. 52. 
85 Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, (Cam-
bridge, Harvard University Press,·l953), p. 460. 
with paired voices, in the manner of Josquin, and through 
the influence of the polyphonic French chanson in which cla-
rity and transparency of the text took more importance than 
the musical elaboration, it became more and more syllabic. 8 6 
However, the style of the Parisian motet of the sixteenth 
century is rather conservative if we comp~re it with the 
style of the polyphonic French chanson of Jannequin and that 
of the French chanson-Mass of the same century. In the Pari-
sian motet the influence of the Parisian polyphonic chanson 
of the early part of the century is less felt than in the 
Mass of that period, and for that reason the motet was less 
seculartzed. The numerous rhythmic patterns borrowed from 
40 
the polyphonic chanson that can be found in the French chan~ 
son-Mass (see pp. 65-71) seldom appear in the motet although 
the frottolistic figure cJ J J recurs often enough. In the 
points of-imitation of the early sixteenth-century motet the 
real answer.is predominant, although tonal answers can be 
:found. Just as in Josquin' s motets, the imitation in Olaudin•s 
motets, may be presented canonically, in pairs, or in ordina-
ry entries. As can be seen in example lO, the time values and 
the rhythmic pulsations in the different entries are varied. 
The Josquinian voice-pairing at its barest and at its 
most suggesting of the later coro spezzato technique of the 
· 
86 F. Lesure, "La musique religieuse francaise .§:!! 
xvre sieclerr, La RevueMusicale, (Paris, Richard-Masse, 
1953-54, No. 222, p. 64. 
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Venitian Renaissance composers can be seen in Gascogne's mo-
tet Deus regnorum (Ex. 9) in the Secunda pars, where there 
is not even some overlapping of the voices (of. Exx. 45, 46). 
Also, in the late motet of Olaudin de Sermisy, the "lattice 
work" texture (Ex. lO) is the same as that found in his 
Masses of the late period (of. Ex. 105). Finally, the archi-
tectural principle is not absent from the sixteenth-century 
French motet, and the form of Pars I of the motet Quare fre-
--- --
muerunt gentes by Olaudin de Sermisy is highly revealing on 
that count (Ex. ll). Here, both unity and variety are 
achieved. 
The French sixteenth-century motet is usually written 
for four voices, although a sizeable amount of them for five 
voices can be found. The ones for less than four voices and 
for more than five are exceptional. These motets are ~ cap-
pella music par excellence, although at times they may have 
been performed on instruments, as is suggested by the 
absence of a text in some of the prints and manuscripts. 
The parody Mass of the fifteenth century seems to have 
been built on polyphonic chansons rather than on polyphonic 
motets. For example, out of the nine parody Masses by Jos~uin 
referred to by Reese87 one only, the Missa Mater Patris, is 
based. on a polyphonic motet. The same remark seems to apply 
to some of Jos~uin 1 s contemporary such as Martini, Weerbec@e, 





Example 9 ~ Extract from Motet Deus Re~norum--Gascon­
·.,.. gne (after A:pp. II, :p. 756 • 
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ExamplelQ. Extract from Motet Quare fremuerunt gentesm 
-Claudin de Sermisy (after A:pp. II, p. 837). 
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Example 1~ . Formal ·scheme of Prima pars of the Motet 
Quare fremuerunt gentes--Claudin de Sermi-
sy (after App. II, pp. 819 - 827). 
11 Contra. teror 2 
Quare fre.muerunt Ascending sth 
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Et in furore Chordal Coda. (mea.s. 87) 
-
and Brumel. But, with the ecclesiastical sanctions and pro-
nouncements of the early sixteenth century88 against Masses 
built on chansons, there arose a new need for Masses built 
on polyphonic motets, and some sixteenth-century French com-
posers like Colin and Cadeac used only motets for their par-
ody Masses. It is highly significant that a collection.of 
Masses such as the Viginti Missarum printed in 1532 by At-
taingnant does not contain a single Mass based on some poly-
phonic chanson, and that at least fifteen of the Masses fun 
the collection,are parody Masses on contemporary motets. 
This trend for more motets used as material for parody 
Masses was .continued with Palestrina who has forty-one par-
ody Masses based on motets out of fifty-two89 parody Masses 
all together. It is amusing to con~ider that in the case of 
the parody Masses based on motets which in turn are based 
on pre-existent material, we have a parody of a parody, 
i.e., in the extensive meaning of the word. 
The great amount of motets printed during the six-
teenth century not only suggests that they might have sub~ 
stituted for parts of the Ordinary of the Mass, but as Miss 
Josephine Shine mentioned in her paper nThe Motets of 
88 Council of Basel in 1503; Council of Paris in 
1538. 
89 Reese, p. 472. 
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Mou-ton",9° there might be "a connection between the growing 
production OI motets (in the Iiiteenth and sixteenth centu-
.ries) and the increasing spread o:f (daily) Low Mass.n Nowa-
days canticles in the vernacular are oiten sung during Sun-
day Low Masses, although in churches that can a:fiord it and 
want it, a cappella motets are still rendered. 
Other types o:f motets beside the ones discussed above 
were composed during the :fifteenth century and may appear in 
some sixteenth-century motet collections or choir-books. The 
11 song--motet u with a Latin text was a short motet :for three 
voices; OI a simple, intimate, song~like character, it may 
have been used in private chapels and homes .91 The 11 mote-t-' 
chanson 11 which employed a secular French text :for the two 
upper voices and a Latin text IOr the lowest part can be 
seen in La Rue's Plorer, gemir-Requiem.92 .Another type o:f 
motet composed in the early Ii:fteenth century is the osiiina-
to motet, best exampliiied by Busnois' In hydraulis93 in 
which the textless tenor, when not silent :for long stretChes, 
repeats -three notes at dii:ferent levels. 
Such was the popularity OI the motet in -the sixteenth 
90 Paper read beiore the American Musicological 
Society at New Haven, Connecticut, on December 20, 1952. 
Quoted :from Reese, Music in the Renaissance, p. 227. 
91 Reese, p. 94. 92 Ibid., p. 272. 
93 rrsechs Trienter Coo.ices 11 , Erste Auswahl. Denkmaler 
der Tonkunst in Clsterreich~ eds. G. Adler and o. Koller, 
(Wien, Artaria & Co., l900J, VII, p. 105. 
century that it was transcribed for keyboard instruments 
in an Attaingnant publication of l53l for 11 0rgues Espinet-
tes et Manicordionsn94, and in Italian collections of key-
board music of the same century; for the lute in such 
collections as Terzi's Intavolatura di Liutto,95 and the 
four-volume Intabolatura de Lauto printed by Petrucci in 
the early sixteenth century .96 
94 Y. Rokseth, ( ed.), Treize motets et un :yrelude 
pour orgue ~ edi tes par Pierre Attaingnant, ll53t , (Paris, 
Droz, l930 J. 
95 96 . Reese, p. 52l. Ibld., p. 52l. 
THE FRENCH CHANSON -MASS OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY 
Introduction 
For a :period of approximately twenty-five years 
(roughly from the first chanson-Masses :printed by Moderne 
and Attaingnant in 1532 to the last ones :printed by Le Roy 
& Ballard in 1559), a group of French composers, most of 
whom wrote Parisian :polyphonic chansons, also composed 
Masses that are little known, often misunderstood, and 
still wanting in investigation. The music of the composers 
Claudin de Sermisy, Pierre Certon,. Pierre Cade.ac, Pierre 
Clereau, Du Moulin, Allaire, Daul:phin, Pierre Colin, Goudi-
mel, De Marle, Samin and others shows elements of two in-
herited traditions. These are the Netherlandish with its 
tight texture, its imitative style and its angular melodic 
lines, and the Josquinian with its voice-pairing, its 
lighter texture, its smoother melodic lines and its trend 
towards simplicity. These two traditions strongly influ-
enced by the Parisian :polyphonic chanson, produced in the 
hands of Claudin, Certon, Goudimel and others the French 
chanson-Mass, characterized by its homophonic style, its 
general simplicity, its brevity, its chanson-like melodies, 
and its formal borrowings from the chanson. 
The name 11 chanson-Mass 11 is not used here to indicate 
47 
Masses built on secular polyphonic chansons (in ~act more 
than hal~ o~ the chanson-Masses were built on religious ma-
terial), but to identi~y the particular lr.ind o~ French JYI"-ass 
that incorporated in its style elements ~rom the polyphonic 
chanson. 
The phenomenal rise in popularity of the polyphonic 
French chansons at the court of Francis I, the great number 
of them published during the first half of the sixteenth 
century, and the fact that the Parisian chanson composers 
also wrote Masses, were all factors that ~avored the incor-
poration of chanson features into the Mass. 
The tendency of the Parisian composers towards 
brevity and simplification might have answered sociological 
and psychological needs, but it was also a mani~estation o~ 
the French genius for clarity, conciseness, logic and 
sobriety. Neither lengthy developments nor contrived con-
trapuntal practices have ever been French characteristics. 
Also peculiar to the French genius is a liking ~or 
tuneful melodies and pure vocal music in which the words 
hold just as important a place as the music. The French 
have excelled in pure vocal music from the Middle Ages to 
modern times: in the chanson of the troubadours and trou~ 
veres, in the thirteenth century motet, in the Renaissance 
polyphonic chanson, in the air de ~ of the Baroque, in 
the romantic art song of Hahn, Faure and Duparc, in the 
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impressionistic art song~ of Debussy and Ravel, and in the 
contemporary sophisticat~d art songs of Eoulence 
Peter Wagner97 has called the French chanson-Mass 
Vokalmesse and has devoted a whole chapter to it, giving 
i 
special attention to thei Masses of Gerton, Olereau and 
Goudimel. Ambros98 has written (not too tenderly) of the 
chanson-Mass, calling it' a 11 fickle and light-blooded daugh= 
ter of the Netherlands s:cho~ln, 99 and E. E. SteinlOO has 
compared it with the Netperlands Mass while Reese has 
referred to it as the 11 French Mass Type 11 .101 
97 Peter Wagner, :Geschichte der Me sse, (Leipzig, 
Breitkopf und Hl:rrtel, 1913), p. 237. 
8 . ' . 
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9 A.W. Ambros, Geschichte der Musik, III, (3rd ed.), 
(Leipzig, Leuckart, 1867-1911), p. 337. 
trDie-Messen der franz8sischen Tonsetzer, soweit sie 
in Druck erhalten sind, ;kommen weder an Zahl noch an Gehalt 
una Gediegenheit den niederlandischen gleich; es sind auch 
wohl fl~chtige oder innerlich leere Arbeiten darunter, dass 
es WeJ;-.ke sind, in guter Kunstzei t entstandern, deren GeprM.ge 
sie tragen trotz ihrer leichteren Factur, Sie haben oft 
eine gewisse Anmuth, die gl1icklich wirkt, und man kann sich 
zwischendurch des Gedankens.nicht erwehren, dass die 11 0anzon 
francese 11 hier auf den Kirchenstyl zur1ichgewirkt und ihm 
eine gewisse Leichtigkeit gegeben, welche gelegentlich 
freilich an Leichtfertigkeit streift. 11 
99 Ibid. , p. 33o!. ttDer charackter dieser franz8sischen 
Schule, einer etwas flii;chti~en und leichtbl-lltigeren Tochter 
der niederlM.ndischen • ·• • • 
100 E.E. stein, 11!The Polyphonic Mass in France and 
the Netherlands (1525-1560), 11 (Doctoral dissertation, 
Eastman School of Music, University of Rochester, 1941), 
unpublished. · 
lOl Reese, P• 340. 
To distinguish petween the chanson-Masses and the 
contemporaneous Masses! in the Netherlands style is not 
I 
easy, because the two groups have certain common character-
I 
istics. Nevertheless, ~t is obvious that the texture of the 
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chanson-Masses is rath,er light and thin, "gay and even friv-
I 
olous at times, while ~he Netherlands Masses are planned 
rather from the standp'oint of rich. sonority, with a complex 
interweaving of voices' in almost constant imitation. nl02 
The French style is ho~ophonic, and of a harmonic simplicity 
' ' 
characterized by the ~sual dissonances and by a fluctuation 
I 
between triads in root! position and in first inversion. It 
is filled with short p'assages of parallel thirds, sixths 
I 
and tenths, and shows ~arallel rhythms sometimes in more 
than two voices. The dadence formula is simple, and often 
consists of dominant to .tonic chords with a 4-3 suspension. 
More syllabic than th~ Netherlands, the chanson-Mass is 
also shorter and simp~er in style, mensuration and rhythm. 
That from the ~arly chanson~Masses to the latest 
there was a shift fro~ imitation to chordal style can be 
: 
seen no better than irt the complete Masses of Olaudin de 
Sermisy. One of his e~rliest like Domine quis habitabit, has 
no chordal passages ai all. The Masses of what may have 
' 
been his middle perio4, like Missa. ElL1rium motetorum, have 
about an equal number iof imitative and chordal passages. 
i l02 Stein, p. 221. 
Whereas what appear to ;be his last Masses, like Missa Ad 
' 
placitum and Missa PluXium modulorum, have more chordal 
passages than imitative. passages. 
Finally, the c~anson-Masses, from the early to 
the late ones are written mostly in the Dorian, Phrygian 
and Mixolydian modes in their normal and transposed forms, 
and the same mode is us~ally employed throughout the Mass. 
With few exceptions theif are for fo~ voices interspersed 
with passages for two or for three voices and follow the 
general pattern outlined below: 
TABLE I 
GENERAL PATTERN OF THE CHANSON-MASSES 
Kyrie·I a4, ~' dominant) Christe a4, ¢: (ends with half-cadence on the Kyrie II a4, 
' Gloria a4, ~' (with interspersed sections a2 and a3) 
' 
Credo a4, ~' (with interspersed sections a2 and a3) 
Sanctus a4, %: J?leni sunt a2, 
Hosanna a4, %: (sometimes in ternary meter) J3enedictus a3, 
A gnus I a4, %' Agnus II a2, ¢: A gnus III a5, (som~times a4; or repetition of Agnus I) 
' 
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The lighter:Masses of' Josquin des Pres 
' I 
and of his contemporaries 
Elements of the tFrench chanson style are already 
present in some of Josquin's Masses. For example, the 
' 
Masses De Beata virgin~, Sine nomine, Mater :Patris, Allez 
regretz show some chan~on-Mass characteristics in their 
I 
voice-pairing, brevity;, lighter texture, binary alla breve 
meter, canonic sobriet7, simple mensuration and melodic 
vocality. But these Masses of Josquin still retain some most 
I 
! 
important Netherlands :trade-marks, such as long melodic 
' 
' 
lines, the under-third (Landini) cadence, two against three 
rhythms (Ex. 13), rep,~ti tions (Ex. 14), p:arallelism, sequen~ 
tial passages (Ex. 15:), vocal orchestrationsl03 (Ex. 16) and 
mild canonic work-outs. Moreover, such figures as· follow 
gathered in Josquin'~ Masses are generally not found in the 
style of Olaudin and! Palestrina. 
Example 12. Melodic figures found in some Masses of 
J,osquin, but not found in the Masses of 
qlaudin de Sermisy. 
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II [fi:tf llfif fll F ~Er ILJJ JJ II iJ l Jll J Jj Jli 
! 
' 
103 Reese, P. 243. Reese uses the term "vocal orches-
tration11 to denote ! trvariety produced by the number of voices 
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Example 13. Two against three rhythm--Ex~ract from 
Missa;Mater Patris--Agnus III--Josquin 
(after Werken ~ • • • ed. Smijers, 
(Amsterdam, Alsbach & Co., 1952), III,p.26. 
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The sixteenth cehturyPar~sian composers employed 
both sequences and para;Llelism but neither for the same pur-
i 
pose nor so frequently :as their predecessors. With the for-
mer sequences and repet~tions took the form of,vocalises 
(of. Exx. 26 ,119) rathe:r than of melodic entities; and par-
i 
allelism usually occur~d in sections involving only two 





composers have nothing ihat approaches the 33 successive 
thirds in the upper two,voices o:f the Hosanna o:f Missa 
I 
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' Repetitions-~Extract :from Missa Mater 
~atris--Agnus III--Josquin, (a:fter Werken 
von~ •• , ed., A. Smijers, p. 27). 
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Example 15. Sequence, Landini cadence--Extract 
:from Missa Oucu-:-Gloria--Martini 









Exa_mple 16i. nvocaCL orchestration 11 , Landini cadence, 
Sequential passage--Extract f'rom Missa 
De B'eata virgine;..-Gloria--Josquin (af'ter 
Rees:e, 243). 
A - - - - -
A 
56, 
- - - - - - - - - - men, A - - - - - -
' 
-]_.-: Jf 




Josquin's style aiso abounds ~n plagal cadences fol-
i 
lowing perfect cadences, ia procedure which almost complete-
ly disappeared with his ~uccessors of the French-Mass pe= 
riod. Finally, his chordal passages are either a succession 
! 
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of bare chords in root ppsition, or the chord of the sixth 
moving over a free bass ,(faux-bourdon), but l!hey are nothing 
like the pseudo-contrap~tal-chordal style of Olereau, Clau-








Example 17. Chordal style in root position--Extract 
from.Missa Mater ~atris--Gloria--Josquin 
(after Werken .:Y£!1 ••• ed. Smijers~,p. 4. 
i 
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Example 1~. Faux7bourdon style--Extract from Missa 
Mater Patris--Hosanna--Jos~uin (after 




Finally, in Jos~uin 1 s Masses· we still find the nascen-
ding cambiata" that was 11 common around the year l500rtl04. 
This type of dissonanc~ was not found in the chanson-Masses 
I 
I 
of Claudin, and is notito be found in the style of Palestrina. 
II 
/I A-
. r" I. _.,. 
v 
I 
I • r, 
.J \ 
Example 19. Theiascending cambiata--Extract from 
Missa Hercules--Josquin, (after Jeppesen, 
Counterpoint . .. • p. 14 7) • 
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l04 Knud Jeppesen, Counterpoint / The Polyphonic 
Vocal Style of the Sixteenth Centuryt trans. Glen Haydon 
(New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953J, p. 147. 
The earlY; French chanson-Mass 
' 
o£ thd sixteenth century 
Although influenyed by the Parisian polyphonic chan-
son, such Masses as Sal~s nostral05 by Colin, Domine guis 
habitabit, 106 Philomen~~l07 and Nov-em lectionl.Uill08 by 
i 
Claudin, and £inally Sancta et Immaculatal09 by Allaire 
(?-1547) belong to the Netherlandish tradition. Here the 
angular melodic lines have very little likeness to the sinu-
ous dance-like melodies' o£ the chanson; the imitative style 
i 
is predominant; the voice-pairing is sober; and the pure 
I 
chordal passages are rather scarce. 
Example 20. Exti'act £rom Missa Salus nostra•-Kyrie--. · 
Colin (a£ter Transcription G.G.A). 
' 
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1 ~ ,superius e . ! >i G ~ 
l. %4 ·ltfdJ.r:IFK rl F r rrr f f(g I 
:------~--~~---~-~K~y __ -_r~~~e~e----r~-ei __ -__ s~o_n ___ (K=y--~·r_l_e~'~e_-_l~~~l~---=--~------------~~-~-----~--: 
' 
;:2 · . i ~ · ~ . IOE:i =t /';) [t J_ t i'if Err_ Iff -t-n:: ffi5 J J I e II 
8 on) Ky - n. -e : e - - le~ - . - - i - - .son. 
--._ . .;._ ---------~-·----------~-=-~-----f.------ ·-·--::··· -- . ----------
In k~eping with the traditional Netherlands style, 
these Masses are digni£ied, serious and conservative. How-
' I 
ever, the French spirit and in£luence is visible in the 
105 NDC, Missae Duodecim, 1554. l06 App. I, p. 363. 
107 Ibid., p. 397. lOB Ibid., p. 321. 109 App. III, 
gracious flowing of the developed melodic line, in the 
simplicity of the disson~ces and the harmonic scheme, and 
in the rather light text"(lre and simple rhythmic life. 
Example 21. Melodic line (a) developed from angular 
melody (b)---Extracts from Missa Sancta 
et Immaculata--Allaire (?-1547) (after 
App., III, p. 869). (a) . 
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. ' ' ,__., Tenor ' y ,::t::!l 
r4f J ricr Jl P RraiOJa J IJ:Uffl 
San - - - - - - - - !- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -s : . 
'F c!.~ :!~ .. cr __ _r: !Rtret -~ _C :.. II 
(b) Superius <" : -1 . 5 
't o I c1 r I 'i! J J lei < J J. I J J I 
Ky - rie e - ' le - i - son Ky - - - - - - rie 
e - - - - - - -: - - - - - - - - lei son 
As in the later chanson-Masses, canonic and mensural 
i 
devices are here excludea, and the voice-setting is almost 
consistently for four vo~ces interspersed with passages for 
two and for three voices. 
The early chanson1Masses of Claudin (Domine quis 
' habitabit, Novem lectionUm and Philomena), Gerton (Ave~-
ctissima) and Allaire (d 1547) (Sancta et immaculata) do away 
with the under-third (L~dini) cadence, the parallelism in 
I 
thirds, sixths, with th~ fauxbourdon style, the repetitions, 
and the heavy vocal 11 orqhestrations 11 that were the trade-
! 
marks of Josquin des Pr~s and his contemporaries. Yet, these 
Masses retain an occasional Agnus Dei for five voices, and 
' 
an occasional ternary meter in some sections. The long 
' 
Amens of the Glorias ~d Credos, the avoided third and 
delayed cadences, the o'stinato effects, the passages in 
triplets, the mild rep~titions and the sequences found in 
I 
' these post-Josquin Mas~es link them to the old traditions. 
Example 22. i Delayed cadence--Extract from Missa 
Sancta et immaculata--Christe--.Allaire 
( d.154 7T (after App. III, p. 871). 
Example 23. Successive chords of the sixth--Extract 
from Missa Domine guis habitabit--Clau-
























- -·- - -I lei -
Avoided third cadence--Extract from 
Missa Domine uis habitabit--K;\£?) II--
Glaudin after G.G.A._, App. I_, 3 7 • 
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- - - - - - -
- son.\:J ;' 
Example 25. Sequential passage--Extract from Missa 
Novem lectionum--Gloria--Claudin (after 
G.G.A., App. I, 336). 
r~ur r 
'" -;-- ~ 
- --~ - - - - men. 
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Example 26. Vocalise-like repetition and long Amen--
Extract from Missa Ave sanctissima-:=-
Oredo--Certon (IDt€Ulscription G.G.A). 
A - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·• - - - - men 
A - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - men 
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A - - -
A------------
men. 
- - - -men A -- -
Example 27. Mild ostinato effects--Extract :from 
Missa Philomena--Kyrie I--Olaudin 
(after App., I, p. 398): 
·( 
( 01..) (Kyrie e - lei - :c::- - - - - son) 
5:;;'\ ..-"\ ~= r r J r IEttf rl 61 
- rie e-lei- - - - - - - - son. e-------
[t35 ftf If-
- lei - son) (Ky-rie e - - - - - lei -
Even in the early chanson-Masses, declamatory 
effects and word-painting :found their way; there is no 
doubt that the repetition o:f tu in the following example 
was intended to stress the meaning o:f Tu solus Dominus, and 
the long melisma o:f finis in the next example to 11 :paint 11 
cujus regni non erit finis. 
' Example 28. Declamatory effect--Extract from Missa 
Philomena--Gloria--Olaudin (a£ter 
App. , I, p. 408 ) • 
son. 
Example 29. Word-painting--Extract from Missa 
Domine quis habitabit--Oredo--Olaudin 
(after .App. I, p. 380). 
~Contra tenor tiff_ ~ ~ l I J J J 3P J J ~ J lJJJJV '=flJ 
- , - - - - - - - - - - - - nis. 
The early chanson-Masses still retained a lively 
enough figuration in eighth-notes, thus avoiding the static 
stiffness of the syllabic style. The two following examples 
based on the same motet, by Olaudin illustrate the differ-
ence in figuration between early and late chanson-Masses. 
Example 30. Extract from Missa Si bona suscepimus--
Kyrie I--Gardane (Moderne, Liber Decem 
gissaiUm, 1532)(Transcription G.G • .A). 
Superius . ij-, V Jll J J ltn J J IJ J JliJ l tJjJpg 
Kyrie eleison 
Example 31. Extract from Missa Si bona suscepimus--
Kyrie I--Phinot (after NTIO, Missae ~ 
quatuor, 1557)(~ranscription G.G • .A). 
~Sunerius ~ ~ . ~ 
Kyrie e-lei - - - - - - - - - son 
In contrast with the angular melodic lines of the 
French Masses Of Colin and early Olaudin, are the well-bal~ 
anced and sinuous short melodies found in most chanson-
Masses. 
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Example 32. Extract from Missa Plurium motetorum--
Kyrie I--Olaudin (afterApp., I, :P•437). 
:#:. Tenor · 5 . =f ~ I~ l'f i f o I ifr F I o I a I a I r r I " I d < uti L I 
Ky - - - - - ri - e e- lei - - - - - - - son Ky - ri - e 
-e_ 4 ~ IS' ~ ~kf) n IJ J It a =lrrrlr-~lrrl"lol 
e - - - - - - lei-son Ky-ri-e e - - - - - - lei-son • 
.At times this chanson type of melody even took a 
dance-like ~uality. 
Example 33. Extract from Missa Ad placitum--Kyrie I-
-Olaud.in (after .App., I, p. 556). . 
0 
Ky--rie e - - - - lei - - - son Ky-ri -e e-lei - son 
The rhythmic figure J J J "which some histori-
ans have come to associate with the chanson o:f 
this periodrrllO is frequently found in the works of the 
polyphonic chansons composers. 
110 R eese, p. 292. 
(a.) 
(b) 
Example 34. The dactylic rhythm in the sixteenth 
century French chansons and Masses--
Extracts from (a) Chanson Jouyssance 
~ donneray--Claudin ( af't er Reese, 
p. 292); .(b) Missa Tota pulchra es--
Gloria--Claudin (after App., I, p. 531 ). 
Jouyssa.nce vous don - - - - - - - ne - ra.y 
Ba.ssus I~ 
t?b * r r rl r ) J1J31 o 1 
......., 
Be - nedi - ci - mus 




dance-like quality and of frottolistic origins,lll recurs 
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quite often in the chanson-Masses even in those not insp~d 
by chanson motifs. 
Example 35. Extracts from (a) Chanson Si c 1 est un 
grief tourment--Costeley (after Bordes, 
Chansonnier du XVIe s. VI); (b) Missa 
Adjuva me--Credo--Gerton ( af1Jer 
MMFTR, II, p. 54). 
(a.) (b) 
,. ~eri~ a~~ rh Contrat~ r :¥= J H r ~ = lrr r (j¥ * tt@ J J u ~ ~ 1 ~ nous ce que son feu fa.-cto-rem coeli et terrae 
Almost the same pattern as the above, but without 
lll Reese, p. 160. 
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the initial up beat was ~uite a favorite. 
Example 36. Extracts from (a) Noen .Allons, ~' ~' 
bergeres--Oosteley (after Bordes, Ohan-
sonnier, VII); (b) Missa Je n'en puis 
plus durer~-~Sie !--Daulphi~after 
.App., III, p. 52). 
(a) (b) 
~ Superius Sllperius . 
rfti t1l J rl r"JJI 1&1+ fa: rr l~r ~ ~ 1 
Al-lons ga.y, gay, gay . Ky - ri-e e-leison 
A rhythmic pattern which recurs in the frottola, in 
the monophonic French chanson, in the French polyphonic 
chanson and in the chanson-Mass is the following: 
(a) 
-Example 37. Extracts from (a) Frottola Oime il cor--
Oara (after Reese, p. 163};~ Chanson 
monodigue L'Amour de mo~ (after Tiersot, 
Chants ••• France, p. 21); (c) Poly-
phonic chanson Martin menoit--.Allaire 
(after App., III, p. 911); (d) Missa 
Yeni sponsa Christi--Gloria--Colin (after 
Moderne, l547)(Transcription G.G.A). 
'"" . Chi non ~falla non L 1Amour de may d'y est en-
(c) (d) 
~ ~ ri•~ ~ ,~ Supgiij A ~ I k;-J ;; (lf irr r I I f f 't-& !l :: ~I 
serre Martin notre pourceau 2 Quoniam Tu solus 
Rhythmic patterns like the followings were used in 
both obscene songs and Masses. 
Example 38. Rhythmic pattern: < J J j JJJ J J J 
Extracts from (a) Chanson Martin menoit--
Allaire (.After .App. , III, p. 909 ) ; 
(b) Missa .Ad placitum--Agnus Dei I--
Claudin (after App., I, p. 57f)"": 
(a.) (b) 
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~~ fuperius r ~ $ fuperi us ~ ~ l ~ 14itfrcrriJJJJI;JIIEZft rcrW 7' =JI 
(de lung sur la.ultre) miserere 
Example 39. Rhythmic vattern: < J •~ f) " .(__JJ _( 
Extracts from (a) Chanson Au~ jeu 
d~ pousse avant--Jannequin-rafter Bordes, 
IX); (b) Missa Je suis desheritee-- . 
Gloria--Maillara-(after E.E. Stein, 
"Twelve (i.e. thirteen) Franco-Flemish 
Masses .of the l6"th centurytJ (Music par-v 
of doctoral dissertation, Eastman School 
of Music, University of Rochester, l94l), 
unpublished, I, p. 76. 
(a.) (b) 
~ Tenor ~ . ~ Tenor ~ " ~ 12 t f <:J r·yiJJ J.£~ 1 121 * fF r etl rt rg r 
1 a.u jo-ly joly joly jeu . Je-su Christa 
.And, one like the following is found in chansons, 
dances and Masses. 
Example 40. Rhythmic pattern: J -~ .\ J .( J .( j 
Extracts from (a) Chanson Hau, hau le 
bois--Claudin (after Bordes,-II); ('5) 
Pavane II--Du Tertre (after MlVIFR, 
Danceries, p. 22); (c) Missa Je n'en 
~ plus durer--Kyrie II--Daulphin 
(after App., III, P• 853J. 
(a) (b) 
kpc·"FJ J ()JJ ]J ~I I$Jfifj" J J If] J 3 J J I 
Prions ~ Dieu ·. 
(c) $ superius J A!J j J gf 
1 if r r 1- Jlfl 
Kyrie e-lei - - - - - - -
Finally, one of the greatest contributions of the 
polyphonic French chanson to the chanson-Mass was that 
of rhythmic patterns---to give here a complete list of 
them would be both fastidious and beyond the scope of this 
work. But, in addition to the rhythmic patterns already 
mentioned, suffice it to show some that recur quite often. 
Example 41. Rbythmic :pattern: 
Extracts from (a) Chanson Il n 1 est 
douleur--Allaire (after ApP:, III, p. 
(b) Missa Philomena--Kyrie II--Claudin 




~ Tenor 0 Lf J ar 1r ff ij Tenor 
(a) 
Il n 1 est dou - - - t 
Ky - - - - ri - e e - - -
Example 42. Rhythmic pattern: J~J J 1J JJ j 
Extracts from '(a) Chanson Elle s 'en 
va--Claudin (after MIVIFR, v--;-:p: 22); 
tb) Missa Domine g(is habitabit--
Kyrie II--Claudin afterApp., I, p. 366). 
~ Tenor i 
t ¥·or cerrlr 
Elle s 'en va 
Example 43. Rhythmic pattern: J J j J_rn J . 
Extracts from (a) Chanson En esperant--
Dulot (after MMRF, V, p. 35T, (b) Missa 
Sancti Spiritus--Gloria--Samin (after 
Stein 11 Twelve ••• century 11 II, p. 104). 
(a) (b) 
Tenor 3 fJ:I . · ~ if 7 Suporiua ~bt;z r rlrJWJ~ E c < J IJJLun JJ I 
En es - pe-rant m1 - se-re-re nobis 
1$ 
The Jos~uinian voice-pairing could be ~uite bare, 
lengthy and fre~uently used. In the early chanson-Masses 
it is rather sober, overlapping and even covered by a 
third voice. But in later chanson-Masses very often it 
resembles the voice-pairing of Janne~uin's chansons. 
Example 44. Early chanson-Mass voice-pairing--
Extract from Missa Domine guis habitabit-
-Oredo--Olaudin (a.rter App., I, p. 382). 
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Example 45 .. Later· chanson-Mass voice~pairing-:-:-­
Extra~t rrom Missa pltwium motetorum~~ 
Gloria--Claudin Carter G.G.A., App. I, 
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Example 46. Voice-pairing in Jannequint s chansons- ... 
Extract rrom Chanson Au .toly jeu de 
pousse avant--Jannequinafter Bordes, 
Chansonnier du xvre s ••• , IX), 
• I I 
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Finally, the chordal style of the chanson-Masses 
is not bare in the f'ashion shown in Josquin' s (Ex. 17_); 
a-slight rhythmic counterpoint and an occasional 6/3 chord, 
as in Olaudin 1 s Masses,offset the static eff'ect. 
Example 47. Extract f'rom Missa Voulant honneur--
Credo--Claudin (after G.G.A., App. I, 
i£78) ~ 
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The late Chanson-Masses of 
Claudin, Certon and Goudimel 
In the Masses Quare fremuerunt gentes, 11 2 Voulant 
honneur,ll3 Domini est terra,ll4 Tota :pulchra es,ll5 Ad 
:placitum,ll6 Plurium motetorum,ll7 Plurium modulorumll8 by 
Claudin, Sur le pont d' .Avignon, 119 Adjuva ~120 by Certon, 
and De mes ennu.ysl2l by Goudimel among others, the notation 
besame almost exclusively in alla breve meter, and the liga-
tures almost disappeared---the most recurrent ligature is~ , 
which represents two semibreves. Also the black notation 
disappeared except in short ternary passages and in the 
rare ligatures. 
In the early chanson-Mass we find a quite uniform 
style throughout the Mass. The Gloria and Credo sections 
although more syllabic, are written in the same kind of 
contrapuntal style as the Kyrie, Sanctus and Agnus sections. 
Miss a Sancta et immaculata is a good example. :But with some 
112 App.' I, p. 617· ll3 Ibid., p. 670. 
114 Ibid., p. 504. 115 Ibid., p. 526. 
116 Ibid., p. 555 ll7 Ibid., P• 436. 
118 Ibid., 699. 119 :MJ.VIFTR II, p. 1. p. 
' 120 Ibid., P• 43. 121 Ibid., IX, p. 80. 
chanson-Masses one notes such differences in style between 
the central sections and the extreme ones, that they almost 
appear to have been written by different composers. The 
pace of these Masses, especially in the Gloria and Credo 
sections, is one of a note for a syllable, and the style is 
one of alternance between chordal, voice-pairing, and note 
against note contrapuntal passages. The figuration in 
eighth-notes is much reduced, and is usua+ly retained only 
in the passages for two or for three voices. The Missae 
Plurium motetorum, Ad placitum, Voulant honneur and :Plurium 
modulorum by Claudin show well this kind of patchwork. 
Brevity was sought to such an extent in the chanson-
Masses that Clereau wrote a Kyrie I 122 of twelve mesures 
(old French word for "tactus"), and De Marle a complete 
Kyrie section of fourty~six ~~ch mes~es.l23 The Hosanna 
was a long enough section in voice-pairing or in imitative 
elaboration; Clereau wrote one of only twenty-eight 
mesures in chordal style.l24 
A most striking difference between the early and the 
late chanson-Masses can be seen in the length of the Masses. 
A comparison between the Amens of the Gloria and Credo 
sections of Claudin's Masses will illustrate the short-
ening that took place. 
1 22 App. III, P• 846. 
124 App. III, P• 850. 





COMPARATIVE LENGTH OF THE AMENS 
IN THE MASSES OF CLAUDIN DE SERMISY 
chanson-Masses Novem lectionum • • • 
Domine quis habitabit 
Philomena • . ~ .. . . 
chanson-Masses Ab initio . • . .. 
Quare fremuerunt 
Voulant honneur . 
Plurium motetorum 
Plurium modulo rum 
Domini est terra 
Tota pulchra es . 
Ad placi tum . . . 
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Gloria 8 meas • 
Credo 8 meas. 
Gloria 8 meas. 
Credo 8 meas. 
Gloria 12 meas • 
Credo 5-imeas. 
Gloria 4 meas • 
Credo 6 meas. 
Gloria 7 meas. 
Credo 6 meas. 
Gloria 5 me as • 
Credo 3 meas .. 
Gloria 3 meas. 
Credo 5 meas. 
Gloria 3~meas. 
Credo 3 meas. 
Gloria 2 meas. 
Credo 2 meas. 
Gloria 2 meas • 
Credo 2 meas. 
Gloria 2 meas • 
Credo 1\meas. 
Not only the chanson and the Mass were shortened and 
simplified by the chanson composers, but also the motet. 
The motet Dulcis arnica (Ex. 8) together with the Kyrie 
(Ex. 48) built on it by Gerton illustrate well the shorten-
ing that took place, as well as the simplicity not devoid of 
naive charm, the gracious melodic lin?s, the homophonic 
style borrowed from the chanson, and the parody technique 
of the Parisian composers of the early sixteenth century. 
The Kyrie by Gerton illustrates the excellent imita-






Example 48. Extract from !\'Iissa Dulcis .Amica--Kyrie I--
Certon (after Missarum musicalium •.• , 
Attaingnant, 1540b). 
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closing sections of ·bhe Mass, whereas the central portions 
were set in successive chordal and voice-pairing syllabic 
passages that followed each other with almost no overlap-
ping at all. This resulted in a static melodic movement, 
and in a verticalism reminiscent of a certain dialogue 
style found in Jannequin's descriptive chansons. 
Example 49. Extract ~rom Missa Adjuva me--Gloria~­
Oerton (a~ter ~R, II, p. 51). 
Example 50. Extract from chanson Au ~ j eu de .. 
pousse avant--Janneq_uin (aft.er Bordes, 
Ohansonnier •.• IX). . 
Elle rio-te 
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Also reminiscent of Jannequin' s descriptive chansons 
is the parlando s1Jyle of his Missa L 'aveugle Dieu. 
Example 51. Jannequin' s piarlando style--Extracts 
(a) Chanson La guerre (after. MMRF, VII, 
p. 32; (b) Missa L'aveugle Dieu--Gloria-
(after NDC, ~ssae Duodecim, 1554) 
(Transcription G.G.A). 
Du no - ble, du no-ble roy Fran - 9ois 
(b) . . 
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t. Super~us . . . 
l@h4 1g lg JIQ JJ IJ J 1 1 ~J J liS . A - do-ra-mus · 
Lau-da - mus te. Be - ne-di-ci--mus te. 
The imitative style that had been the feature of at 
least the opening and closing sections of the Mass even 
when the middle sections were syllabic, chordal, and with 
paired voices, gave place in some Masses by Clereau and 
Claudin to a note against note counterpoint which Reesel25 
calls 11 the terse French stylen. Here for sure, the texture 
is .more compact than in the voice-pairing style, but this is 
at the cost of the imitative style which has become of a 
pervasive quality. Even when the voices enter by imitation 
as in the following examples by Olaudin and Cadeac, the very 
125 R e e s e , p • 3 40 • 
short space between the entrances plus the lack o£ eighth-
note £iguration gives to this music a chordal style o£ 
pseudo-contrapuntal quality. 
(a) 
Exampl.e 52. 11 Terse French style"--E.xtract £rom Missa 
Cantatibus organis--Sanctus--Clereau 
(a£ter App., III, p. 848). 
5 
Example 53. Pseudo-contrapuntal style--Extracts 
£rom (a) Missa P.lurium modulorum--
Credo--Cl.audin (a£ter .A.pp., I, p. 712); 
(b), Missa trop de regrets--Kyri} II--
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Another feature of the chanson-Mass which can be 
detected even among early models is.the formal borrowings 
from the chanson. For example the .Agnus Dei III of Olaudin 1 s 
Missa Domine guis habitabit has a formal repetition at its 
end that suggests clearly the influence of the chanson • .As 
Reesel26 points out, the repetitions (ih the chanson) 
reflect the continuing influence of the old formes fixes--
rondeau, ballade, etc. The Kyrie sections of Missae Plurium 
modulorum and .Ad placi tum by Olaudin, for example,. have 
a definite .A-B-.A chanson form • 
.A form of the chanson is also obvious in Goudimel 1 s 
Missa de ~ ennuys where in the .Agnus Dei II (Ex. 54) a 
repetitive two-part chanson pattern A-B closes with a short 
coda. A' and AH end on the dominant, B 1 and B11 end on the 
tonic, and the short coda with a plagal cadence is built on 
a tonic pedal in the superius against the B motive imitated 
in the other parts. 
126 Reese, p. 295. 
- i 
Example 54- Extr·@..et f'rom Missa De mes ennu:vs--
Agnus Dei II--Goudimel (af'ter MMFTR, 
IX, 104). 
De - - - - -
A-gnus 






- - ce!?1\ 
"' __,_ cem. 
Example 55~ Extract from Missa De mes ennuys--
Kyrie I--Goudimel (after MMF~R, IX, 180). 
Ky - ~ - -ri - - e e - le - i - son Ky - ri 
Ky - - - Ky- -
Ky - - - ri -
Ky - - - - - - ri 
Notwithstanding Goudimel's borrowings and use of 
chanson material, we find in his Masses an imitative style 
and a sober voice-pairing (Ex.·54) that remind one o:f Clau-
din's most serious chanson-Masses like .Ab ini-tio (Ex. 56), 
and some interesting polyrhythmic treatment as is found in 
the Kyrie of his Missa De mes ennuys (Ex. 55). 
Example 56. Extract from Missa .Ab initio--Oredo--
Olaudin (after App.-,-I, p. 595). 
lu-mi - Ge - ni-tum non ifa -
In the late chanson-Masses, like in the chanson, we 
find that the melody (or the tune) is most often in the top 
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voice. Here the superius carries the melody, the bassus the 
harmonic skeleton, while the contratenor and the tenor act 
simply as £illers (c£. Exx. 1 and 2). 
Example 57. Extract £rom Missa Tota pUlchra es--
Oredo--Olaudin (a£ter App., I, p. 540 ). 
Me. - ri 
Vir - - - gi - ne et 
Finally, the short points o£ imitation in the style 
o£ the sixteenth century French polyphonic chanson, give a 
kind o£ lattice-work texture that is most characteristic o£ 
85 
the late Masses o£ Olaudin: Quare £remuerunt gentes (Ex. 10), 
Voulant honneur (Ex. 105), and Ab initio. 
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Conclusion 
Much of what has been written about the chanson-Masres 
of the sixteenth century is not laudatory to them, because 
foremost we ref'use to f'orgive their com:pos.~rs f'or having 
carried the light style of' their polyphonic chansons into 
the Mass instead of' f'ollowing the traditional and dignif'ied 
style of' the Netherlands masters. Has it not become so cuffiDm-
ary to think of' Renaissance music in terms of' Netherlandish 
interwoven melodies, of' imitative, canonic and polyrhythmic 
counterpoint, that Giovanni Gabrieli has had to pay with cen-
turies of' oblivion f'or not abiding by the rules and norms mu-
sicians and historians have thought alone characterized the 
Renaissance or the Baro~ue? Certainly the chanson-Mass com-
posers deserve blame for their f're~uent f'a~uty Latin accent-
uation, although if' their music is perf'ormed according to 
Gregorian Chant accentuation and Renaissance bar-less melodic 
lines many of' the bad accents disappear (pp. 92-·97). Finally, 
grouped together stylistically, the chanson-Masses composed 
on religious sources suffered the same ecllesiastical sanc-
tions as those built on secular chansons. Instead of' condemn-
ing the style of' the chanson~Mass, f'or its intense voice-pair-
ing, its short Kyries and its numerous division for two and 
three voices let us examine some conditions that may have 
had an influence on it. 
The intensive voice-pairing found in some Masses of 
Claudin and Certon may well have been brought about by con-
ditions which existed only in Paris. It is ~uite possible 
that the singers at the Royal Chapel and at the Notre Dame 
Church had to sing many High Masses every morning; some 
churches even today are known to celebrate as many as five. 
One account from the Chapel of Francis I (fn. 8) reads: 
11 pour dire chacun jour tout le serVice canonical, grandes 
et petites Messes", thus implying that many services took 
place every morning.l27 For example, we know that solemn Re-
quiems were celebrated every day for a week at the death of 
Anne of Britany in 1514 and at the death of Louis XII in 
1515.128 One has only to sing for three High Masses eve~J 
morning to understand the strain and endurance involved. 
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By writing many passages for two and for three voices and by 
pairing the voices, (instead of writing for four voices con-
tinuously), composers made it a great deal less tiring for 
four or eight singers to sing several Masses in succession.129· 
127 It is possible that some of the morning Masses may 
have been sung in Chant while some others in polyphonic music. 
128 Michel Brenet, 11 Claudin de Sermisy 11 , (Le Guide Mu-
sical, XLIV, 1898), p. 96 •. 11 1 haul tes IYiesses de Re~uiem ~ur 
furent dites cha~ue matin tres solennellement pendant toute 
une semaine pour les funerailles d 1Anne de Bretagne en 1514, 
de Louis XII en 1515 '·" 
129 See Plate I·-- To be noted: the eight singers in 
the sanctuary, the huge choir-book suggesting a copy of the 
Viginti Missarum from which Plate I was taken. There is no 
doubt that this print was meant to illustrate a morning 
Mass at the court chapel of Francis I. 
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It must not be forgotten that the music of these chanson-
Masses was highly functional; it was not composed by 11 i vory 
tower 11 contrapuntists, but by composers who were also 
professional church singers, choirmasters and members of 
the clergy. 
Through the use of extensive voice-pairing and 
chordal style the chanson-Mass composers also answered the 
demands of the higher clergy, thinkers and musicians for 
clearer textual enunciation. As early as l532, a certain 
Agrippa von Nettesheim wrote: 
Today music has such great license in churches 
boys whinny the descant, some bellow the tenor, 
others bark the counterpoint, others gnash the alto, 
others moo the bass; the result is that a multitude 
of sounds is heard, but of the words and prayers 
not a syllable is understood; the authority of l
3
0 judgement is withdrawn from ears and mind alike. 
Voice-pairing and chordal style were the best means of ob-
taining a clear text; they did not derive solely from the 
chanson, as is sometimes thought. They represented an early 
attempt to solve the problem of clear setting that was later 
to be tackled by Vincenzo Ruffol31 and by Palestrina. 
Likewise, the reason for intense shortening of the 
130 A. von Nettesheim, De Incertitudine et Vanitate 
Scientiarum et Artium, (Cologne, 1532), quoted by 
K.G. Fellerer, °Church Music and the Council of Trent", 
MQ, XXXIX, :{1993), :P• 585. 
l3l. L.H. Lockwood, 11 Vincenzo Ruffo and Musical Reform 
after the Council of Trent 11 , MQ, XLIII, (1957), p. 342. 
musical portions of the chanson-Mass may be found in the 
busy, excited life the Parisians have always been known to 
lead. It is likely that, the king, the court members, the 
singers, the frivolous cures de ~ and the nbusy 11 Pari-
sian chanoines desired and welcomed shorter settings of the 
Mass than the lengthy Netherlandish vocalises that kept 
them away from their social and wordly activities. One rea-
son for shortening the Kyrie in the French Mass can also be 
seen in the simple ritual of the French churches in compar-
ison with the elaborate ;papal ritual at the Vatican that 
allows for a long K.yrie setting. If the trend was toward 
shorter and more vocal Masses, it was certainly because of 
a demand for them. From the viewpoint of Roman Catholic lit-
urgy alone, long settings are neither desired nor welcomed 
because they assume too great an importance and retard 
ritual functions.l32 
The secularization of the chanson-Mass did not de-
velop because it was built on secular chansons, but mainly 
because it borrowed chanson- and dance-like melodic 
1$2 Sometimes the singing of a lengthy Introit takes 
so long that even with a short Kyrie the celebrant has to 
wait for the singers to finish before he can intone the 
Gloria. For that reason, notwithstanding their high value, 
most of Palestrina's and Jos~uin's Masses are not practical 
for Roman Catholic churches that barely can afford an hour 
to celebrate High Mass because of. numerous other Sunday 
Masses, the congregation's desire for short Masses, and the 
clergymen's wishes to shorten the music rather than the 
sermon. On the other side, because of their brevity, many 
chanson-Masses are practical still today. 
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:patterns and rhythms, and because it used certain technical 
:practices that were employed in the chansons. As early as 
Dufay (c. 1400), and as late as ~alestrina, we find Masses 
built on secular songs and secular c.antus firmi. The ~ari­
sian composers seem rather to have leaned towards building 
their Masses on motets, on Gregorian Chant or on spiritual-
song material, as is shown by Claudin's twelve Masses(out 
of thirteen) on religious subjects, and Clereau's exclu-
sive use of non-secular material. 
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Although Weckerlinl33 thought that the use of non-li-
turgical material had no bearing on the congregation, Nicola 
Vicentino134 had thought differently three centuries earlier. 
But what about the singers themselves? ••• They were all 
133 J.B. Weckerlin, Catalogue Bibliographique de la 
Biblioth~que du Conservatoire National, (~ari~, Firmin-Didot 
.et,.Cie, ~1885),. 11 Dans:.le 16~·-:·siecle, il ~t~:l,:t a la mode 
d'ecrire des messes sur des themes de chants po:pulaires, 
quelquefois tres grivois; a:pres un examen serieux de ces 
sortes de messes, nous avons -acquis la conviction que durant 
leur execution le :peu:ple ne :pouvait :pas y a:p:pliquer les 
:paroles vu.lgaires, comme on le croit generalement. 11 
134 N. Vicentino, L'Antica Musica Ridotta alla Moderna 
~rattica, (Rome, 1555), quoted by L.H. Lockwood, 11 Vicenzo 
Ruffo· and Musical Reform ••• 11 ~XLIII, :p. 351 •. 11 Some com-
posers reverse the subject of the Mass; • • • some will com-
pose a Mass upon a madrigal or a Canzone francese or la Bat-
taglia (reference to Jannequin's chanson La ~ataille de Ma-
rignan and his :parody Mass on the chansorir; and when such com-
positions are heard in church they induce everyone to laugh, 
for it seems as if the temple of God had become a place to 
recite profane and ridiculous things, as if it had become a 
stage where it is permissible to :perform every kind of music 
of a ridiculous and ludicrous buffoonery 11 • 
musicians by profession, and they certainly cauld not 
remain completely indifferent to ob~ous borrowings in 
the Masses from the amatory or erotic chansons on which 
they were built. How many times smiles must have appeared 
on the singers' faces in the recesses of.the choirlofts! 
And how much the erotic curio'si ty of the boys singing in 
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the maitrises must have been excited by the reading of such 
titles as identify some of the Masses: Un jour Robin,l35 
.Adieu~ amours, Le coeur est mien, Fillette de Quinze 
ans, and so forth •.• indeed, the Church was not very 
severe in condemning such practises!l36 
In his Geschichte der Messe, Peter Wagner gives ex-
amples of what we could call gallicized Latin accentuation, 
where a weak (unaccented) Latin syllable has been given a 
longer and higher note on a supposedly stronger beat than 
the adjoining accented syllable. Obviously this implies that 
the French musicians of the Renaissance (most of them mem-
bers of the clergy) pronounced and set Latin texts according 
to French accentuation. Such may be the case. It is . 
135 .According to the chansons of the Late Middle ages, 
Robin seems to have been the prototype of quite a successful 
play-boy. 
136 K.G. Fellerer "Church Music and the Council of 
Trent 11 , MQ, XXXIX, (1953), p. 578; quoting the Council of 
Basel.in 1503: "That melody should be wholly omitted which 
is rendered in the manner of a rustic and secular song, ••• "; 
and quoting the Council of Paris in 1538: "Ordinary titil- . 
lating ditties should certainly not be heard ~n the 






Example 58• Extracts from Missa Regnum Mundi--
(after :P •. Wagner, Geschichte der Messe, 
p. 259). -
, Superiu.s ~ Contratenor J 
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mi - se-re - re no-bis ~ ;k Sup~ 4 ' d b f < 3 J 5 l2' d 1 ~"t""'-') do-na ho--bis pa - -
interesting to note, however, that example of unaccented 
syllables given a long note value after a skip and which 
fall on the first note. of a rhythmic group can be found 
in Gregorian Chant. 
Example 59· Extract from (a) Missa Lux et Orig( (I)-
Agnus Dei; (b) Missa Orbis factor XI)--
Christe-Tafter Liber Usualis, (Paris, 
Desclee & Cie., 1956~, pp. 18, 46 • 
• 
~ (b) .A - gnus De - i G £J r ( c p ' :p ' Chri - ste t:J 
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In considering the above examples from Gerton's Mass 
(Ex. 58), if one forgets about the bar-line and the accented 
first and third beats, which did not exist in the Renaissance, 
and if one treats the tactus of the Renaissance according 
to the principles that govern the ictus of Gregorian Chant, 
a new outlook will reveal itself. First, if the ictus indib 
cates a first beat or the down beat of a group of two or 
three notes, it does not indicate an accent. At the most it 
indicates a touching point of the melody before it proceeds 
farther, in the same sense as the bottom of a wave is part 
of a rhythmic movement between bottom and crest. Secondly, 
that the accented syllable should coincide with the ictus 
or the down beat is a principle refuted by the theorists of 
the Solesmes School of Gregorian Chant. Canon Gontier137 
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clearly explains, that: uL 1 accent de sa nature n 1 est ni long 
ni court et a 1 I origine il etai t plutot court q_ue long. 11 This 
principle explains why, in the following examples, the 
syllable no of the Solesmes version has an intensive short 
tonic accent on an up-beat, while the Remo-Cambraisianl38 
Example 60. Comparative accentuation between the 
Solesmes (1) and the Remo-Cambraisian 
(2) schools of Gregorian Chant. 
~r¥ f\o ~ J .r .r:, 
' ' ' \ Do- mi--- -_- - ne 
~ (2) h I ... 0 $-G :!1$ !1 
' 1 . ~ 
Do ~ - - - - - - - - - mi-ne 
13l7 N. Rousseau (Rev.), L 1Ecole Gregorienne de Solesmes, 
(Tournai, Tiesclee & Cie, 1910), p. 46. Quoting Gontier in fn. 
l3B Editors of Gregorian Chant at Reims and .Cambrai. 
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version has the tonic accentuated syllable on the down-beat. 
By overemphasizing the rights of the accent in the Remo-Cam-
braisian version, a result contrary to the one for which 
accentuation exists is achieved. That is, the elements of 
the word are scattered instead of being fused. The first 
version of our example is just as smooth melodically, rhyth-
mically and phonetically as the second is rough, giving us 
the feeling of an antirhythmic shock on the syllable mi, 
and of a surprised 11 landing 11 on the syllable ~· 
Now, if we apply the above principle to the examples 
by Certon, (Ex 58), giving a phonetic tonic accent to the 
syllables which have a right to it, and singing lightly the 
unaccented syllables falling on the 11 supposedlytt strong 
beats, we can preserve the proper Latin accentuation! Tie-
spite their technical secularization, the chanson-Masses 
are closer to Gregorian Chant in rhythmic freedom and in 
mode than the music of later times, and it is only logical 
to seek their rules of interpretation in the principles 
governing Gregorian Chant. 
Example 61. Extracts from Missa Regnum Mundi--Certon 
(after Wagner, p. 259). (Accents added) 
~#<Jot J lrvr~t 
Cum glo - ria judi-care 
There are ~ew example o~ gallicized Latin like the 
following example by Oadeac, which contributed to the bad 
reputation o~ the chanson-Mass rather than to its good 
reputation. This might well be one o~ the trpeccadillos 
against just Latin accentuation11139 re~erred to by Pirrol40 
in re~erence to Gerton. 
Example 62. Gallicized Latin--Extract ~rom Missa 
~ de re9~ets--Gredo--Gadeac 
( a~ter Pet·e-r Wagner, p. 259). 
Et ex Fa - tre 
Finally, was it in order to 11 correct 11 the gallicized 
Latin o~ Gerton's motet Dulcis Arnica that Peter Wagnerl41 
corrected or ignored the following ligatures in the 
'Attaingnant print o~ 1540? 
139 Reese, p. 339• 
140 A. Pirro, Histoire de la Musique de la ~in du 
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XIVe siecle ala ~in du xvre, (Paris, Laurens, 1940), p. 320. 
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Example @3. Extracts from Motet Dulcis Amica--
Certon; ·(a) Attaingnant t s print of 1540, 
(b) Peter Wagner t s . transcription, 
(c) Transcription according to the print. 
§ * t:t 
Ro - sa vernans stella de cora 
BAS SUS 
<> 
Ro-sa ver-nans stella de-eo - ra 
(b) I~ I I .--. 
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It is the vocality of the chanson-Mass that prompted 
Eeter Wagner to call it Vokalmesse, and on that ground it 
is pure.§: cappella music vvritten by-·s±ngers for singers. 
If instruments were used to accompany or to sustain the 
voices it was only occasionally. No mention is made of an 
organist or of other instrumentalists in the account of 
the chapel of Francis I f'or 1532 (fn. 8). Moreover on the 
title pages of the seven books of Masses printed by Attain-
gnant in 1532 under the title Viginti Missarum, a :picture 
of the Mass at the court shows eight singers, but no 
~ 
instrumentalists nor instruments. 
In referring to the use of the organ at the solemn 
High Mass celebrated at the meeting of Francis I and Henry 
VIII at the Field of the Cloth of Gold (fn. 6) Brenet wrote: 
Ces melanges de voix et d'instruments, cependant, 
restaient exceptionnels. On y avait recours dans les 
grandes circonstances. A l'ordinaire, la cha:pelle-mu-
sique de Franqois rer, celle de ses successeurs, ne 
recouraient qu'aux voix. Les comptes royaux font la 
preuve de cette separation.l42 
142 Michel Brenet, ttNotes sur l 'introduction des 
instruments dans les eglises de France' II Riemann-Festschrift' 
(Leipzig, Hesses, 1909), :p. 277. 
III 
THE MASSES OF OLAUDIN DE SERMISY 
Sources and description o£ the Masses 
o£ Olaudin de Sermisy 
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Because of the excellence of his polyphonic chansons, 
Olaudin de Sermisy is regarded as one o£ the most represen-
tative composers o£ the French Renaissance. However, it was 
not only through his chansons that Olaudin gained recogni~ 
tion during his li£e-time, but also through ·his religious 
works, which represent "just as sizable a.:h output as his 
chansons. The popularity o£ Olaudin's religious works is at-
tested to by the numerous manuscripts and sixteenth-century 
reprints o£ his motets, psalms and Masses. The Masses Philo-
~ praevia and Domini est terra were reprinted at least 
three times, Novem lectionum twice, and Tot a pulchra ~ once. 
Olaudin tackled every technique of Mass writing prac-
tised in his time, and we find two plainsong Masses, one 
paraphrase Mass, eight parody Masses, and two freely-invented 
Masses. All of these except Missa Quare fremuerunt gentes, 
which was written for five voices, were written for four 
voices, as was customary with the Parisian composers. 
The stylistic differences found when one compares 
the Masses of Olaudin give a clue as to their chronology. 
That at the outset Olaudin was a composer of Flemish in-
spiration and training cannot be doubted after one has 
examined Missa Novem lectionum with its steadfast imitative 
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style, its two sections OI the Kyrie in tempus periectum, 
its well overlapping voice-pairing, and its lack OI elements 
borrowed Irom the French polyphonic chanson. When one con-
siders Olaudin' s Masses, it is obvious that at some early 
stage in his education he was at least acquainted with the 
works OI Josquin des Pres, and perhaps he even studied with 
the master as is claimed by Ronsard; Ior, all his Masses 
make such great use OI the voice-pairing technique developed 
by Josquin that we could say that they belong to a stylized 
voice-pairing period. The early Masses OI Olaudin (except 
Missa Novem lectionum) show many elements borrowed Irom the 
chanson and an attempt io break away Irom the Netherlandish 
iniluences. The Masses Domine guis habitabit and Philomena 
belong to this second group, in which Olaudin produced works 
OI excellent quality---Masses that are shorter than Missa 
Novem lectionum and characterized by more sinuous and vocal 
melodic lines. These Masses, especially Missa Domine guis 
habitabit; are still Flemish ii we compare them with Claudin's 
later Masses, and they Iall in the same category as Missa 
Si bona suscepimus by Gardane, Miss a Sancta et immaculata 
by Allaire (d. 1547), Ave sanctissima by Gerton and many 
others reierred to in Part II OI this dissertation. 
Under the iniluenoe OI the French polyphonic chanson, 
possibly in an attempt towards greater simplicity, clarity 
and Iacility, and perhaps in answer to new demands and 
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needs, Olaudin produced a group of Masses characterized by 
their intensive voice-pairing. To this group belong the 
Masses Domini est terra, J?lurium motetorum, Tota pulchra es, 
and Ad placitum. These Masses are remarkably short and 
simple, and are full of short and sinuous melodic phrases 
with chanson-rbytbms. 
Finally, a last group of Masses characterized by a 
kind of lattice-work texture of a pseudo-contrapuntal style 
with chordal effect ( cf. p. ao and Ex. 97 ) ' deserves the 
epithet Reese coined for the French Mass of that period: 
the uterse French style 11 • 1 43 These are the Masses Ab initio, 
Voulant honneur, Quare fremuerunt gentes and J?lurium 
modulorum. 
The two plainsong Masses Novem lectionum and Requiem are 
evidence of _the compe$er1s traditicn~l .-:training. in-the. tech-
niques o:f the Netherlands school. They are probably among 
his earliest works, as this type of Mass was very popular in 
the early :fifteenth century.l44 In the Missa Requiem Claudin 
used the Chant as a cantus-:firmus in the tenor, and :followed 
it faithfully with very few modifications, while in his other 
plainsong Mass, Novem lectionum, he used the Chant melody as 
material appearing in all the parts. Here the Chant is 
l43 Reese, p. 340. 
144 Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 212. 
sometimes disguised in the £igurations and the paraphrase, 
and he used three Chant sources that correspond to the same 
sections o£ his Mass: Kyrie and Gloria £rom Missa XI (Orbis 
£actor); Credo I; Sanctus and Agnus Dei £rom Missa XV 
(Dominator Deus). 
Il;).- the paraphra-se Mas·s Ab' initio, ,t_}:;te cant:Us-.:.£ir.mus 
appears in the upperb part, is imitated in the other parts, 
and is embellished by £iguration and paraphrase. Claudin 
derived this cantus-£irmus £rom the response Ab initio 
(£or the matins o£ the Feast o£,the Holy Innocents). 
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But it was in the parody Mass especially that Claudin 
excelled, and his in£luence in paving the way £or the chan-
son~Mass through his treatment o£ the parody Mass should not 
be underestimated. His parody techni~ue ran the gamut £rom 
unmistakable plagiarism £or as many as ten measures, to pa-
rody diluted by intense paraphrasing, or to parody compres-
sed by curtailment. These parody Masses are nothing but mag-
ni£ied or enlarged motets, except £or Missa Plurium moteto-
ru.nl-which is the religious counterpart o£ the £ricassee.l45 
In the parody Mass the model, in general, is strictly £al-
lowed in the £irst sections o£ the Mass (Kyrie, Gloria) and 
is more or less diluted in paraphrase in the last sections. 
l45 A £ricassee is a kind o£ polyphonic chanson 
similar to a ~uodlibet which uses £ragments o£ other 
chansons. Very o£ten each·.:.voice-part had a di££erent text. 
It was popular in the £i£teenth and sixteenth centuries in 
Italy, France, Germany and England. 
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In the Masses which appear ~o be Olaudin's earliest, the 
Pars I and. Pars II of the motet are usually presented in 
the Kyrie section of the Mass. In Missa Domine guis habita-
bit, probably Olaudin1 s earliest parody Mass, one can fol-
lowthe model (his own motet) step by step without difficul-
ty. In Missa :l?hilomena praevia based on Richafort 1 s (or 
Olaudin' .s 1 } motet, we find a Mass more influenced by the 
polyphonic French chanson than the preceding one, but none-
theless one of Olaudin' s early Masses, as we can tell from 
its stylistic elements. The next three parody Masses, 
Domini est terra, Tota pulchra es and Quare fremuerunt gentes 
are based on three motets by Olaudin with the same titles 
and appear to belong to a later stage of development. In 
this category belongs Missa Voulant honneur also, based on 
the chanson Voulant honneur by Sandrin. As to Missa Q passi 
sparsi on a (ca.nzona) by Sebastiane JJ'esta, only the superius 
\ ___ -----------/ 
can be found, but it reveals characteristics such as lack 
of figuration in eighth-notes, shortness and melodic interest 
of the top line, that suggest a late Mass. 
Finally, in the freely-composed Masses Ad placitum 
and Plurium modulorum, Olaudin tackled what was and still is 
the most difficult problem in composition: to create works 
of art without the help of something pre-composed. It must 
be said that·Missa Ad placitum employs the parody technique, 
and that Missa Plurium modulorum appears to use a variation 
technique akin to the parody technique. 
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According to the clefs used and the vo-cal ranges, we 
find only one Mass for a true SATB formation: Missa Philome-
na praevia; the other three Masses with a high soprano part, 
Domine quis habitabit, Pllirium motetorum and Plurium modulo-
rum, have a contratenor part too low for alto voices, hence 
the SOTB· formation. Another group of five Masses: Domini est 
terra, Voulant honneur, 0 passi sparsi, Ab initio, Novem 
lectionum, haVe a lOW SOpranO part (not higher than re 1 I 
and not lower than do 1 )l46 which suggests Masses especially 
written for boys who had reached puberty a~a. were unable to 
sing the high notes of the soprano range. lt is a usual oc-
curence in maitrises that on some years the best singers 
undergo their change of voice at the same time ana. that un-
trained younger boys have to be recruited. It is inconceiv-
able that boys whose voices were changing, after much time 
and money invested in their education and training, would 
simply have been dischar'ged and left free to roam around un-
til they had acquired their mature voices. Rather, it is 
probable (since it is advisable for boys to keep singing all 
through their period of change as long as they don't force 
the extremes of their range, and don't strain their voice) 
146 It is inconceivable that these low soprano parts 
were intended for contratenors (falsetto), as the highest· 
note re 1 I iS beyond their normal range (highest COntratenor 
note in Olaudin 1 s twelve complete Masses is si 1 1 ). Also, 
the low soprano parts fail to make use of the lower fifth 
of the contratenor range. 
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that these boys with diminished ranges were used in low so-
prano Masses to initiate, and to help teach music and singing 
to the newly arrived recruits who had undeveloped ranges, no 
singing techni~ue, and no musical knowledge. A few years 
later the same young men, but with a man's limited vocal 
range, were able to sing the contratenor, the tenor, and the 
bass part of such Masses as Domini est terra whose four 
voices each have the surprisingly small range of only a 
ninth (see p. 162 ). Beside those in the above vocal forma-
tions, there are Masses for equal voices (TTBB): Requiem, 
Tota pulchra es, Ad placitum, and one for five mixed male 
• 
voices (Slow, CQTB): Quare fremuerunt gentes. 
In the twelve complete Masses we find two simple can-
ons; one at the fifth, the other at the unison. Except for 
the tempus perfectum mensuration of the two Kyries of Missa 
Novem lectionum, Claudin uses the simple alla breve (¢) me-
ter consistently, and it is only rarely that we find a short 
section in triple meter. Most of Claudin's Masses follow the 
tradition of having the Pleni sunt caeli and the second Agnus 
for two voices, the Benedictus for three voices, and the Et 
incarnatus est and Et resurrexit for two voices. A few Masses 
have their Christe portion for three voices, while in the 
Masses Ad placitum, Domini est terra and Tota pulchra es the 
third Agnus is the repetition of the first but with the words 
dona nobis instead of miserere nobis, and in Missa Plurium 
modulorum Agnus II is the repetition of !· Five four-part 
Masses have the third Agnus set for five voices, and Missa 
Quare fremuerunt gentes for five voices has the last .Agp.us 
set for eight voices. Occasionally some other subdivision 
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of the text of the Ordinary of the Mass may be set for two 
or for three parts such as the Domine Deus of the Gloria -
and the Et iterum of the Credo. Also in keeping with the 
custom of the time most of the final cadences of the Ohriste 
portion of the Kyrie section are on the dominant of the mode, 
and the words Jesu Ohriste, suscipe deprecationem nostram in 
the Gloria, ~ Maria Virgine et homo factus est in the Credo 
are usually set in homophonic or pseudo-homophonic style. 
Finally there is much contrast between the Mass sections for 
four voices or more that move rhythmically in half-note and 
~uarter-note values most-of the time, and the three and two 
voices sections that move generally in eighth-note values. 
Olaudin had an excellent command of his techni~ue, 
and he generally kept away from the florid polyphonic style 
of his early French contemporaries like Allaire (Ex. 64-a), 
from the melodies in folk-dance tune style of Daulphin (b), 
from the parlando style ala Janne~uin (cf. Ex. 51), and 
from the unmelodious verticalism of Gerton (c). ~he thin and 
transparent texture of Olaudin's works contrasts with the 
tightly woven and full texture of his Netherlandish contem-
poraries like Gombert (Ex. 64-d} and Colin (e). Finally, if 
briefly compared with Palestrina's, Olaudin 1 s Masses are 






Extracts from the Masses of. Claudin's 
contemporaries: (a) Missa Sancta et 
immaculata--Christe--Allaire (d. 1547); 
(b) Missa Je n 1 en puis plus durer--Kyri)-
Daulphin (afterApp., III, pp. 8t7l,852; 
(c) Missa Adjuva ~--Gloria--Certon, (af~er 
ter MMFTR, II, p. 51 ); (d) Missa Media 
vita-~Agnus Dei II--Gombert (after 
A. Schering, Geschichte Der Musik in 
Beis)ielen, (Leipzig, Breitkopf und H&rtel, 
1931 , p. 97, No. 102); (e) Missa Veni 
sponsa--Gloria-- Pierre Colin (after--
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shorter, simpler, less- contrapuntally involved and more.-chord-
al (out of' :Palestrina's 94:Ma.sses·::re:.e:erred·iio by Reese in his 
Music in the Renaissance147, only one, the Missa Hodie Obri-
stus natus est, opens with 8.11 the_ voices in block-harmony 
rather than in imitation as compared with Olaudin 1 s f'ive out 
of' twelve complete Masses that do so). 
One can f'ind no better examples of' the extent of' the 
l47 Reese, p. 477. 
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chanson influence in the religious music of Claudin than in 
the Credos of the ni.ne Masses Philomena praevia, Plurium mo-
tetorum, Domini est terra, Domine quis habita~it, Tota pul~ 
chra ~, 0 passi sparsi, Ab initio, Voulant honneur and 
Plurium modulorum which open with the frottolistic chanson 
rhythm: J ) ) • Oui; of the above nine Masses, eight use the 
larger rhythmic patiiern J l.,\ '.\ J J )to open the Credo. This 
rhythmic pattern lends itself well to the syllabic treatment 
demanded by the lengthy Credo, and Claudin certainly made 
full use of it. In "17he Gloria£ of- his Masses Claudin seems 
\ 
to have favored the following rhythmic pattern also widely 
used in the polyphonic chanson: J~' J I .f J J . 
Generally speaking, the style of Claudin 1 s Masses is 
strongly vocal bec~1se of the sinuosity and the easy inter-
vals of his melodie:s. His harmonic style is simple, while 
his treatment of the dissonance is mild. It is obvious that 
Claudin was seeking beauty in clarity, in ease, in simplic-
ity, and especially in the gracefulness of his melodic 
lines. While the e~rly Masses of Claudin display a beauti-
ful f~owing imitative style, his later Masses suffer from an 
overdose of syllabic chordal style in root position, and the 
use of a lattice-work texture in pseudo-imitative style that 
associate him and his contemporary Certon as the leading 
Parisian composers responsible for bringing the sixteenth 
century French Mass under the domination of the French 
polyphonic chanson. 
llO 
The mode predominently employed in the Masses of Olau-
din is the transposed Do:r:ian, and it is the mode of the fol-
lowing Masses: Plurium motetorum, Domini est terra, Tota 
:pulchra es, Ad placitum, Voulant honneur and Plurium modulo-
rum. Two Masses are in the Dorian: Philomena praevia, and 
Domine guis habitabit; while Ab initio is in the Lydian, 
Quare fremuerunt is in the Mixolydian, and 0 passi is in the 
Eolian. Two Masses are polymodal: Novem lect~onum that starts 
in the Dorian mode, changes to the Mixolydian in the Credo, 
and from the Sanctus on, ends in the transposed Dorian; and 
Requiem that starts in the Lydian' then shi:fts to th.e·Tiorian 
to end in the Mixolydian. 
Finally, only four Masses by Olaudin can be found in 
manuscript form, they are: Philomena praevia (Rome, under 
Olaudin 1 s name; Toledo and Lund, under Verdelot's name), 
Requiem (Modena), Domini; est terra (Rome), and Quare fremue-
runt (Bruxelles). As to the sixteenth-century prints of Olau-
din's Masses they are q_u.ite numerous, and all the information 
pertaining to them can be found in the chapter entitled 11 The 
title-pages of the Masses of Olaudin de Sermisy 11 , P-~ ,, 223. 
(In their indi vi.dual discussion (pp. lll-223), and 
in their modern trcmscription (App. I), the Masses of 
Olaudin are presented in what is thought to approximate 
their chronological order of composition; however, in 
the chapter 1,1The ti.tle-pages of the Masses of Olaudin 
de Sermisytt rpp. 2~~3-249), and in Tables XX and XXI they 
are presented in tlLe chronological order of their 
first printing.] . 
Mis~a Novem lectionum 
Sources 
16th century prints: 
Viginti Missargm, (Secundus liber, fol. 52) 
(Paris, Atta.ing:nant, 1532) 
Missae/Tres Claudio de Sermisy, (fol. 2) 
(Paris, La Roy & Ballard), 1558) 
Missaet/Tres Claudio de Sermis~ (fol. 2) 
(Parisi, Le Roy & Ballard, 1583 
Modern transcription: 
Pres•ent dissertation, App. I, p.321 • 
Musical Concordances 
Miss.a XI (Orbis factor) • . Liber usualis, 
Credl.Q.J. II ll . . . .. . . . • . 






OVER-ALL :PLAN AND VOCAL RANGES OF 
~HSSA NOV'BM LECTIONOM 
KYRIE 
Kyrie I 3/2 a4 Ton. cad. inc., 
Christe, '1. a4 Dam. cad., 
Kyrie II 3/2 a4 Ton. cad. in., 
GLORIA 
Et in t(9rra ~ a4 Ton. cad. inc., Domine Deus a2 (s, c) Ton. cad., 
Domine Deus ~ a2 (T,B) Ton. cad., Qui tol:Lis a4 Dom. cad., 




a4 Ton. cad. inc., 
CrucifiJrus a2 (s,c~ Ton. cad., 







A gnus D(~i I 
Agnus D!3i II 
Agnus D(~i III 
. ~Suparius ; .. ~ I % ;;;;z:: 
-If?. 
a4 





% a2 (s, c) a5 









Ton. cad., inc., 
Ton. cad., 










f.?= a 5 >' ? 
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TABLE IV 
THE NINE 11LESSONS 11 OF MISSA. NOVEM LECTIONOM 







Tempus per£ectum Dorian 
Alla breve 1 Dorian 
Temp. perf. diminutum Dorian 
All a breve 1 Dorian 
.All a breve 1 Mixolydian. 
Gregorian Chant 
Kyrie I Missa XI 
Christa Missa XI 
Kyrie II Missa XI 
Gloria Missa XI 
Credo I 
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sa.nctus .Alla breve 1 Dorian transp. Sanctus Missa XV 
Agnus I 








Dorian tra.nsp. Agnus I Missa XV 
Dorian transp. Agnus II Missa XV 
Dorian transp. Agnus III Missa XV 
In the first !~rie Claudin presents two opposing 
themes pitted againsi; each other and appearing in voice-
pairing imitation; one theme is the first section of the 
Chant melody of the ~irst Kyrie of Missa XI lightly para-
pbrased (a), the oth1~r theme appears to be Claudin's own 
melody (b). The Christe presents the Chant melody in para-
phrased imitation (c), while in Kjrie II (d) the last Kyrie 
of Missa XI is presented in the interesting voice-pairing 
sequence: superius-contratenor, bassus-tenor; bassus-contra-
tenor, superius-tenor; and bassus-contratenor. The Kyrie sec-
tion presents much yariety in its mensuration from tempus 
perfectum to alla breve to tempus .:eerfectum diminutum. 
In the Gloria (a) the Chant melodies are faithfully 
followed and are treated imitatively and with well over-lap-
ping voice-pairing. The Chant is soberly paraphrased and 
(b) 
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Examp1e65. Extracts from the nine sections of Missa 
Novem 1ectionum--Claudin de Sermisy (after 
G.G.A. App. I, 321), and from the nine cor-
responding sections from Gregorian Chant 
(after Liber usualis). 
Missa XI Liber usuali~ 
JLJ n J.J I n:J tn; :o 3 113 11 
')( ~~'I'~'~' .X,C){ ")(XX XXx . 
Ky - - rl - - e e - - - - - - - - - - - - le - l - son. 
Contratenor ~ 3 




Superius Q . r-t 0 ~f. Jfftlr& ~ rl J J l P J 1J -1-;1- Ji~·?ll 
)(Ch ~ tx Xl • X nX X. X. Christe rls e e elsa 
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(d ) ' 
~ Superius i~ E 1; J. J J IJ J J J I J J J J J IJ <-J J. Jl J J J JJ I 
x X X )(. .)(.)( >c ~. x X)( >c' XX. XX: 
Kyrie II 
(e) GLORIA 
~ Superius ,_... · · ~ 1~ 
JC4t:tJJIJJIJ -l';h'JliJJJIJfiJJJJI 
)( ~~ )(,)(X. X)( lt'l( )( jC ~ X X~ 
Et in terra pax hami-nibus 
~ Gloria--Mi"a XI Liber. usualis 
i ~ ~ J Il J j:O J JJ Jl ' SJ 1l 
(f) 
Superius CREDO 
~-4- r:-7 s g * J dll J Hll JIJ JIJ J j liJ JD !JJJI 
'j.'X. X Xx XX )(X ~X. X X X X 
Pa - trem o-mni - po-ten - tem 
Credo I . Liber usualis ~ fflj }jlpJ J 1-fj j\jl] Jl J j j 
. )(. )(')(.. XX)(.X )(. ~X~ X X X)( X~ 
ll6 
(g) 
Tenor S . ~ f -tr w 1- 1 r 1 rit r J 1 J J 1 
o- Patrem 'X X X X X. X X 
o Patrem o - - mni - po - ten-tem 
Credo IV Liber usualis 
J :j 1 '' lJ:± J t X~ )C.K )( )'. X 
~a-tram o-mni--po - ten - - - - tem 
~ :Misaa XV 
' lJlJ I 
Liber usualis 
' ~ ' J1J 1 Jl:P-))Jl;PlJJJJ 
)C )t X X .1( )( -" )( X .A >c; X )C: 
San - ctus, Sanctus Do-minus Deus Sa - ba - oth 
)( y.. 
San - ctus, 
ll7 
(j) 
14)ii Jir-lf F IF Cal® J @I i4J JJU4fj 
)(."" ~ . X X X )(KXxK 
i Agnus Dei II 
X X X" )( I( xJ( )(~lit 
A - gnus De - i, qui tol - - lis pee ~ - ca - - ta 
(k) 
Tenor ' ~; f i I; I@ I ~I., j; It! I 
~ )C ~ ~ )t' )( T Agnus Dei III · 
Liber usualis 
easily recognizable. 
The Credo is remarkable in having the Chant melody 
of Credo I (f) pitted against the head-motif of the Chant 
Credo IV (g), and in using the Mixolydian mode through-out 
but with a Hypophrygian final cadence. This peculiar final 
cadence may have been wanted by Claudin in an attempt to 
hint the mode of the Gregorian Credo I on which his own 
Credo is based. Here as in the Gloria, the Chant melodies 
are more or less paraphrased, and they appear fairly com-
plete in most of the voices through imitation. 
In the Sanctus we find an exposition which employs 
as its subject the opening short melody of the Gregorian 
Sanctus of Missa XV (h) followed by a voice-pairing presen-
tation of the Dominus Deus portion of the Chant. The Pleni 
sunt caeli portion is a two-part paraphrase of the corre-
sponding Chant melody, while the Hosanna presents its corre-
sponding Chant melody in the tenor as a cantus-firmus fol-
lowed by the in excelsis portion of the Chant treated by 
all the voices in voice-pairing. The Benedictus presents 
the head-motifs of the Chant treated imitatively in a 
paraphrase for two voices. 
In the Agnus Dei ! (i) we find the Chant melody of 
the e~uivalent Agnus Dei! of Missa XV treated imitatively 
in all the parts. Agnus Dei II (j) treats its e~uivalent 
Chant melody of Missa XV in an imitative and paraphrased 
ll8 
duet. Finally Agnus Dei III (k) :presents the Chant melody 
in longer note values, in imitative sty~e, and contrasted 
with new material. 
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The fact that Missa Novem lectionum is built on the 
Chant gives evidence of Claudin's traditional training in 
which Gregorian Chant :played an important :part, and this 
evidence is reinforced by the conscious or unconscious op-
position of the Chant melodies of Credo I (f) and Credo IV 
(g). It is to be noted that while in the Kyrie section the 
Chant melody is stated completely and is recognizable, in 
the last sections of the Mass, because of the much involved 
:paraphrase and figuration, it is only the head-motives 
which are occasionally recognizable. 
One feature which identifies Missa Novem lectionum 
as a Netherlandish Mass is the contrapuntal rather than the 
root to root (or chords) nature of the bass line as found 
in some of Claudin 1s later Masses. As said before, this 
Mass has many elements in common with the Netherlands style 
such as: the ternary meter of Kyrie I and Kyrie II, the 
numerous :points of imitation, the lack of voice-pairing in 
the later Parisian fashion (:p. 72), the triplets at the end 
of the Gloria, the tight texture, the lack of chanson 
rhythms, the sober syllabic style of the Gloria and Credo, 
the five-part Agnus III, and the considerable length of the 
whole Mass in contrast to the shorter chanson-Masses. 
There is no doubt that Missa Novem lectionum is the 
oldest of Olaudin's known Masses. The lack of homogeneity 
that pervades this Mass, a lack of homogeneity brought about 
partly by Olaudin 1 s use of different portions of the Chant 
as well as by the different elements in the beginning and 
ending portions of it, suggests either that this might have 
been one of Olaudin's earliest compositions, or that portions 
of Masses composed at different intervals were brought to-
gether under the title o:f 11nine lessons 11 • For, unifying melo-
dic and rhythmic elements are completely absent from this 
Mass. It consists in fact of three different portions (Kyrie, 
Gloria--Credo--Sanctus, Agnus Dei)---portions which differ 
not only in their various sources of inspiration but also in 
their contrasting modes. 
This Mass is devoid of chanson influences and con-
trasts greatly with Claudin 1 s other Masses. The chanson 
rhythms which Claudin was to incorporate fully into his other 
Masses are not found here; and even the voice-pairing which 
he was later to over-indulge in is here very subdued, cov-
ered and overlapping. The only examples we can find of madri-
gal-like word-painting occur at such words as descendit and 
ascendit in the Credo (Ex. 66). 
The Missa Novem lectionum was popular enough during 
the sixteenth century to require two peprints, and we know 
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l2l 
Example 66. Extracts from Missa Novem lectionum--
Credo--Olaudin (after App. I, p. 34l,.343). 
~ de - seen - dit de cae 
. Tenor ~l.3 f = J ;J J J I t r I 
Et ascen-dit in cae-lum 
through Michel Brenetl4S quoting sixteenth-century docu-
ments, that in l583 a foundation of fifty ecus was paid to 
the canons of the Ste. Chapelle by the last will of Claude 
Rossignol to have a "Messe des cing plaies 11 said 11 en musi-
que11 with the "lessons composedn by Claudin de Sermisy. 
Finally, the prints of Missa Novem lectionum by 
Attaingnant (l532) and by Le Roy & Ballard (l558) are exact-
ly alike as to the musical content, but they differ slightly 
in the placing of the text under the notes. 
148 Michel Brenet, Les Musiciens de la Ste.· Chapelle 
du :Palais, (:Paris, :Picard & Fils, l9l0), p. l35~ 11 ••• 
Quequidem missa decantabitur musice et dicetur missa 
novem lectionum c.omposi ta a Domino • • • tt 
Missa Domine guis habitabit 
Sources 
16th century print: 
Missarum musica1ium guatuor vocum ~ suis 
motetis. Liber tertius (fol. 8) 
(Faris, Attaingnant, 1540) 
Modern transcription: 
Pres err!:; dissertation, App. I, p. 363 ~ 
Musical concordances 
Motet Domine guis ha bi ta bit: 
Claudin •• . . . . 
Mod. trans. 
Cambrai Ms. 125-128, fol. 55. 
Attaingnant 1529, fo1. 10. 
Petrejus 1538, No. 10. 
Attaingnant 1540, fo1. 11. 
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OVER-ALL PIAN AND VOCAL RANGES OF 
































a4 Ton. cad. inc., 
a4 Dam. cad., 
a4 Ton. cad. inc., 
a4 Dam. cad., 
a3 (S, C, B) Ton. cad., 
a4 Ton. cad., 
a4 Ton. cad., 
a2 (s, c~ Ton. cad., 
a2 ~T, B Ton. cad., 
a3 s, a, B) Dam. cad., 
a4 Ton. cad., 
a4 Ton. cad., 
a2 (T, B) Ton. cad., 
a4 Ton. cad., 
a3 (S, C, B) 
a4 Ton. cad., 
a2 (s, o) Ton. cad., 
a5 Ton. cad., 
f' ;z 






The Missa Domine quis habitabit is a parody Mass in 
the Dorian mode built on Claudin 1 s own motet ·by the same 
name (App. II, p. 735). This motet was included in the 
Attaingnant collection o~ Masses printed in 1540 under the 
title Missarum musicalium .•• Liber tertius (seep. 235). 
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The complete text o~ the motet is that o~ Psalm 14 
(Liber Usualis, pp. 752, 753). Hal~ OI the text o~ the ~irst 
part o~ the motet is the same as that o~ the Communio OI 
Feria III o~ the third Sunday o~ Lent,l49 and its music ap-
pears to be derived from the Communio. This derivation is 
particularly obvious in the Qui ingreditur portion o£ the 
motet in the tenor, which has the same head-moti~ as the 
qui ingreditur o£ the Chant (Exx. 67 and 68). In addition, 
there seems to be ~ certain rhythmic relationship between 
the motet and the Chant at the words in tabernacula tuo: 
in both, the in is the weak part o£ a binary rhythm (up-beat), 
the syllable ta is the strong part o~ the binary rhythm 
down-beat o£ the tactus; ictic note), and the accented 
syllable ~has a complete binary rhythm to itself. 
0£ the three principal melodies of the motet and the 
Mass two, those o:f Domine guis habi tabi t and Ad nihilum 
(Secunda pars), have the angularity characteristic of the 
Netherlands composers, while the third, that o:f qui ingredi-
tur, has :a ;rhYthm of' chanson:-l;tke · q_uaiity. 
149 Liber Gradualis, (Tournai, Desclee, 1883), p. 432. 
(a) 
Example 67. Ext:act~ from (a) the Motet Domine q6}s 
habltablt (after G.G.A. App.~ II, 73 ; 
(b) the Missa Domine quiG habitabit 
(after G.G.A. App.~ I~ 3 4). 
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~ Tenor -:C. Q Yo, )t. ~ S" ,. . I ¢ F' rl If fir tre rl ~ I(FE~IF ~L 
g' Do - mi - ne quis h~·.,.b:i:-ta - - - - - ~ - bJ. t J.n taberna-cu -
~ Tenor P::: .,. ~ -r -r +- ~ Ja +- +" .,. + + 
I· ©< J J1·· t:lfr r IF r tl .. "Iff 
Qui in~ tre-R-fur si - ne ma•cu - - €Eft t et 8 7 
~ . 0~ • • 
' Supenus IIV . , , • , , • 
.It f r:r ld t IF FIF F CErlf'6 
. A ni~hi - lum de-du - ctus est 
(b) ':[: 
., Tenor S ~ ~ · )( ~ /~ ~ 
tr t t 1r r( w· tlr err I< r rlf ~~~~ 
. ( )" . . .. ~ Ky - rJ. - e I • • 
Tenor :rs 1' -1- + + · -+- :15 + + :; -i -1 t-alrvrrrrrrrorrtr ;;lo 1 
C.hr:i:st~ z . . . 
. . . -~ . Superius b • ,.-, * • , ~ ~ $ r· PI Err! f r If C; rrfrl J f 
Ky - ri - e (II) 
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Example 68. Communio Domine guis habitabit (Feria III~ 
Post Dom. III, Qgadragesima)~ (after Liber 
Gradualis IEB"3 , 432 ) • 
- cu-lo tu - - - - - - - o? aut quis requi - es - - cet in 
~ ;D nJ JJJJ t1 sn JJY 
== mon--te san - - cto tu - - - - - - - - - o ? 
4 fJ v £f CJ J Cl f) ;\'}JiJ\J!} 
Qui in-gre - - di - tur si - - ne ma-cu - la et o - - pe -
' J ]J fJ J J JlJ J JJ ; J J J J 
- ra - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - tur ju - sti - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - t2 - - - ~ ~ - - - - am. 
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In Missa Domine quis habitabit the usual parody prac-
tice is followed. The ~yrie I and Christe present the Prima 
Pars of the motet while the Xjrie II presents the Secunda 
Pars. In the Gloria the complete motet is p~odied once, 
while in the Credo the Prima Pars is repeated after the first 
exposition of the complete motet. The Sanctus presents a 
short fugal composition consisting of an exposition followed 
by a short re-exposition then by a stretto based on the head-
motif of the motet's first theme. The Pleni sunt caeli is a 
two-voiced paraphrase of the head-motifs of the Qui ingredi-
tur, et opera and qui loquitur portions of the J?rima Pars of 
the motet. The Hosanna has the theme of Domine guis habita-
bit against a secondary theme, probably either of Claudin 1 s 
composition or derived from the gui ingreditur (?). These 
two themes are presented in voice-pairing fashion a fifth 
apart and are followed by a freely paraphrased section. In 
the Benedictus the three head-motives of Domine guis habita-
bi t, in ·tabernaculo, and aut guis are used for a fugal expo-
sition. Finally Agnus Dei I presents the theme of Domine 
guis habitabit in successive imitative entrances and ends 
with a stretto; Agnus II is built on lines similar to those 
of the ~leni sunt caeli using the same material; and in the 
third Agnus Claudin has built a piece consisting of imita-
tive expositions derived from the themes of Domine guis ha-
bitabi t and Qui ingredi tur w.l;lich ends with a repeated stretto. 
TABLE VI,.; 
THE DIFFERENT EORTIONS OF THE MOTET TIOMINE 
QUIS HABITABIT FROM WHICH MOTIVES, MELODIC 
LINES, VOICE EARTS OR SECTIONS ARE TRANSCRIBED, 
EARODIED OR PARAJ?HRASED IN THE MASS :OOIVIINE QUIS 
HABITABIT .BY CLAUDIN DE SERMISY --
Motet 
Domine ~uis habitabit 
~ui ingredi tur 
Ad nihilum (Secunda Ears) 
Domine ~uis habitabit 
~ui ingre di tur 
et o:peratur 
~uis loquitur 





Et in terra pax 
Gratias agimus 
Deus Pater omnipotens 
Domine Fili unigenite 
Domine Deus, Agnus Dei 
Qui tollis II 
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Ad nihilum (Secunda Pars) 
Qui jurat :proximo 
non dedit ad usuram 
Qui sedes ad dexteram. Patris 
Tu solus Dominus 
Qui facit hec 
Domine ~uis habitabit 
~ui ingreditur 
et operatur 
Qui lo~ui tur 
Nee fecit proximo 
Ad hihilum (Secunda Pars) 
Timentes 
Qui jurat proximo 
et munera 
Domine ~uis habitabit 
~ui ingredi tur 
Qui lo~uitur 
Nee fecit ~roximo 
Domine ~uis habitabit 
~ui ingredi tur 
Domine quis habitabit 
Ad nihilum (Secunda Ears) 
Domine ~uis habitabit 
Qui ingreditur 
Domine quis habitabit 
Cum Sancto Spiritu 
Patrem omnipotentem 
Deum de Deo 
per quem omnia 
qui propter nos homines 
Et incarnatus est 
Crucifixus 
Et resurrexi t 
Et iterum venturus est 
cujus regni 
Et in Spiri tum Sanctum 




Pleni sunt caeli 
Hosanna (upper paired-voices) 
Benedictus 
Agnus Dei I 
Agnus Dei II 
Agnus Dei III 
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The style of Missa Domine guis habitabit is more 
melismatic than that of the motet on which it is based, and 
the Kyrie, Gloria, and Credo sections employ a mixture o~ 
parody and paraphrase techniques, while the Sanctus and the 
Agnus Dei sections more often employ only the paraphrase 
technique. Stylistically Domine guis habitabit appears to 
be one of Olaudin 1 s early Masses. The highly imitative note-
against-note counterpoint, the five voices and fugal form o~ 
the last Agnus Dei, the relatively few passages in bare 
voice-pairing, the lack of purely chordal passages, and 
finally the two themes contrasted in the Hosanna are reminis-
cent of the Netherlands school. Still, the chordal tendency 
of the light texture, the chanson rhythms, the lack of con-
trapuntal intricacies, and the constant binary alla breve 
meter identify this Mass with the French chanson-Masses. 
Here again we find some slight word-painting as at 
descendit de caelis: 
Example 6·9. Word'-painting in Missa Domine quis 
habi tabi t--Oredo--Olaudin (after 
App., I, P• 377) • 
;#. b5 Contra tenor t ~ < J J J IJ 13: JJ J IJ J J I ,J 
~ de-scendit de cea - - - - - - - - · - - - - - lis 
• 
Missa Philomena praevia 
Sources 
Manuscripts: 
Rome, Capella Sixtina, Codex 17 (21-39) 
Leyden, Choirbook MS 1003A861-1008F866 
Toledo, MS. Codex 33, fol. 27 
Lund 
16th century prints: 
Under Cla udin 
Under no name 
Under Verdelot 
Under Verde1ot 
Viginti Missarum, (Primus liber, fol. 13) 
(Faris, Attaingnant, 1532)~cription to Claudin) 
Missae Tres Claudio de Sermisy~ (fol. 13) 
(Paris, Le Roy & Ballard, 1558 
Missa Cum Quatuor Vocibus, /Ad ••• Philomena praevia • 
(Paris, Nicolas du Chemin, 1568) (Ascription to Claudin) 
Missae Tres Claudio de Sermisy) (f'ol. 13) 
(paris, Le Roy & Ballard, 1583 
Sex Missae Liber Primus ••• Philomena praevia (Nb. 3) 
(Venice, Gardane, 1544) (Ascription to Verdelot) 
Liber Primus Missarum ••• Philomena praevia (No. 3) 
(Venice, Scotto, 1544) (Ascription to Verdelot) 
Modern transcription: (1532) 
Present dissertation, App. I, P• 397 • 
Musical concordances 
Motet Philomena praevia: 
Under Richafort ••••• Cambrai Ms. 125-128. 
n n • • • • • Antico, 1520, fol. 52. 
n n • • • • • Le Roy & Ballard, 1556, fol. 4. 
(Mod. trans.) App. II, P• 744. 
Under Anonymous ••••• Attaingnant, 1529a, fol. 3. 
Under Claudin ••••• Coimbra, Ms. M. 48. 
Mass Philomena praevia: 
Lupus (Hellinck) 
Gombert (a5) 
••••• Cambrai Ms. 3, fol. 197ff'. 








OVER-ALL PLAN .A.ND VOCAL RANGES OF 
MIS'SA PHILCMENA. PRAEVIA 
Kyrie I 
%. 
a.4 Ton. ca. d.~ 
Christe a.3 (S, C, T) Dom.. ca. d., 
Kyrie II t a.4 Ton. ca. d., 
Et in terra. ~ a.4 Dom.. ca. d., Domine Deus a.2 (S, T) Ton. ca. d., Qui tollis Jt a.4 Ton. ca.d., inc., 
~trem. 
%. 
a.4 Dom. ca. d., 
Et inca.rr.a tu s a.4 Ton. cad.,. 
Crucifixus }. a.2 (s, a~ Ton. ca. d.,-Et resurrexi t a.2 ~T, B Dom. cad., 
Et iterum % a3 S, T~ B) Lydian cadence Et in Spiri tum a.4 Ton. ca.d., 
Sa.nctus : a.4 Ton. ca. d., Pleni sunt a.2 (s, c) Ton. ca. d., 
Hosanna ~ a.4 Ton. cad., 
Benedictus i a.3 (C,T,B) Dom. ca. d., 
A gnus Dei I 
%. 
a.4 Ton. ca. d., 
A gnus Dei II a.2 (s, c) Ton. ca. d.' 
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The M1ssa Philomena praevia is a parody Mass on the 
sixteenth century motet Philomena praevia currently attri-
buted to Richafort. Not only has the Mass been a problem 
because of its ascription to both Olaudin and Verdelot,l50 
but the motet on which.the Mass is built presents the same 
problem in being ascribed to both Richafort and Olaudin. No 
doubt, the facts that a source of the motet attributes it 
to Olaudinl5l and that Le Roy & Ballard and Nicolas du Che-
min reprinted the Mass under Olaudin's name in 1558, 1568 
and 1583 after its appearance under Verdelot's name in 
the prints of Scotto and Gardane in 1544, 1 52 reinforce the 
contention that the Mass is by Claudin and not by Verdelot. 
The text of the motet in its first part is that of a 
150 Schmidt-G8rg, ~Nicolas Gombert, Ka~ellmeister 
Kaiser Karls V: Leben und Werk, (Bonn, Ludwig R hrscheid, 
1938), p. 183, fn. 35:-rrnass im 16. Jahrhundert ein und 
dieselbe Komposition verschiedenen Meistern zugeschrieben 
wird ist an sich nichts Seltenes. Was aber alles als Werk 
Verdelots erscheint, ist gerade zu auffallend. Wer einmal 
seine Kunst einer besonderen Untersuchung widmen will, hat 
mit der Kl~g bloss der bibliographischen Fragen eine 
wenig beneidenswerte Aufgabe zu 18sen11 • 
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151 Anuario Musical, (Barcelona, Instituto Espanol 
de Musicologia, 1950), V, p. 82. In his article "Los 
manuscritos musicales N.s 48 y 242 de la Biblioteca General 
de la. Universitad de Ooimbra 11 , S. Kastner ascribes the motet 
Philomena (fols. 45-45v) to Glandin. However, after 
examination of a microfilm of the MS. it is obvious that 
0 was taken as G and u as _g. 
152 Schmidt-G8rg, p. 183. 11 Diese vierstimmige Messe 
taucht tibrigens 1544 in Scottos 11Liber Primus Missarum 
Quing_ue 11 unter Verdelots Namen auf, so auch im handschrift-
lichen Kodex 33 der Kathedrale zu Toledo. Aber noch im Jahre 
1558 gibt der Pariser Drucker Nicolas Duchemin sie in einem . 
II 
• • • 
Franciscan poem which Kircherl53 ascribes to Saint Bona-
ventura (1221-1274). The source of the text of the Secunda 
Pars could not be found. Brenetl54 suggests wrongly that 
Claudin might have brought the original melody of Philomena 
praevia from Italy where he went With King Francis I in 
1515. The fact that Missa Philomena is a parody Mass based 
on the pre-existent motet Philomena excludes that possibi-
lity, unless one is ready to agree that Claudin also com-
posed the motet Philomena. However, such a proof would 
consist in only one source supporting Claudin as the compo-
ser of the motet, against at least three supporting 
Richafort as the composer. 
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It is possible that there existed an original melody 
dating from the Middle-Ages for the text of the poem Philo-
mena, and this possibility is strongly supported by the fact 
l53 A. Kircher, Musurgia Universalis Athanasii 
Kircheri, (Rome, Corbelletti, 1650) , VII, p. 617. 11 Hisce 
sujungam Paradigma III. ad affectum gandii concitandum . · 
aptium, supra verba D. Bonaventurae de Luscinia composi tum. 11 
11I'hilome:ha praevia temporis amoeni 
Quae recessum nuntias imbris atque coeni 
Dum demulces animos cantu tuo leni 
Ave ·prudentissima, q_uaeso ad me veni!-- 11 
(Ambros in his Geschichte der Musik Vol. II, p. 221, gives 
for reference to Kircher's Musurgia the wrong page number 
(586) and his text of the poem contains two mistakes: 
11recessus 11 instead of 11 recessum 11 and 11pudentissima11 instead 
of 11 prudentissima~.) 
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that it is the lowest voice of the two-part motet (Ex. 70) 
printed by Jehann Eetit in 1503155 that has the melody found 
in the tenor of the motet by Richafort (App. II, p. 745). 
This strongly suggests therefore that according to the mo-
tet technigue of the Middle-Ages, which reguired the pre-ex-
istent melody to be in the lowest voice--then the tenor--
there would have been an early ~onophonic setting of the poem. 
I In the Kyrie section of the Mass the first half of 
the Prima Pars of the motet appears in a paraphrased parody 
in the Kyrie I while the second half appears in the Ohriste. 
In the Kyrie II it is the complete Secunda Pars that is 
loosely parodied. The Gloria follows the motet more or less 
faithfully without intense parody nor paraphrase. The Credo 
follows almost the same pattern as the Gloria. But in the 
Sanctus a kind of primitive vocal fugue appears (Ex. 143) 
based on the opening theme of the motet. The e~osition is 
in voice-pairing and ending on the dominant, it is followed 
by a counter-exposition with the values in diminution, then 
comes an episode followed by are-exposition, and finally a 
stretto in which the subdominant is answered by the tonic. 
The Pleni sunt caeli portion of the Sanctus seems to be of 
Olaudin's own inspiration, in the Hosanna (built on the avis 
per dulcissima part of the motet) the chanson form is 
l55 ~talog der Musik Bibliothek Paul Hirsch, 
(Oamb~idge {Eng.), University Press, 1947), IV, p. 626. 
Example 71. Extracts from (a) Motet Philomena 
praevia--Richafort (after G.G.A. App. II, 
745); (b) Missa Ppilomena praevia--
Olaudin (after G.G.A. App. I,378 ). 
~J y .... r~-e e - . e-~--son Glo-rifi - ca.-xn.us te. 
J) ~ Superius Iff t:\ ~£ E IE F rl o II 
Je - - - su Ohri - - ste. 
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implied through the repetition of the last half in the 
superius, and the Benedictus is a free da-capo treatment 
of the opening theme of the Secunda Pars. Finally the 
first Agnus :Oei parodies and paraphrases the Prima Pars of 
the motet; the second Agnus Dei is built on the avis 
per dulcissime of the motet; and the third Agnus :Oei is 
a paraphrased parody of Secunda Pars. 
Missa Philomena praevia is undoubtedly one of 
Olaudin's best Masses, and its numerous printings both 
l37 
under Olaudin's name (1532, 1558, 1568, and 1583) and under 
Verdelot's name (Scotto 1544, Gardane 1544),156 attest to 
its popularity. The motet Philomena itself was very popular 
as can be seen by its numerous sixteenth-century sources; 
its popularity may well have been instrumental in Olaudin's 
decision to compose a Mass on it. 
It is probable that Missa Philomena was one of Olau-
din's earlier Masses written when he was in full command of 
the techniQue of his immediate predecessors, before the po-
lyphonic French chanson (which he helped to d evelop) had 
asserted its full domination over the style of the Parisian 
Mass. Here we have a Mass in the best imitative style inher-
ited from JosQuin, with careful overlapping in the voice-
pairing, few chordal passages, and interesting vocal lines 
even in the bass part. The pseudo-contrapuntal style of 
1 56 Gaspari, Oatalogo del Liceo Musicale di Bologna, 
(Bologna, Libreria Romagnole Dall'acQua, 1892), II, p. 30. 
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later Masses (PluriUm modulorum, Ex. 53) is absent here. As 
was characteristic of the Parisian composers of that epoch, 
the harmonic language is simple and the dissonance mild. The 
chanson elements are rather rare in Missa Philomena, and the 
most obvious ones are the frottolistic rhythm Jj) I J J J, 
and the madrigal-like word-painting at the words Tu solus 
Dominus (Ex. 28), and Tu solus Altissimus in the Gloria. 
Finally, concerning Claudin•s Missa Philomena, 
Andrea Pa:pii in his experimentations with the fourth gives 
Claudin's Benedictus of Missa Philomena as an example to 
support his theories. Instead of using Claudin's own final 
cadence: La, DO, MI, he uses Sol, Do, MI, claiming that no 
listener would be offended by the change.l57 
An examination of tre three different :printings of 
Missa Philomena (Att. 1532, LR&B 1558, NDC 1568) shows that 
it is exactly the same music in the three editions. However, 
in the 1568 edition the :printer, in order to save space at 
:places, used the blackened semibrevis instead of the dotted 
one as explained on :page 316. Also, for better textual enun-
ciation, two minimas are sometimes used instead of a semi-
brevis (see. E:x:. 84· ). 
157 Andrea Papii, Gaudensis De Consonantiis, (Antwerp, 
Plantini, 1581), :p. 206. "Specimen istud quartae faventes 
& aequis Est missa super Philomena :praevia Clatidini nobilis 
com:ponistae cujus Benedictus trium· vocum finit in Re fa La; 
quod ego semper, experiendi causa, mutabam in Ut, Fa, La, 





Biblioteca Estense, Modena, MS. V.H. 2. 
16th century print: 
Viginti Missarum, ( liber, fol. 39) (Paris, Atta.ingnant-'lj,~~~ 
Modern edition: 
Musica. Liturgica. I, fascicule 2, 
(Cincinnati, World Library of Sacred Music, 1958). 
Modern transcription: 
Present dissertation, App. I, P• 469. 
Musical concordance 
Missa ~ defunctis ••• • • • • • • • ••• Liber Usualis, p. 1807. 
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Reguiema intoll9. tion b; aeternam polYPhonyc 
Te decet intoll9. ti on ; et tibi polyphony 
Kvrie .L Christe, Kyrie g, - - - - polyphony 
Si am bul em - intoll9.tion; in media - polyphony 
Virga tua - - - - - - - - - - - polyphony 
Domine - - - intoll9. tion; Rex gloriae polyphony 
Hostias intone. ti on; tu suscipe -polyphony 
Sanctus - - intonation; Sanctus - - polyphony 
Hosanna, Benedictus - - - - - - polyphony 
Agnus b Jb III,- intone. tiond; Dei -polyphony 
Lux aeterna - intonation; luceat - - polyphony 
Reguiem.d - - -intone. tion; et lux - - polYPhony 
Superius f, Contratenor Tenor 
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a Neither in the Modena MS nor in Attaing.nant' s print is there 
any indication t~t the antiphon is to be repeated. It was taken for 
granted that church musicians knew that it had to be. It is still the 
practice today to repeat the antiphon after the Psalm of the Introit. 
b The Chant intons.tions are always in the tenor voice and 
performed by one singer. 
0 The polyphonic sections are for 4 voices and in %meter. 
d These intonations are omitted in .Attaingnant 1 s print of 
Claudin 1 s Requiem; they are inserted in Prior is 1 and Richafort 1 s 
Requiems of the same collection, and they appear in the Modena MS of 
Claudin' s Requiem. 
l4l 
According to the cle~s used, Olaudin 1 s Requiem is for 
~our equal male voices except for the offertory. In the 
latter, the soprano ole~ on the second line in the superius 
suggests the use of either falsett·a singing or soprano sing-
ing, and the lower clefs in the other voices may suggest no-
tation in chiavette (transposed cle~s). However, because of 
the low melodic line o~ the superius, it is probable that it 
was intended ~or falsetto rather than soprano singing; and, 
whether or not the notation is in chiavette, as is sugge$Ed 
by Robert Snow in his modern edition of Olaudin 1 s Regujem, 158 
is debatable.l59 In view of the fact that the church and 
court singers o~ the Renaissance were professional singers 
trained ~rom childhood and chosen because of their outstand-
ing vocal organ, it is doubtful that notation in chiavette 
was needed in the case of Olaudin 1 s Requiem; for, if "the 
singers of the 17th and 1sth centuries possessed ranges 
which seem miraculous"l60 it is probable that those of the 
l6th century (the century of the golden age of vocal poly-
phony) also possessed ranges that may seem impractical. We 
must bear in mind that the Masses of the Renaissance were 
158 Robert J. Snow, (ed.), Olaudin de Sermisy / 
Missa pro defunctis, (Cincinnati, World Library of Sacred 
Music, 1958), P• 3. 
159 Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. l34; 
article on cbiavettee 
160 Ibid., p. 810. 
not performed by choruses o£ modern proportions, but by 
small groups of professional singers often assisted by 
a well-trained maitrise. Finally, it is not at all rare 
even nowadays to find Basses with a range from lowE to 
high F and tenors with a range of two octaves. Rather than 
an indication of chiavette, the change of cle£s in the 
middle of Claudin 1 s Requiem may have been to bring a con-
trait between two sections lower in pitch. 
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In his Requiem Mass Claudin makes use of the plain-
song in its entirety only in the tenor voice while the other 
voices may sing few opening notes of the moti£ in imitation' 
_j 
.At times the t.enor melody differs from our modern version o£ 
the Ch~t. These dif£erences might be due to a different 
sixteenth-century version of the Chant in Paris, or as 
Ree~l61 suggests, the result of Claudin's curtailment o£ 
the Chant (Ex. 72). 
Compared with Claudin's other Masses, the Missa 
Requiem is rather Franco-Flemish in style than Parisian, in 
itsjtack of voice-pairing and chanson-like rhythmic motives, 
in the tight knitting of its texture, and in its numerous 
points of imitation • .Although few of the openings o£ sections 
are imitative, there are numerous points of imitation in the 
texture. The overall style is that of a facile note-against-
note harmonic counterpoint, interspersed with short chordal 






Example 72 • Extracts from (a) Mass for the Dead--
Christe (after Liber Usua1is (1956), 
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p. 1807; (b) Missa Requiem--Christe--
C1audin de Sermisy (after App. I, p. 475). 
~ A:: it 11-
nJ.e:!#=J I fj J l J 
"* '* -son 
, Chri - - - - - ste e - le - i - son 
Chri - - - - - ste 
* JIJ 
'---" 
e - - - lei - - son 
- I 
j ]Jj 4J} J ~~ • ~~ IJ j? J I r f' Q I 
_.. .. / c~ ~ ~ 1: -4E .,. .... .. 
Chri - - - - ste e - - - - - - - - lei - son. 
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passages in long note values (brevis). Rhythmically it 
moves at a slower pace than Claudin's other Masses, and 
this effect is probably what Claudin wanted in order to 
accord with and possibly accentuate the serious and mourn-
ful character of the funeral service. Unlike most of Clau-
din's other Masses it owes little to the French polyphonic 
chanson, and the parody technique is completely absent from 
it. Every portion of it is built on a very free paraphrase 
(except in the tenor) of a corresponding portion of the 
plainsong Mass, and is written in the same mode used in the 
Chant. The paraphrase in the case of the tenor represents 
an abbreviated rather than an elaborated version of the Chant 
(Ex. 72), which is contrary to what the term paraphrase gen-
erally means. This Mass, except for a thirty measure pas-
sage for three voices in the Si ambulem-Virga section, has a 
consistently four voice texture. Although Claudin employed 
no definite head-motifs in it, certain rhythmic and melodic 
motifs do occur throughout the Mass in different forms 
(Ex. 73). 
There is some variance in the text of the ~roper 
of the Mass for the dead as used in Olaudin's time, and as 
used today. Before the Council of Trent (1545-1563), the 
liturgical from of the ~roper of the Requiem Mass varied 
from country to country, even from locality to locality. The 
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Example 73. Similar head-motifs in Missa Requiem--
Olaudin de Sermisy (after App. I, p. 469). 
1 k J] J lr r r1 r 
·~ Virga (Si a.mbulenl.fTract) 
~ Contratenor J 
IJAJjiJJJC 
$ Re~ gloriae (Offertory) 
£ . Cont.ratenor ;. J@= ~ I u I D IF ~ f Qui tollis (Agnus Dei\ 
(B) 
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modern official text of the Gradual 11Requiem11 162 and of the 
Tract 11.Absol ve 11 - _,, which has become standard after the 
reform of the Roman Missal under Pius V, 16 3 was not always 
employed by the Franco-Netherlands people. The text of 11 Si-
ambulem11 and 11 Virga tua 11 , l64 two verses of Psalm twenty-
two (King James Bible-Psalm 23) was sometimes used instead: 
Si ambulem in medio umbre mortis non timebo 
mala q_uoniam tu mecum es Domine. 
Virga tua et baculus tuus ipsa me consolata sunt. 
The seq_uence Dies irae dies illa (used in the modern 
Requiem) which did not become part of the Mass for the dead 
in France until around 1550, and the Tract Sicut servus 
162 Benedictines of Somesmes, (eds.), Liber Usualis, 
(Tournai, Desclee & Cie, 1956), p. 1808. '"Req_u:i:em x aeter-
nam dona eis Domine: et lux perpetua luceat eis. 1. In me-
moria aeterna erit justus: ab auditione mala non timebit. 11 
·· ___ _And p~ 1809. 11 Absolve,x Domine, animas . 
omnium fidelium defunctorum ab omni vinculo delictorum. 1. 
Et gratia tua illis succurente, mereantur evadere judicium 
ultionis. 1. Et lucis aeternae beatitudine perfrui. 11 
163-R. Snow,(ed.), Claudin ••• Missa ••• p. 3. 
164 Godef~oy, Le Graduel de 1 1Eglise Cathedrale. de 
Rouen au XIII siecle,~Rouen, Leoerf, 1907), Vol. II,(fac-
simileST gives the Requiem and Absolve texts for the 
Gradual and the Tract (as in the modern version), but it 
also gives as substitutes the Si ambulem and Virga texts. 
These two last texts were removed by the Council of Trent, 
and they can be found in the Liber Usualis, p. 680, Psalm 
22 verse4,: 11 Nam et si ambulavero in medio umbrae mortis 
non timebo mala: x q_uoniam tu mecum est. 11 ; and verse 5,: 
11 Virga tua et baculus tuus: x ipsa me consolata sunt. tr 
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(used by the Netherlands composers )165. are not found in the 
three Requiem Masses by Olaudin, Prioris and Richa~ort 
printed in the Attaingnant collections o~ Masses o~ 1532. 
In the texts o~ the Requiem Mass common to Claudin's 
time and to our times, there are minor di~~erences in the 
O~~ertory only. Words underlined belong to present day 
text,l6Q and words in parenthesis to Claudin's time: 
Domine Jesu Ohriste, ~Rex gloriae, libera animas 
omnium ~idelium de~ctorum de poenis (manu) i~erni, 
et de pro~undo lacu: libera eas de ore leonis, ne 
absorbeat tartarus, ne cadant in obscurum (obscura 
tenebrarum loca): sed signi~er sanctus Michael re-
praesentet in lucero sanctam: x Quam olim Abrahae 
promisisti, et semini ejus. j. Hostias et preces tibi 
Domine laudis o~~erimus (Domine o~~erimus): tu 
suscipe pro animabus illis, quarum hodie memoriam 
~acimus ( agimus): ~ac eas, Domine, de morte transire 
ad vitam (vitam sanctam). ~Quam olim ••• (repeated 
as ~ar as the versicle in both texts). 
In the Chant intonations we .also find differences 
between the sixteenth-century versions, between them and 
the modern Vatican one (Ex. T4) .• 
165 Reese, p. 130. 
166' Liber Usualis, p. 1813. 
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Example 74. Differences in the Chant intonations 
between the l6th century versions, 
between them and the modern Vatican one. 
(l) Attaingnant's print of l532; 
( 2) Modena Ms. of Claudin 1 s Requiem; 
(3) Vatican's Liber Usualis. 
f)t ... • • • • • • ;. i DJJD JWbt 
Te de-cet Hy.m-nus Deus in Sion Te de-cet hymnus Deus in Sidf 
(2) 
p.t ~ ............. .. 
Te · de-oet hymnus Deus in Si-on 
(1) 
r· • ., ..... A .. 
· '~. Do~i-ne Je-su Chri-ste 
(2) 
I§ As {t) • 
(1) E·'·e, .... , .. 
Hosi-as e~ pre-oes tibi Dani 
(2) 1. :.-: 
(3) 
'ffiOJJ1lJJ3J1I ~ Do~i-ne Jesu Chri-ste 11' 
i . I G))ilJJgPIDJ ~ """" . •~ I 




. ----Ar ... r ·• - : 





J • • • Ty F" ., r 
San- otus San-otus 
-it' 
(2) 
~ • • , A• San-otus 
(1) (3) 
F • • 
A-gnus De - 1 
~ '' n J · 
A-gnus De - - - · i * 
<2l 
E •• ~· , 
Agn~s De - i 
(1) (3) 
! • • F' ; • 
Lux ae - tgr - na 
~d f) J1 J I 
Lux ae - ter - - na""*-
(2) 
F -A 
Lux ae - ter - - na 
Missa Plurium motetorum 
Sources 
16th century print: 
Viginti Mis sa rum, ( Tertlus 1 i ber. fol. 77) 
(Paris, A tta ingnf.l.nt, 15~)2) 
Modern transcriptions: 
Motets: 
EeE• Stein, "Twelve (i.e. thirteen) Franco-Flemish 
Masses of the Early Sixteenth Century", (unpublished 
doctoral dissertation, Eastman School of Music, 
University of Rochester, Rochester, 1941), I, P• 1. 
Present dissertation, App. I, p. 436. 
Musical concordances: 
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Vul tum tuum depr e ca buntur 
Deus regnorum • • • 
Adjuva me 
(unsure) •• Joaquin (Smijers, IV, p. 117) 
•••• Gaacogne (Att. 15~4, fol. 10) 
• • • ConBilium (Att. 1534, fol. 5) 
Benedictus Dominus 
Inloetum • • • • • 
• • • Ant. Fevin(Petrupci; ,1514,. I, ·No.3) 
Deus in nomine • • • • 
Modern transcriptions: 
Deus regnorum • . • 
1£C[juva ~ • • • • • • 
Benedictus Dominus 
Impetum • • • • 
Deus in nomine • • 
1 (Att. 1529, fol. 4 ) 
1 (Att. 1529, fol. 9 ) 
. App. II, P• 751. 
• App. II, p. 762. 
App. II, p. 778. 
•• App. II, p. 770. 
• App. II, p. 789. 








OVER-ALL PLAN AND VOCAL RANGES OF 
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A gnus Dei 
A gnus Dei 
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Ton. ca. d., 
Dan.. ca. d., 
Dam.. ca. d., 
Dam.. ca. d., 











Ton. ca. d., 
Ton. ca. d., 
Ton. cad., 
Ton. ca. d., 
'Contratenor -o-f: zZz 
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The Missa Plurium motetorum is a pa±.0.a,y:Mass built 
on many motets. Five of these have been definitely identi-
fied, and they are the motets Deus regnorum by Gascongne 
parodied in the Gloria, Adjuva me by Oonsilium parodied in 
the Credo, Benedictus Dominus by Antoine Fevin parodied in 
the Benedictus, Impetum by ? parodied in the Sanctus, Pleni 
sunt caeli, Hosanna, Agnus I and IIv and Deus in nomine by ? 
parodied in the third Agnus. Although near to 2000 motets of 
the sixteenth century were examined~ it has been impo:s:sible 
to identify with cer~ainty all the motets t~at may have been 
used in the Kyrie section, and in the last part of the Credo. 
The motet found nearest to the firs~ Kyrie is Vultum tuum 
deprecabuntur te by Josquin des Pres. In view of the wide 
range of the parody-technique from exact plagiarism to di-
luted paraphrase (Ex. 141), it is possible that Claudin used 
Josquin's opening two measures in his Kyrie I although no 
connection can be made between the motet and the Christe or 
the last Kyrie. In the short xyrie I of the Mass, beside the 
two opening measures of the motet Vul tum tuum by Josquin 
(Ex. 79), we find that the tenor line has something akin 
with the ~reces line of the same motet in the Quinta Pars 
(Ex. 75, c and d). The Christe is very short and barely 
presents the exposition of a short motif of five notes 
against another motif, while in the opening of Kyrie II 
two themes are pitted against each other in voice-pairing 
fashion. 



















Example 75. Ext:ttao·~s from (a) Motet Vu1tum tuum--
Josquin (after Smijers Josguin -.-~-. 
Werken, IV, p. 117); (b) Missa P1urium 
motetorum--Kyrie I--C1audin (after A:p:p. I, 
p. 437>· . 
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In the Gloria section Olaudin has used the opening 
measures of the differen~ motives of the motet by Gascongne, 
added a few measures of his own music, and concluded with 
the closing measures of Gascongne's motives. Olaudin has 
used the Erima Ear~ of the motet as ·far as the Domine Jesu 
Ohris~e section of the Gloria, and the Secunda Ears for the 
rest of the Gloria. It is nQticeable at the Filius Eatris 
that Olaudin disregarded the bare voice-pairing treatment 
Gascongne gave to the words recta consilia of the motet, and 
subsituted a better solution with the same material. 
In the Credo Olaudin has used the motet Adjuva me by 
Oonsilium as far as Orucifixus. The Erima Ears he has used 
as far as the word consubstantialem, and the Secunda Ears as 
far as Orucifixus. From there to the end Olaudin has used 
his own material, or a motet that it has been impossible to 
identify. 
The Sanctus has the same opening head-motif of three 
notes as the opening of the motet Impetum, and the short mo-
tif of an ascending fourth descending to its starting note 
of the in mari rubio of the motet at the words Dominus Deus 
of the Sanctus (Ex. 78; c,d). There are possibilities that 
the Eleni sunt caeli may be derived from the motif of Mira= 
bilium of the motet (e,f), and it is noticeable that the 
Hosanna ends (last four measures) with almost the same 
notes as those of the motet (Ex. 79). 
(a.) 
"rt I I 
Example 76 •. Extracts from (a) Motet Deus. regnorum--
Gascongne (after Attaingnant 1534m); 
(b) Missa ~lurium motetorum--Gloria--
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Exam:ple77 • Extracts from (a) Motet Adjuva me--Consi-
lium (after Attaingnant 1534); Tb) 
(a) 
Missa Plurium motetorum--Credo--Claudin 
(after A:p:p. I, :p. 44~· 
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(b) 
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Example 7fJ Extracts from (A) Motet ImTetum--? 
(after Attaingnant-1529); B) Missa 
Plurium motetorum--Agnus Dei I--





















{O) Extracts from motet Impetum and 
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(c) Extracts from motet Impetum (a,c,e), 
and from Sanctus section of Missa 
Plurium motetorum (b,d,f). 
(a) "" 7'- J< 
~! .-"'\ "' .,.. Bassus  ~ ' IP:i 1 1=r1 trftr 1 
Impetum 
(c) • " Tenor 'J ~JJffilfrl L Ma - - ri Ru-bio 
§t t J Jl'V ftrlfFI 
157 
(~Tenor < ~ X ~ x 7~ 
Mi-ra-bi - - - - - li-um 
~ cae - - - - -li 
The Benedictus of the Mass parodies the motet Benedictus 
Domine Deus by Fevin in such a way as to induce no errors: 
Benedictus of the Mass corresponds to Benedictus Dominus 
Deus of the motet (Ex. 80), and gui venit of the Mass 
corresponds to et dignitos meos of the motet. 
Agnus Dei I parodies the first half of the motet 
Impetum (Ex. 7i-a), while Agnus II parodies the memores 
estote motive of the motet: 
~ Tenor X < :1 '}, ,._~~ 
1 J ~ r e 1 r .r 1 r 
me-mo-res es-to -te 
~ . 
~Tent...-. >' • £ •/> " 3ff 1 k +rlrrFit 
A - - gnus De - - - - i 
As to the third Agnus, it parodies the motet Deus in nomine 
(Ex. 81 faithfully enough as to make it recognizable. 
The Missa Plurium motetorum stands half-way in the 
Mass production of Olaudin. It has the simplicity of the 




Example 79. Extracts from the Motet Impetum by ? and 
Missa Plurium motetorum--Hosanna--Olaudin 
(after App. II, p. 777 and App. I, p. 462 ). 
(Notes with upward stem belong to the mo-
• I '_, ·-
·:t~t, and those with downward stem to the 
Rbsanna). 
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Example BO· Extracts from (a) Motet Benedictus Dom~ 
-A. Fevin (after Petrucci Mottetti de la 
Corona, l5l4); (b) Missa Plurium moteto-
~--Benedictus--Claudin (App. I, p. 462 ). (e.) 
)!>) '15' 
-I • ~ 
"' r 
I .i'O , ~ ...1 I _._ 
n. "" _L'\ 
._, ~ 
" 
., • .....1. I ~ 
-
r _,.r • ... J.L 
-.. -
~ a ~ !J ~ u ~r !J-lf!I ,. .... --rT Benedictus 
C27 .L'l_ 
P"'" ..., i7 -,. ,.. 
_I_ 







Extracts Irom (a) Motet Deus in nomine--
? (aiter Attaingnant-1529--transcription 
G.G.A); (b) Agnus Dei III--Missa Plurium 
motetorum--Olaudin-raiter App. I, p. 467). 
tol~is pee - -
~~D.J. 
words OI Reese it "helped to Iorrri a distinct French Mass-tra-
dition. nl70 It is a well-balanced work OI alternating chord-
al and imitative voice-pairing passages. It does not abuse 
the syllabic style in the way later Masses OI Olaudin do, 
but it is OI a much lighter texture than his earlier Masses 
Novem lectionum, Domine quis habitabit and Philomena praeYia. 
This Mass may well have been composed especially Ior 
the collection OI twenty Masses which Attaingnant printed in 
l70 Reese, p. 338. 
1532, which collection has the likeness of a monument in 
honor of King Francis I and the musicians of his chapel 
(cf.p. 224). For, all the motets Olaudin used in this 
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parody Mass were composed as far as we know by his collea~s 
in music: Josquin des Pres, Gascongne, Fevin (see. p. 306 ), 
and Consilium of whom it is said that he spent a short 
time at the Ste. Chapellel68 where Claudin was to become 
a canon in 1533. (see p. 9} 
Missa Plurium motetorum is the only Mass of the 
Renaissance under that title, and it may well be the only 
Mass that was ever composed on many motets. 
168 Francois Joseph Fetis, Biographie Universelle 
des Musiciens, 2nd ed., 8 vols., (Paris, Librairie de 
Firmin Didot Freres, Fils & Cie., 1860-1865), II, P. 
Missa Domini est terra 
Sources 
Manuscript: 
Cappella Sistina, Rome, Codex 155 (fol. 22-36) 
16th century prints: 
Viginti Missarum.. (Seutimus liber, fol. 49•) 
(Faris, Attaingn/3.nt, 1532). 
Missae Tres Claudio de Sennis~ (fol. 23) 
(Faris, Le Roy & Ballard, 1558 • 
Missa Cum Quatuor Vocibus ••• Domini est terra 
(Faris, Nicolas du Chemin, 1568). 
Missae Tres Claudio de Sennisy, (fol. 23) 
(Faris, Le Roy & Ballard, 1583) 
Modern transcription: 
Present dissertation, :App. I, P• 504 • 
Music.al concordances 






••• Cappella Sistina, Cod. 76, fol. 161 (MS~) 
••• Attaignant 1534, fol. 11. 
• Mod. t:ranscription--1534--App. II, p. 795 • 
••• Petrejus 1538, No. 14. 
• Montanus 1553, No. 17 
Missa Domini est terra: 






AGNUS DEI I 
TABLE X 
Y>VER-.ALL PLAN AND VOCAL RANGES OF 



























Ton. cad. inc., 
Ton. cad. inc., 
Ton. cad. inc., 
Ton. cad. 
l62 
Agnus Dei I 
Agnus Dei II 
Agnus Dei III 
a2 (s,c) 
a4 Ton. cad. inc., (same as I) 
;:f. Superius 
i.W~---==& 




With the Gloria and Credo undivided by duets and 
trios, and the music of Agnus Dei J used for the third 
Agnus, the parody Mass Domini est terra (on his own motet) 
is the shortest of Claudints Masses. 
The text of the motet Domini est terra is that of 
:Psalm 23 (New :Psalter, p. 583£).1 99 The nm..sic of the Prima 
:Pars is set to the first five verses of the :Psalm, and that 
of the Secunda :Pars to the last five verses. The music may 
well ne completely original, although in the opening theme 
of the motet and the Mass (Ex. 82-a,b) there is some affini-
ty with two melodic motives of the antiphon Elevamini (c) 
that precedes the Psalm Domini est terra at the second 
nocturn for Holy Saturday. The opening descending fourth 
resolving upward on a third in both the opening motives of 
the motet and of the antiphon is certainly not accidental. 
But, it is less probable that there may be some connection 
between the Kyrie and motet (a,b), and the responsory Domini 
est terra of the canonical hours for the first Sunday 
within the octave of the Epiphany (f).l7D 
In the first Ryrie we find the main motive (b) pitted 
l(i9 Liber Usualis, p. 762. 
l7'o Antiphonaire Monastique (XIIe siecle), Le Codex 
601 de la Bibliothegue capitulaire de Lucgues, 190b=1909, 
Vol. IX of :Paleogra1hie Musicale, (Tournai, Desclee et Cie, 
1889-1939), p. 163 No. 2462). 
Example 82. 
(a, b) 
Extracts from Motet and Mass Domini est 
terra, and from Gregorian Chant; (a~,'i)J 
first motive of KYfi) and motet, (cJ . 
tenor of !1rie I, d motive of universi-
:::motet;, ( e antiphon Elevamini (after 
Liber Usualis p. 762), (f) Response Domi-
ni est terra (after Paleographie Musicale, 
IX,]J)3) 
+ Superi us ~ • .,. .,. +- + • I' .fF 
k J. ! I J J J I ; J J I J J.l JjJJ J 
~.. (/ •, D f1 ~ 
Kyrie I 
Domini est terra 
(c) 
Tenor -f 3 -f "'h 
-jf J J ; I ~ ~ r I ; tl J I 
)(~ ~ " X 1t 
S Kyrie I 
(d) Tenor 3 
~b{~ yg 1 ·f· J' 1 r ,: frlr J 1 
'" " " "f 
et u - ni - ver - - si qui ha - bi - tant 
(e) 
$ 
E -le- va - - mi - ni, portas ae~ter - na - les, et in 
• Domini est terra L 
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against a secondary one (c) that is taken from the et univer-
si entrance of the tenor it seems (d); this ascending fourth 
falling back on its point of departure can also be seen near 
the beginning of the responsory (f). In Kyrie II we find a 
short piece in which the opening principal motive (b) is 
presented by augmentation and in paraphrase, followed by a 
parody of the last four bars of the motet. The parody of the 
Prima :Pars in the Gloria is fai thiul as far as the word su-
scipe, from there on it is much thinner, and seems to be 
nonexistent in the last twelve measures of the piece. The 
Credo parodies the complete motet; the Secunda :Pars begin-
ning at the words Et in Spiri tum. The Sanctus presents a 
much paraphrased use of the opening motive of the motet and 
possibly other motivistic elements from it, while the :Pleni 
sunt caeli appears to be in part the paraphrase of the quia 
ipse verse of the motet. The Hosanna may be an unrecogniz-
able paraphrase of the tenor line of the opening motive of 
the Secunda :Pars, ~d it has been impossible to identify the 
material used in the Benedictus. In the first Agnus Dei we 
see a presentation of the opening Kyrie themes in an exact 
parody of two measures long, followed by a fugal exposition 
of the principal motive (b) and ending with a parody of the 
last eight measures of the motet. The resemblance of treat-
ment between Kyrie II (see above) and that of Agnus Dei I 
is striking, and illustrates well Olaudints degree of 
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development in £ormal procedures and cyclical treatment (c£. 
Ex. 11). As to the second Agnus Dei, it parodies the hie 
accipiet and the quia ipse sections o£ the motet. Finally, 
Agnus III is a mere repetition o£ Agnus I, but with the 
necessary change o£ words explained earlier (p. 105). 
This Mass together with Plurium motetorum, Tota 
pulchra ~ and Ad placitum., belongs to this middle period 
in which Olaudin wrote Masses characterized by bare voice-
pairing (hardly over-lapping), chanson elements, and in-
tense syllabic style. Too o£ten, in the Gloria and Credo o£ 
these Masses Olaudin seems to have been more interested in 
getting the text across than in the quality o£ the music. 
Such ~oor melodic line as £ollows (Ex. 83) may have been 
e££icient in a declamatory song, but certainly not in a 
Mass, the lo£tiest kind o£ composition in which the Renais-
sance comppser was expected to prove his competence by 
exacting the most £rom his genius and his technique.-
Example 83. Poor melodic line--Missa Domini est 
terra--Oredo--Olaudin (a£ter App:-1, p. 515). 
t· & < J J J IJ J : : IS J J F J 2 7=3; ~ Superius j 3 ~ ~ ~~ ~ L Cum B<tre et Fi -li-o simul • - do-ra-tur et con glo-ri-fi -
The exceedingly small vocal-ranges o~ Missa Domini 
est terra, and its shortness and general simplicity suggest 
that it may have been composed especially ~or Untrained 
voices and for young men undergoing the vocal changes of 
puberty (seep. 10~). 
Finally, there are no melodic di~~erences between 
the three di~~erent printings o~ Missa Domini est terra---
Attaingnant-1532, Le Roy & Ballard-1558, and Nicolas du 
Chemin±l568. However, in the latter print, ~or better 
textual elocution, sometimes a semibrevis has been made 
into -two minimas (Ex •. 84), and a brevis into two semi brevis r. 
Example 84. Extracts ~rom (a) Missa.Domini est terra 
Christe--01-a.udin ( a~ter Attaingnant-1532); 
(b) ( a~ter Nit~olaEr:,dutChemin-1568). 
(a) b Superius if n u 2 lj 
Ohriste eleyson 
(b) 
Superius ib* t%<>37 
Ohriste e - le-y-son Ohri 
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Missa Tota pulchra .§..§.. 
Sources 
16th century prints: 
Missarum musicalium guatuor 
Liber secundus (fol. 1) 
(Paris, Attaing:nant, 1534) 
. . . 
Mis sa Cum • • • Ad im.i ta ti onem • 
(Paris, Nicolas du Chemin, 1556) 
Modern edition: 
(Amsterdam, J.A. Bank, 1950) 
Modern transcription: 
. . 
Present dissertation, App. I, P• 526. 
Musical concordances 
Motet Tota pulchra ~: 
Tota pul chra es 
Claudin ••••••••• Attaingnant, 1534, fol. 13. 
(Modern transcription) App. II, P• 807. 
Missa Tota pulchra ~: 
J. Guyon ••••••••••• NDC, 1557, fol. 37. 
l68 
TABLE XI 















Et incarJ:~l. tus 
Crucii'ixus 
Et resurrexit 












% ~4 a4 
:0 a4 





% a2 (s, c) a3 (S, T, B) 
'I a4 
~ a4 a3 (S,T,B) ~ a4 a2 (S, B) 
%. 
a4 
















Ton. cad .. , 
Ton. cad., 
Ton. cad., 




The text of the motet Tota pulchra ~ by Claudin de 
Sermisy (App. II, p. 807) is taken from the Song of Solo-
mon, and was a favorite text with the composers of the 
French Renaissance: Gombert, Mouton, A. de Lantins, 
Manchicourt and others. The text of the liturgical antiphon 
and Alleluia verse Tota pulchra ~l7l for the Feast of the 
Immaculate Conception (December 8) are shorter and different 
from the one usually set to polyphonic music during the 
sixteenth century. However, the text of the antiphon Tota 
pulohra es in the Antiphonale Sarisburiensel72 is nearer 
to that of the polyphonic motet. 
As to the music of the motet by Claudin, it seems to 
have no connection whatsoever with the music of the three 
Chant sources referred to in the previous paragraph. 
Neither has it connection with other polyphonic settings of 
the sixteenth century, except for a similar rhythmic figure 
commonly use at that time and of little importance, found 
at the opening of the three settings by Claudin, Mouton, 
and Anonymous (Ex. 85). It is probable then, that the motet 
Tota pulcbra es by Olaudin is freely-composed. 
The first motive of the motet, that of the words Tota 
1 71 Liber Usualis, pp. 1320 and 1318. 
172 W.H. Frere, Antiphonale Sarisburiense, 
(Facsimile with introduction)t (London, The Plainsong and 
Mediaeval Music Society, l923J, III, MS. 490. 
170 
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Example 85. Similar rhythmic figure in the motet Tot a 
pulcbra es by (a) Olaudin (after App.II"';"p. 
808); [b~Mouton (after Motetti e canzone~­
Antico--l52l;:r~ ll); (c) Anonymous (after 
Bibliotheque Nationale, MS 1817, f'ol. 50) 
(a) 
~ Superius ~ ~ - ~ I i e I J Ji t1 I J J I 
Tota pulcbra es 
)( )' 
(b) 
~ ro~ I H (f f : II - J I J Jl 
; Tota pulchra es 
pulchra es, is the most important and the one recurring ~ 
often in the Mass (Ex. 87). A motive not found in Olaudin's 
motet appears a few times in the Mass; it could well have 
been intended as an inversion of' the head of' the first motiva 
Example 86. Inversion of' the head of' the first motive 
of' the motet Tota pulchra ~--Olaudin. 
" 
' Superius X jl!< "' 1 kfrltrl 
t' Sanctus 
In~this Mass by Olaudin, the parody technique is so 
diluted in the paraphrase that it is difficult to follow the 
Example 87. Extracts from Motet Tota pulchra es--
Olaudin--(after App. II, 807), and 
from Missa Tota pulchra es--Olaudin 
(after App. --r,- 5 26) • -
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• Superius ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g B I ;I au,.: I) :q J J I J I r = ~ L 
TOTA PULCHRA ES 
Kyrie I 
Et in terre. ( Gl aria.) 
B3. tram (Credo) 
Et in Spiritum (Credo) 
ET MACULA 
Christa 
Lauda.mus te (Gloria.) 




Agnus Dei I (III) 
Domine Deus (Sa.nctus) 
Miserere nobis (Agnus I-III) 
~P Jj I J · J IJ tfln I J J I'< J J I J J 
VENI DE LI:AANO SPONsA . , 
SA1WS DISTILLANS 
Domine Deus ( Gl aria.) 
Crucifixus (Credo) 
Et resurrexit (Credo) 
Pleni sunt ca.eli (Sa.nctus) 
SUB LINGUA TUA 
Qui sedes (Gloria.) 
Et a.scendit (Credo) 
Et vi ta.m (Credo) 
Agnus Dei II 
Benedictus 
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model. The £act that Claudin parodied an SCTB motet into a 
TTBB Mass, no doubt contributed to the thinning of' the paro-
dy. Only hal£ of' the motet seems to have been parodied in 
the ~yrie section, but the complete motet was parodied once 
in the Gloria. The Credo presents two parodies of the motet, 
the second one starting at the words Et in Spiritum. In the 
Sanctus the same non-motet motive of the Gloria, at Tu solus 
.Al tissimus (Ex. 86), ls heard against the motive Tota pulchra 
es of the motet, and this is followed by a f'ugal development 
of the motives of Tota pulchra es and of et macula. The Ple:r:li.. 
sunt caeli parodies the motet £rom Samus distillans to the 
end in a very free paraphrase, while the Hosanna presents 
successive points of imitation in stretto style of the moti~ 
of Tota pulchra es and et macula, with other motives impos-
sible to connect with the motet. One of the rare canons 
worked out by Claudin in his Masses is found in the Benedi-
ctus of' this Mass; it is an easy canon at the unison between 
the contratenor and the tenor, and it parodies the Veni liba-
no motive of' the motet. Finally, the f'irst Agnus presents a 
parody of' the f'irst two motives of' the motet in a way simi-
lar to the treatment of the same material as in Kyrie I and 
Christe. In Kjrie I, at least one voice answered to the ton-
ic by the dominant, but in the first Agnus all the voices 
enter on the tonic. Agnus II parodies the sub lingua tua 
portion of' the motet, and Agnus III is a mere repetition o:f 
Agnus Dei I but with the appropriate change of words 
explained earlier (p. 105). 
An interesting painting of the words mundi is found 
in the Gloria of this Mass; here we have an ascending 
scale of nine notes turning back on itself like a wide 
gesture of the hand depicting the bigness and the roundness 
of the world. 
Example 88. Word-painting in Missa Tota pulchra es--
Gloria--Claudin de Sermisy (after 
App. I, p. 533). 
~ mun - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - di 
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Missa Ad placitum 
Sources 
16th century print: 
Missarum musicalium Elid quatuor voces pares. 
Li ber secundus 
(Paris, .A. ttaingnant, 1534) 
Modern transcription: 




OVER-ALL PIAN AND VOCAL RANGES OF 
MISSA AD PUCITUM 
KYRIE 
% Kyrie I a4 Ton. cad., Christe a4 Dam. cad., 
Kyrie II }t a4 Ton. cad., 
GLORIA 
~ Et in terra a4 Dom. cad., Domine Deus a3 (C,T,B) Ton. cad., 
qui tollis % a4 Dam. cad., Cum Sancto a4 Ton. cad., 
CREDO 
~ Pa.trem a4 Ton. cad., Crucifi:x:us a2 (T, B) Ton. cad., 
Et iterum % a3 (s, c, B) Dam. cad., Et in Spiritum a4 Ton. cad., 
SANCTUS 
Sanctus ~ a4 Ton. cad., Pleni sunt a2 (T, B) Ton. cad., 
Hosanna ~ a4 Ton. cad., Benedictus a3 (C,T,B) Ton. cad., 
AGNUS DEI 
A gnus Dei I ~ a4 Ton. cad., A gnus Dei II a2 (s .. B) Ton. cad., 
A gnus Dei III fj a4(Agnus I) Ton. cad., 
Superius Contra tenor 





Tenor Bas sus bo 
c' <D 1 ?! ...... z ;z 2 ;;:;»"' ;;;z ·oz + ~ 
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0~ the thirteen known Masses composed by Claudin de 
Sermisy, only Missa Ad ~lacitum and Missa Elurium modulorum 
do not appear to have drawn their material ~rom the Chant 
or from pre-existing po~yphonic compositions, although the 
contratenor at the beginning of Kyrie I and Chr.iste in the 
~irst.Mass suggests the Kyrie o~ Missa IV (Cunctipotens 
Genitor Deus) o~ the Chant (Ex. 89). 
Example 89. Extracts ~rom (a) Missa Ad placitum--
Kyrie I, Christe--Claudin (~ter App. I, 
p. 556); (b) Kyrie Cunctipotens Geni-
tor Deus (after Liber Usualis, p. 25). 
(a) 
_ £: contra t~nor.. + :; +-~ !f! ao~!f te~ ~ +-
Jij}£ f oiJ-A lj J JIJ II J b]lj 4 
8 Kyrie eleison Chrhrte 
(b) + ~ ~ + + ... + 
''Jt)JJJJJ~' fJ) jJ J 
Ky-ri - - e x e - - - - - - - - -
According to the meaning o~ the terms, Missa Ad 
placitum is no~ a parody Mass; nevertheless, it uses the 
parody technig_ue by having the Kyrie section parodied in 
the rest o~ the Mass. The Kyrie (on which the whole Mass 
is based), makes a unit by itself. It has a ~orm which was 
popular among the composers o~ the French polyphonic chan-
son: A-B-A. Kyrie I (A) end.s,:on the tonic, Christe (B) ends 
on the dominant, and Kyrie II (A r ) , which makes a kind o~ 
recapitulation with stretto elements, ends on the tonic. 
Example 90. Extract from Missa Ad placitum--Kyrie 
. (Superius)--Olaudin de Sermisy (after 
App. I, 556). 
~ Superius , ~ F a t PJ J tP lr r Jj 1; J ,JJ t(f <) 1 ~ 
f5 Kyrie I . . 
~ Superius ~~ 
~ I 
-
I I I I • I 
--
... I I I Ill: 






9' Chr ste 
1"\ Tenor I __._ 
I I _I , ,. 
.-.. £1' 1r IL-- _._ 
"'' - ·-
r II (_r_ .L.L 
_.( __. 
I - ...., Christa 
~ Superi~ ~~ ~ 3J t i J 7 F e IJ - 1- §' J F J J fi:JJ 
~ Kyrie II . -
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3 Superius l'f .~~ -"t}T[Ii~ J~IFWJt)JJ lhfl a1 
i .· 
The Gloria, Credo, Sanctus and Agnus Dei I enter with the 
same exact parody o~ the ~irst ~our measures o~ Kyrie I, 
a~ter which they paraphrase melodic material taken ~rom 
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the whole Kyrie section. The Pleni sunY caeli paraphrases 
the opening theme o~ Kyrie I in the superius, ~allowed by 
the tenor theme o~ Ohriste (Ex. 90-B). The Hosanna para-
phrases the minor chord ~armed by the ~irst notes o~ Ohriste 
in the tenor, while the Benedictus seems to be a paraphrase 
o~ Kyrie in inversion. Finally, Agnus Dei l! paraphrases 
the opening themes o~ Kyrie ! and Ohriste, and Agnus Dei III 
repeats the music o~ Agnus I but with the necessary change 
o~ words. 
A great unity pervades the whole Mass as a result o~ 
the parody technique, and the use, both in non-paraphrased 
and in paraphrased ~orms, o~ the melodic material o~ the 
Kyrie section. The numerous chordal passages and the prin-
cipal melody urged to be in the top voice by the print's 
inscription (see next page) would seem to plaae Missa Ad 
placitum among Olaudin's late group o~ Masses. These same 
characteristics plus the rhythmic and ~ormal borrowings 
~rom the polyphonic chanson place it with the most repre-
sentatives o~ the chanson-Masses. The identical parody 
entrance ~or all the principal parts o~ the Mass suggestS 
that Olaudin wanted to stress its cyclical principle and 
its most important melody. 
The superius o£ Missa Ad placitum.bears at the top 
of its first page an inscription which reveals choral pro~ 
cedures that may possibly have been used in some French 
churches during the Renaissance. This inscription reads 
thus: 11 Si vous avez voix de dessus, chantez une double au 
dessus", which literally means: 11 If you have a high voice, 
sing an octave above 11 .l 73 
PLATE I. 
&tfUr fantafie. . croudCa 
s1 vooo aue; "9oi~ be bdrus 
Cbites "9ne oouble au bdflJS. 
Sbpmue:. jM' 
~t1~o~~tif4t£n&1M 
1(}'lfttlepfon k?Ueeterron. · 
.. · lffl~e , .. H0Huoa1u1tHI~tHt~rttl1ml. . ; 
Clldlh: . c}2t!ne dcpfon cf2:flle deyfcn £!eyfon. • , 
f~o! e~ Q!·*t~YQ~hoidYltH!4ij}j·~· ~~ 
~l'lk · 'kp:fulcyfoo ' etcpfoo. . · 
f1 Jtrkn·ttt1H~Q!~HtfntrQ1ii~uw ~ 
· £t fn rms pe,t ~ominib" bone volunratls laudlimua tcbcncdtctmug·te · glottfu:amus 
t~i•JUoyHoi=U.1JfiiiU!o•o~ 0£ 






Superius--Kyrie !_--Missa Ad I!lacitum, 
Claudin de Ser.misy (Attaingnant-1534) 
(Jena-Universitatsbibliothek) 
173 E. Littre, Dictionnaire de la langue francaise, 
II, (:Paris, Hachette, l885). Des sus: 11 110 Terme de musiq_ue. 
La partie la plus.haute par opposition avec la basse. Per-
sonne q_ui chante le des sus. 11 Doubler: 11 20 Terme de musiq_ue .. 
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Thus, we have here a Mass which according to t~e keys and 
the inscription can be sung by: (a) Soprano or Tenor fal-
setto, Oontratenor, Tenor and Bass; (b) Tenor, Oontratenor, 
Tenor and Bass; (c) Soprano, Tenor, Oontratenor, Tenor and 
Bass although it is improba'ble that this last formation was 
used as it would produce consecutive octaves between the 
soprani and the tenors singing the superius part(Ex. 91). 
No doubt the above inscription was intended for boy sopra-
ni and falsetto tenors. The low range of the superius un~ 
doubtedly indicate falsetto singing, which was held in 
great esteem in early music, although it may have been in-
tended for boys whose voices were changing (seep. 104). 
The title itself, 11Ad placitum" translated nsur fantaisie 11 
on the print, (p. leo) gives a clue to the variety of 
vocal arrangements that it could 11please 11 one to have, 
although Sur fantaisie may also mean freely-composed. 
This clever piece was certainly composed for practi-
cal reasons, one of which may well have been to fUrnish a 
Mass adapted to the different vocal formations that were 
present to sing at Mass. For example, if on a certain morn-
ing the usual sopra~i or falsetti were unable to sing 
Doubler une partie, la faire repeter a l'unisson ou a 
1 1 octave par un ciu plusieurs autres instruments • • • 11 In 
sixteenth century treatises double means the interval of 




Example 91. Vocal formations possible in Missa 
(a) 
I~ I 
Ad placitum by Olaudin de Sermisy. Ta) Voice-parts as they appear in 




a a • 
I 
~ 
Kyr-ri - e e-ley - son 




Ky- ri - e eleyson 
-, .:r"'ll: - • 
h IIJ ~ 
£1 +-P 
,..._,. ,.. 
Ky- - ri - e e-leyson 
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because of sickness or other reasons, regular tenors 
might sing in their place. Maybe at certain Masses the 
maitrise sang perhaps supported by falsetti. In all these 
instances Olaudin's Missa Ad placitum would have been 
appropriate. 
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Missa ~Passi sparsi 
Sources 
1 sth century print: 
Li ber Primus Sell I Miua s oontinens, gua.rum. I 
(Faris. Le Roy & Ballard. 1552) 
Modern tra.nscripti.on: 
Present dissertation, App. I, 577. (Sup_erius only) 
Musical concordances 
nari.z· 6na. , Q. Passi e;I2!r§it 
Under Sebe.stiano Festa • • . Giunta, 1526 (d) 
It 
" 
If Scotto, 1540 (i) • . • 
If :tt lt Ge.rdane, 1556, P• 46. • • . It Constanzo Festa Le Roy & Balla~d, 1554, • • • 
11 11 11 It If 1567, . • . 
If It It 
" 
, 1573, • . • 
If No name Attaingnant, 1533 (a.) • • • 









Guitar tablature • . . . • • Le Roy & Ballard, 1553, fol. 15. 
Missa. 0 Bassi spa.rsi: 
Orlando di Lasso •••••• LeRoy & Ballard, 1577. 
TABLE XIII 
OVER-.ALL PLAN AND VOCAL RANGE OF THE 
SUPERIDS OF MISSA Q.. PASSI SPARSI 
KYRIE 
Kyrie I ~ a4 Christa a4 
Kyrie II t a4 
GLORIA 
Et in terra :1 a4 
Domine Deus 
Qui tollis :t .a4 
CREDO 
Patrem 
% a4 Crucifixus a2 (S, 
Et iterum 
Et in Spiri tum :1 a4 
SANCTUS 
sanctus :1 a4 
Pleni sunt 
Hosanna % a4 Benedictus a3 (s, 
AGNUS DEI 
./ignus Dei I :t a4 
Agnus Dei II a2 




The Missa 0 passi sparsi by Olaudin de Sermisy is a 
parody Mass on the early madrigal 0 passi sparsi by 
Sebastiana Fes-ta174 composed on a sonnet by, J?etraroh. Olaudin 
was inte~ested in Italian art, and according to Reese he set 
the 11 Italian text Al tro non e il mio ~, and a French 
translation (Allez, souspirs enflammez au froit oueur) of 
Petraroh's Ite oaldi sospiri, al freddo ~' 11174 to music. 
This could be a normal reaction in an artist who had lived 
at the court of Ferrara for some time (sse. p. 10), had 
kept epistolary relations with the Duke Este of Ferrara, 
and had traveled in Italy .with King Francis I. But, how 
much more compelling must have been the influence of the 
numerous artists and humanists whom Francis I attracted to 
his court: Leonardo da Vinci, -~drea del Sarto, del Rosso, 
Titian, Primatioe, Salviati, Benvenuto Cellini, Lasoaris, 
etc .•• The renowened historian Miohelet has resu~ed 
Francis I' s love for Italy and Italian art in a famous para-
graph: 
11 La ••• (at Fontainebleau) Francois, deoourage des 
guerres lointaines, veuf de son reve, l'Italie, se 
fait une Italie franoaise. Il fait sa galerie d'Ulysse. 
Son Odyssee est finie. Il aooe~te, la destinee le 
voulant ainsi, son Ithaq_ue. 11 l'f 5 
From what can be gathered from the only voice-part of 
1 74 Reese, p. 292. 
l75 Duo de Levis Mirepoix, Francois Ier, (Paris? 
Miss a 0 passi sparsi to be found, the su:perius '· Olaudin has 
:parodied the madrigal completely in the Kjrie section. He 
seems to have :parodied the madrigal once in the Gloria, 
and at least once in the Credo. The Sanctus :presents the 
Example 92. Non-madrigal motive in Missa 0 passi 
sparsi by Olaudin de Sermisy Tafter 
.A:p:p. I, :p. 578 ). 
Et in terra pax 
1& tr:r J d 1 J J J 1 :1 a ~ ~ · 
Sanctus 
same motive as the Et in terra pax of the Gloria, a motive 
which, except for the first three or four notes, cannot be 
found in the madrigal. In the Hosanna we find the 0 bel viso 
motive of the madrigal, while in the Benedictus a motive 
akin to that of the Sanctus is used. The Agnus Dei I also 
seems to be exploiting the motive of Sanctus. 
Finally, Missa 0 passi sparsi is another short Mass 
with a limited soprano range; it certainly belong to 
Olaudin's early group of late Masses. 
Amiot-Dumont, 1953), :p. 188, quoting Michelet. 
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'Missa Ab initio 
Sources 
l~th century print: 
Missa ~ guatuor vocibus, 
Ad im.itationem maduli .Ab initio condita 
(Paris, Nicolas du Ch;a[n, 1556~ 
Modern transcription: 
Present dissertation, ~PP• I, P• 583. 
Musical concordance 
Response !J2. initio: 
188 
Ambrosian chant • • • • • • • Paleographie Mus., VI, p. 90. 
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TABLE XIV 
OVER-A.LL PLAN AND VOCAL RANGES OF 
MISSA !]! INITIO 
KYR.IE 
Kyrie I ~ a4 Ton. cad., Cbriste a:S (S,C,T) Dom. cad., 
Kyrie II :t a4 Ton. cad., 
GLORIA. 
Et: in terra ~ a4 Dom. cad., Danine Deus a:S (s,c, B) Ton. oad. inc., Qui tollis % a4: Ton. cad., 
CREDO 
Patrem ~ a4 Ton. cad., Crucif'ixus a2 (S; Tl Ton. cad., 
Et iterum. % a3 (S, T, B) Dcm. cad., Et in Spiri tum a4 Ton. oa.d., 
SA.NCTUS 
Sanctus ~ a4 Ton. cad., Pleni sunt a2 (S, T) Ton. oad., 
Hosanna 
* 
a4 Ton. oad., 
Benedictus a3 (s,c, B) Dan. cad., 
AGNUS DEI 
Ag:mJ.s Dei I ~ a4: Ton. cad. ino., Agnus Dei II a2 (s,c) Ton. oad., 
.Agnus Dei !II :t a5 Ton. cad., 
;$ Superius 'Contr::~ O _e i z z ;z 
-tr• ~ . 
$ 
~t Quinta _e ~ ~ ~-J 
e4 Tenor Bassus 20 ., ;J• z <0 ;:z z % ' :z 
..e;- 0 
g" 
The Missa Ab initio by Claudin de Sermisy is a dis-
cant Massl76 in the Ionian transposed mode which uses the 
Ambrosian response Ab initio Domine for the Feast of the 
Holy Innocents at Matins.l77 as the material for its figu-
rations and paraphrase. It is, however, possible that a 
plainsong setting of the text Ab initio Domine other than 
the Ambrosian as included here (Ex. 93) could have been in 
use in Paris in Claudin's time. If this were the case, it 
might explain certain discrepancies between the beginning 
of KYfie I and the beginning of the response. However, Clau-
din may have added a few notes of his own before using the 
C~ant melody in order to have a head motive more easily 
workable in imitation. 
Missa Ab initio seems to have been built along the 
following lines: The ~yrie section paraphrases the first 
part of the response as far as the asterik; in the Gloria 
the same ideas used in the Kyrie section are presented again 
but with the addition of original material. The Gloria 
starts with the same opening notes as the Kyrie but soon 
developes its own paraphrasing; here the opening fourth 
176 W. Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 212; 
"Discant Mass. A new musicological term for Masses of the 
15th century in which the borrowed cantus firmus appears, 
not--as usual-- in the tenor, but in the upper part, usu-
ally disguised in figurations.N 
177 11.Antiphonarium Ambrosianum 11 , I'aleographie Musi-
cale, VI, Codex 80, British Mus., p. 90. 
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Example 93. Response Ab initio (after La Paleographie 
Musicale, Codex 80, VI, 90~ 
RS. Post Hymn+ + -r + -+ -1- -t-
.-r • • • • • 
,J.- " }( )( 0 ~ 0 co 0 X. ~ p m 1ll J ~ n IJ iJ J Efa gtJJJ 
Ab i - ni - - - ti-o Do - - mi - ne tu 
• 
;! ~= ~"~ ~ • • • .. :Jt;.oc " ~ ~ JJrldlJ JJJ J1 i) j£Q3JJP 
es cum Pa - - - - - - - - tre et in fi-ne 
f x X X " • x .>n 11f.,. 
ij ~£! EGf JJJ fJlJ JJJ~ if! Eft 
mun-di as - - - sump - si - - - - -
:I l ., f :rt:)( X X JC X. >' iJ•; JJJJ J PJ I f) }Jj)J4ll J' 
•»' )( JC~)Cx _..... . +-++++ 
-sti car-men~lf"' De Vir-gi-ne si - - - ne 
~'A. )t )t )( ~ }f JC }&. 'l( X X 
'JlJtJSjjgjJ;!lJJ) JJJ ~~ 
..,... ++-4' 
se - - - - - - mi - - ne, Ma - ri-a 
'JJJJiJJJIIJliJEdlPy J1 B 
ma.----- -·- -tre. 1 Jus-ju--- -randum~ quod ju--ra.--
4 .QJJJJJJ 1 1J Ja rtrat.J nm 
- vit ad A ~ - bra-ham Fa - - - - - tr~ no - - - -
~ ; , m JJJJJ :n JJ J J J fJ J J J 11 iJ 
-strum da - - tu - - - - - rum se no - - - bis.~ De 
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Example 94. Extracts from Missa Ab initio--Claudin--
showing Mass sections-derived from the 
Res£onse Ab initi~ (after G.G.A. App.~ I~" 
p. ?84). 
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followed by a third is not to be found in the opening notes 
of the Chant. In the Credo,again there is a presentation of 
the material in the Kyrie se:c.tion although this time identi-
fication is almost impossible to make and it is surely uncer-
tain. The opening head-motive of ~atrem as well as that of 
Crucifixus may have been extracted from the first part of 
the response. 
(a) 
Example 95. Extracts from response~ initio (a), 
Missa Ab initio--Credo (b) and {c). 
~ .. 1' ••• 0 ~ 0 0 4 P! ff111' u :tJ ~ rr(} an yf 
I ., - I • • • • • 
Ab initio 
:=if) Su~, o · o t1 · P fil 5 
ij 6 i J J J I r r J I J < j IJ J J I r 
Batrem o-mni-po--ten--tem (c) 
:#,-¥11 o ' •. • 4 I ~,_. - • • • II • • "-~ 
k)lf *a r r ltF J:J J lfJ JJ J I 1, J 1 1 a 
Crucifixus __. 
In the Sanctus Olaudin seems to have used the remaining por~ 
tion of the response as far as the versicle (y), as can be 
seen in example 93 and 94, although the source of the Bene-
dictus could not be found. It has been impossible to trace 
with assuredness the source of the descending third followed 
by an ascending fourth that opens the two Agnus Deis I and 
II; there are too many places in the Chant where it could be 
easily worked out by omitting the undesired notes. Finally, 
like the Patrem and Crucifixus of the Credo, Agnus Dei III 
seems to have been wrought from the opening phrase of the 
response. 
Example 96. Opening phrase of Agnus Dei III; extract 
from Missa Ab initio--Claudin-Tafter 
.App. I, p. 613 ) • 
Super ius 
~if= :1jf [T(jf#iilJn J 
A-gnus De - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- i 
In this Mass we find a good balance of imitative 
style, chordal style and voice-pairing. But here as in Missa 
Quare fremuerunt gentes and lVIissa Voulant honneur we find 
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Example 97. Lattice-work texture in Missa Ab initio--
G1oria--Claudin (after App. I,p. 589). 
30 I , 
I 
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r 1 _)_ L ...L ~ 
I .I _I :l -•- _t -" _,_ -= _I_ __!_ _)_ ~ .1 JilL 
Iii' .. . . 
... 
- - - - - - -
- tens. Do mi ne F~ 1~ 
of the polyphonic French ohans on (of. App. III, p. 911 ) • 
. The Miss a .Ab initio is not one of Olaudin 1 s most 
11 ohansonnizea.u Masses if we look at it from the standpoint 
of dance-like rhythms. However, in places--especially in 
the Gloria and Credo, the overuse of repeated notes gives 
it a melodic dullness and a verticalism almost as bad as 
Gerton's (of. Ex. 64). 
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Example 98. Verticalism--Extract from Missa Ab initio-
Gloria--Olaudin (after App. I; p --:--:-591 ) • 
• ~-·--- • • c• ·-- ····- .. - -- •- • -•-· ·- ---. ·----~- -------- .- • ···-· --~-- -··--- • 
Fortunately in the above example the rhythmic interest the 
syncopation provides, compensates for the vertical harmony 
and the statio melody. That is probably the reason why 
Pirro wrote of the Missa .Ab initio: 
trLa Messe .Ab initio est fort lumineuse; les accords 
de Qui tolliS ll I en Semblent g_ue plUS eiDOUVant o Hl78 
Finally, the simple harmony, the rhythm, the disso-
nanoes, and the transparency of the texture make of Missa 
Ab initio a true French chanson-Mass. 
178 A. Pirro, Histoire • • .. x:VIPl~~-, pp. 319 and 320. 
Missa Quare fre.muerunt gentes 
Sources 
Manuscript: 
Conservatoire Royal de Belgique, Bruxelles, 
MS 27087 fol. 273'-296. 
16th century print: 
Missa I cum quinque voci bus, I Ad im.itatione.m moduli 
Quare fremuerunt gentes, condita. 
(Faris, Nicolas du Chemin, 1556) 
Modern transcription: 
Present dissertation, App. I, P• 617. 
Musical concordances 
Motet Quare fre.muerunt gentes: 
196 
Claudin de Sennisy ••• Attaingnant, 1542~ fol. 4. 
Claudin de Sermisy ••• Montani & Neurebi, 1553, no. 2. 
Modern transcription: App. II, p. 818. 
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TABLE XV 
OVER-.ALL PLAN AND VOCAL RANGES OF 
MISSA QUARE F.RJiM!!ERUNT GENTES 
KYRIE 
Kyrie I ~ aS Ton. cad .. , Christe a5 Subdom... cad., 
Kyrie II '¢ a5 Ton. cad., 
GLORIA 
Et in terra ~ a5 Subdom. cad., Domine Deus a3 (c, TII, B) Ton. cad., Qui tollis · 'I a5 Ton. cad., 
CREDO 
Fatrem ~ a5 Ton. cad., Crucifixus a2 (s, c) Ton. cad., 
Et iterum % a3 ( C, TI, B) Tc:m. cad., Et in Spiri tum aS Ton. cad., 
SA.NCTUS Sanctus 
%. 
a5 Ton. cad., 
Pleni sunt a2 ~TII,B) Ton. cad., 
Hosanna ~ a5 Ton. cad., Benedictus aS (S, C,B) Ton. cad •• inc., 
AGNUS DEI 
Agnus Dei I ·~ a5 Ton. cad., Agnus Dei II a2 ('S,C) Ton. cad., 
Agnus Dei III 'I a8 (SSCCTTBB) Ton. cad., 
Superlus I Superlus II Contra tenor I 
Contra tenor II Tenor II 





Tenor I Bass us I 
~~ " II fD; Q ... 7 7 .JJfilll' z +'- 0 
Bassus II 
111 y: 0 ...... 
'J 
The Missa Quare £remuerunt gentes by Claudin de Ser-
misy is a parody Mass based on Claudin's own motet Quare 
fremuerunt gentes (App. II, 818). Tlae motet draws its -text 
from Psalm 2.'.1 79 (minus the usual concluding verses Gloria 
Patri and Sicut erat), and it appears to draw its music 
from the Psalmellus Quare £remuerunt gentes for Feria II 
of the second day of the week (Tuesday) at Terce~EO (Ex. 99). 
It is interesting to note that the verse nQuare fre-
muerunt gentes et populi meditati sunt in ania 11 is the Psal-
.mus of the Introit of the midnight Mass at Christmas,18l and 
that the opening notes of the Introit (Ex.lO;:t.-A3) have the 
same melodic contour as the opening syllable Qua- o£ the 
Psalmellus (Al) and the opening phrase of the tenor part of 
the motet CWO:A.fl.Moreover, if the repeated notes, the passing 
·tones., and the auxiliary notes are excluded from the melo-
dies, a relation between D3 of the Introit," nl of the Psal-
mellus and D2 of the motet is discernible. It is possible 
that the coincidences between the Psalmellus and the Introit 
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may be the result of pure chance. But in the case of CJaud:in 's 
motet·, it is obvious that the Prima Pars is built on the 
1?9 Liber 1Jsualis, 371. The text o:f Claudin t s motet 
varies only slightly from that of 1?E.a1m 2 .. 
180 W.H. Frere, Antiphona1e Sarisburiense ••• 
III, MS 171, p. 200. 
181 Liber Usua1is, p. 392. 
-~-- ta-ti sunt in a- - ni - -- - - - - - - - -- -a ? 
Example 100. Themes i'rom the Mass and the Prima Pars 
oi' the Motet Quare i'remuerunt gentes==-
Claudin (after G.G.A. App., I and II). 
(e - - - - le - - - i - son) 
Q,ua - - re fre - - mu - e - runt gen - - - - - tes 
B~ . ri Tenor 
R¥t-
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:rrie - - - di-- ta-ti sunt 
~ ~ Superius x x Motet 
l$@d I ~?JiJIFfr [JIJ J {JJ 1J 
0 Q " ·~ .. ~ " ~ ~ 
in a - - - - ni - a? 
Example 101. Introit of Midnight Mass at Christmas 
(after Liber usualis3 392). 
Al . . ~· ~3 
~ x~X ~ Xt . X X~ ~x. [ J 7 J J J. J Jl J} J fJ J I J tJ 
. ..._/ -.J ~ () 
Do - - - - - - m~ - nus di - - xit ad me Fi - - - -
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~ ~. §ll<l<" ~ ~ A~ C SJ J1 F JJJifl :01J J. flJ 
p () 171!1" Q 
- li - - us me - - us eB tu, e - - - - - go ho - - -
lj n tt, JJJ 3 J JJJ J IIJnfJ £JJ? :n 
- di - - e ge - - - nu-i - - - - te. PS. Quare fre - mu - e - runt 
'JJ J I 1) p z~ 11PJlJfijJl$3J1JI 
gen-tes: et po - pu- li me-di-ta--ti sunt in a - ni - ~ 
Psalmellus, as it is obvious that the Secunda Pars and the 
Tertia Pars are ~o~h built on ideas derived from the Prima 
Pars to which new material was added. 
Example 102. Extracts from the Motet Quare fremuerunt 
gentes by Claudin, showing the relation 
between the principal ideas of Prima 
Pars and those of Secunda Pars and 
"T"ertia Pars. --
in ania (Fars I) 
As previously mentioned, it is not rare to find Clau-
din1s melodies so much akin melodically to the Chant as to 
suggest unconscious borrowings. Here again, in the mote·b and 
the Mass Quare fremue~t gentes one encounters two melodic 
·lines .which are striking in their resemblance to certain 
Chant melodies. (Ex. 103, cf. al-bl; .a2,a~ 7c2) 
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Of Claudin's Masses, the Missa Quare fremuerunt gentes 
is the only one for more than four voices, and only here 
among his Masses do we find a section for more than five 
voices: the Agnus Dei III for eight voices. Unlike Claudin's 
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Example103. Extracts from (a) Motet and Mass Quare 
fremuerunt gentes--C1audin de Sermisy 
(after G.G.A. App., II and I:pp.· 819 t 618); 
(b) Kyrie I--Missa VIII (De angelis), 
(after Liber usuali~); (c) Antiphon 
(a.) 11 Lumenrr (after Liber usualis, 1366_). 
Tenor 
~$ (1) I 
Tenor J. ~ ~ ~ ~ Motet $ c-K~ ~:l • i J I F4 r F J : r J J IJ 
(2) Et po - - - pu - li me - di - ta-ti - - - -aunt 
II 
(3) in glo - ri - a De - i Pa. - tris. A -men. 
I 
(1) Ky-ri - - - - e e - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - __ 
( 2) Lu-men ~ad re-ve- la-ti- o- ne.m gen--ti-um, (3) 
a~ l? o p n '~ ~ iP J1 J J n 
et glo-ri - am plebis tu-eae Is - ra - el. 
TABLE XV!.· 
CORRESFONDING P.!\RTS OF . 
MOTET .fiND MISSA QUARE FRJ!MUERUNT GENTES 
MOTET 
9.u:tre tremuerunt ·gentes 
Astiterunt 
Bee. ti cmne s (.E!J:§.. III. mea s. 2 61) 
Quare £remuerunt gentes 
~ autem (~ !!) 
~ projicias 
~ l o£ the motet 











Xyrie I--Very :faith tul transeript-




Kyrie ll-The first seven measures 
are borrowed exactly from the 
last seven measures of the motet. 
!!_ ~ terra E (Gloria) 
Dmtine ~ A15nus :Dei, a~-­
Fa.ithful transcription o:f the 
motet. 
~ tollis--El.aborate paraphrasing 
acccmpanied by new material. 
Credo--~raphrased development of 
Pars I of the motet. 
Cru.ci:fixus (Credo) 
Sanctus 
Pleni sunt caeli 
Hosanna 
Benediotus 





later chanson-Masses most of which are remarkable by their 
shortness, Missa Quare fremuerunt gentes is long. I·IJ .. is :in 
fac·t; the longest of Olaudin 1 s Masses, :probably :partially as. 
a result of the fifth voice, which contributes to lengthen 
the :points of imitation • 
• 
The style of Missa Quare fremuerunt gentes is more 
melismatic and contrapuntal than that of the motet. Although 
written for five voices, its texture is thin and transparent. 
This is especially true .of the Gloria and Credo because of 
the syllabic style in short points of imitation, which lack 
figuration and polyrhythmic interest. In this Mass the fig-
uration in eighth-notes is reduced to its simplest use, and 
the rhythmic flow is of one note for one beat. Here we have 
the same kind of loose texture which is found in Missa Ab 
initio (Ex. 97), Missa Voulant honneur (Ex. lOi), Missa ~lu-
rium. modulorum., and shows the influence of the French poly-
phonic chanson (cf. chanson Voulant honneur, App. II, 840). 
Although in Missa Quare fremuerunt gentes the chanson rhythms 
are almost absent, and· ·the block chord style is not used, 
the influence of the Parisian chanson can be seen especially 
in the pseudo-contrapuntal style of a chordal effect . 
(cf. Ex. 53). 
In harmonic, rhythmic and contrapuntal style, this 
Mass is as simple, easy, and functional as Olaudin's other 
Masses. Its general simplicity, and its ordinary cadences 
place it definitely among other Masses of the French chan-
son-Mass style. In spite of its imposing title, its great 
length, and its unusual number of voices, Missa Quare fre-
muerunt gentes is a work that gives evidence not only of 
its composer's talent and good technique, but also of his 
great facility. 
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Missa Vaulant honneur 
Sources 
16th century print: 
Missa / Cum quatuor vocibus, 
Ad imitationem cantionis Voulant honneur, 
{Paris_ Nicolas du Chemin, 1556) 
Modern transcriptions 
present dissertation- App. I, p.670. 
Musical concordances 
Chanson Voulant honneur z 
sandrin • • • • • • • • A ttaingnant, 1545o, fol., 4. 
" •••••••• Le Roy & Ballard, 1567, fol., 5. 
" •••••••• Le Roy & Ballard, 1573, fol., 5. 
" Mod. transcription, App. II, P• 840 • 
Lute tablature Le Roy & Ballard, 1551, fol., 15. 
Guitar tabl. Le Roy & Pa.llard, 1553., fol., 17. 
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TABLE XVII 
OVER-ALL PIAN AND VOCAL :flANGES OF 
MISSA VOUI.ANT HONNEUR 
KYRIE 
Kyrie I· % a4: Christe a4 
Kyrie I! t a4: 
GLORIA 
Et in terra 
%. 
a4: 
Dcmine Deus a2 (T, B) 
Qui tollis % a4 CUm Sa.noto a4 
CREDO 
}le.trem ~ a4 Et incarna tus 8.4 
Crucif'ixus ~ a2 ~S,C) Et itertm a3 C, T, B) 
Et in Spiritum t ·a4 
SA.NCTUS 
Sa. notus % a4 Pleni sunt a2 (s, c) 
Hosanna % a4 Benedictus a3 (C,T,B) 
1\GNUS DEI 
~ A gnus Dei I a4 .Agnus .Dei II a2 (c, T) 
A gnus Dei !II t a5 
SUperius 
4"'0 
Tenor Bas sus 
t> 





Dom.. ca. d., 
Ton. cad., inc., 
Ton. cad., 






Ton. cad. inc., 
Ton. cad. inc., 
Ton. cad., 





The Missa Voulant hormeur by Claudin is a parody Mass 
on the French polyphonic chanson Voulant honneur (App. II, 
840) by Sandrin. Thihs chanson was 
1
g_ui te popular during the 
I 
sixteenth century, and we find numerous reprints of it, and 
transcriptions in lut.e. and guitar tablatures. It is a three 
part form chanson, A-B-A, of the Ballade type: ababcdeE--(e 
is a repetition of the ab melody with new words and E stands 
for~ with the same words). The chanson has a text of spirit-
ual inspiration not unsuitable for a parody Mass for the 
Church. 
In the Kyrie I of the Mass Claudin presents the five 
measures of section~ (see .Ex. 104) of the chanson in a 
faithful transcription of ten me~sures. The £ section of the 
chanson is :parodied and paraphrased in the Christe while the 
a section of the chanson returns in the Kyrie II. The com-
plete chanson is parodied twice in the Gloria and the Credo. 
In the Credo the paraphrase is so elaborate that it is im-
:possible to follow the model with much certainty. The Sanctus 
presents a series of fugal expositions that ends with a stret-
to, all of which appears to be melodic material derived from 
the :polyphonic chanson. The Pleni sunt caeli is a two-voiced 
paraphrase of the su:perius of the Patrem motive of the Credo, 
while the Hosanna appears to be derived from the a section 
of the chanson. Finall~ the three Agnus Deis are very free, 
and the :parody is not at all apparent. 
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Example.:lO+. Extract from the French polyphonic 
chanson Voulant honneur--Sandrin 
(after G.G.A. App. II, 840). 
A h. Tenor ~. · · A: · 
1&A f J J JJfJ iD J rlr J JJiffirarl 
fl' a. Vou-la.nt hon - - -neur que de vous je m 1a.bsen - - - - -
0 e . D 1 a.ller au ciel ne prandra.i t point pla.i - - - - -
,,sr ErIE J JJJJIJ WS#J JrlrrQjl 
J ~ '-' ·- - . - te b Ne vous puis faire et a.ppa.-roir mon 
----- vir,-Sans vous l 1a----- voir en terre fait con-
~t'J J ~ J 1J VJ JJJ1J r r rPlfil ~e- sir: a' Mais le · bon Dieu side mort il m'exemp-
<$ -gnaistre. rD 1al-ler au ciel ne prendroit point pla.i-
rt;tJJ JJ rrl r r3IIJ J J J M J JIJ rrrt 
~ - - - - - - - -- - - te, b'Me donn - - - - - - ne - - - ra quelque jour 
--- ---- - -- sir, sans vous . l 1a --voir en terre 
t- ~ Fine~ ~ ....J -1 J -1 25 ijP Ua ~ lo !J)O i ld J 1< ... ; rlrtrtl. 
'J le - - l~J. - sJ.r: ~ Et·::quand la. mort vJ.endra ce corps saJ.sJ.r, 
fait congnoJ.stre. d L'es-
, rrcr-JJJJIJJJ~P Jrrlus- J 1 
prit qui sent toujours son amour == orois-
f 
30 ~· ff!.t =j .. l ~~ ~ I 
</ tre. 
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In this Mass there is much syllabic movement especial-
ly in the Gloria and Credo both of which exhibit the ulattice-
work :texture n characteristic also in some of Claudin' s other 
Masses (Ex. 97; alsop. 42). 
Example 105. "Lattice-worktr texture--Extract from 
Missa Voulant honneur--Credo--Claudin 
de Sermisy (after App. I, 679). 
,.() - ~ ' l~ • ' • __._ I _1 _L I 
" 
I I 
__L __. I I I I ~-- ~ _.. __L ~~ I I L I 
' 
-'. ~ ~ ... . i_.._ 
... II"Jf ~ .- - "II. I • , re ~- ..... 1-- X I' I cu la. D -l:ml. de De 0 !lumen de Jmine De-() \' 
_I_ 
• I • I I L • . ' _L 
_..._ 
I I J I • • I ' 
~ 
' 
I I ....... _c..L I • I I 
' 
• 
...... 9 'C7 - ·- ' ... ..IJta .,.. - ~-;: l~ ~ , Xlu-men de . .. ~ sa.ecu- la. XDe- um de Deo umine De um. ve -I 
-
h _L 
... • I 
... I I ~' v ., .. ~ ~ 
-'. - -- I ,v ..I. ..1. -r I I I • • I - II . .-;··· 
-- ' 
• v .... ... 
' • 





'A ' ' 
' ~ ~ , .. x.· saecu la. ~ Deum de De-o lu-m 13n de lU.•'JI1.i ne De 
• • I a I 4: 1~ I ,, ' . • • I • • . ... . ~ 
;/ " 
' -
1111"'\. .A I • • 
-
L- • ' \]I • '·.'1 . n c:.ll' I"" .-~ .. ~ 
-• 
- -
' I •· ... 
' - -- --At ' - X1u de lu-min.:'--"' )( la. Be-um de'De - 0 e 
The influence of t.t:te French polyphonic chanson is 
apparent not 0~ly in the chanson rhythms, in the lattice-
work o:f the texture and in the syllabic style, but also in· 
the harmonic composition o:f the bass line (Ex. 106). The 
great contrast between the syllabically moving chordal 
blocks of the Glor~a and Credo, .and the light figuration in 
eight-notes in the Sanctus and other sections after is 




(after App. I, 681). 
IV VI V III III V-III IV I 
5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 
Et incarnatus est 
I 
5 
W~ J r I A r I J Z F I F r?a I tl ffl E1 ol 
V I VII IV I I I III-V III I V 
5 5 5 5 5 6 5 6 5 5 5 5 
particularly striking in this case. 
In the Hosanna of Missa Voulant honneur in the anti-
penultimate measure of the bassus we meet repeated six-
teenth-notes (fusas) which were generally avoided in the 
sixteenth century. 
Example 107. Repeated sixteenth-notes. Extract from 
Missa Voulant honneur--Hosanna--Claudin 
(after App. I, 696). 
2li 
Missa Plurium modulorum 
Sources 
16th centUry print: 
Missae Tres ~ Claudio ~ Sermisz, 
(P8.ris- Le Roy & ~llard. 1558, .fo1. 10. 
Modern transcription: 




OVER-ALL PLA.N AND VOCAL RANGES OF 
MISsA. PLURIUM MODULORUM 
KYRIE 
Kyrie I ~ a4 Ton. cad., Christa a4 Dan.. cad., 
Kyrie II !t a4 Ton. cad. inc., 
GLORIA. 
Et in terra ~ a4 Ton. cad., Domine Deus a2 (s, c) Ton. cad., Qui tollis t a4 Ton. cad., 
CREDO 
J?atrem. ~ a.4 Ton. cad., Crucifixus a2 (s, c~ Ton. cad., 
Et ascendit ~ a.2 (T, B Ton. cad., Et in Spiri tum a4 Ton. cad., 
SA.NCTUS 
Sanctus %_ a4 Ton. cad., 
Pleni sunt '%_ a3 (0, T,B) Ton. cad. inc., 
Rosa~ 3/.4 a4 Ton. cad., 
Benedictus 1 e.2 (s. T) Ton. cad., 
AGNUS DEI 
Agnus Dei I f. a4 Ton. cad., 
Agnus Dei II 't_ a2 (S, C) Ton. cad., 
Agnus Dei III '¢ (same e.s Agnus I) 
4 
Superius Contra. tenor ft_Q_ a 
• 
-~ ;;;z z 
;;;;;;;o;oo:: 




c4 Q if ~· :;;z ~ ............-~ :..;;;iii""' ~ a • o· 
~ 
The Missa Plurium modulorum is·a curious cyclical Ma 
Mass of which the Kyrie section, because of its chanson 
form with a, central development of the two themes of the 
exposition, is surprisingly suggestive of the sonata form 






Theme B Theme 0 
d min. f maj. 
5 meas. 5 meas. 




















The formal symmetry and excellence of this Kyrie section is 
simply remarkable, and together with Olaudin 1 s formal scheme 
of the Motet Quare fremuerunt gentes (Ex. 11) it is a con-
vincing proof of the composer's genius and discipline. 
The other sections of the Mass are all derived from 
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material of the ~yrie section. It may be that Olaudin com-
posed the Kyrie section in the form of a chanson in order to 
use it as parody material, although the full parody t~chnique 
is totally absent here and is replaced by a p.ar.odj-and.:.vari-
ation technique consisting of paraphrase, figuration and 
ExampleJ08. Extract from Missa Plurium modulorum--
Kyrie·· section--Superius--Claudin de 
Sermisy (after G.G.A. App. IJ 700). 
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addition of new material. 
The Gloria comprises four sections built on the same 
material outlined in the.K;yrie section. This material con-
sists of three·melodic motives wrought from the A, B, and a 
themes of the Kyrie. These three sections are followed by a 
stretto on theme A, beginning at the words Cum Sancto Spiri-
tu •. In the Credo the original material is almost so diluted 
as to defy identification. Still one can perceive the pres-
entation in the usual parody order of the Kyrie section with 
Theme A appearing at Patrem, Deum verum, Crucifixus, Et 
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iterum etc ••• For the Sanctus Claudin seems to have chosen 
his material from the first Kyrie. Here again, as in the 
Credo, it is impossible to follow the model with certainty 
because of its dilution in the paraphrase, figuration and 
new material. In the Pleni sunt caeli the composer appears to 
use the contratenor voice-part of Christe (meas. l5) as a 
head-motive followed by much figuration in fast moving eight~ 
notes. The Hosanna may be taken from the Kyrie II section; 
this material is worked into a canon at the fourth between 
the bassus and the tenor while the two other voices proceed 
by canonic imitation. This is one of the two simple canons 
to be found in Claudin's Masses. The Benedictus also appears 
to have its origins in Kyrie II, while Agnus Dei I parodies 
the K;yrie !. section with very involved paraphrase and figu-
ration, and in loose imitative style. Finally, Agnus Dei II 
presents a free paraphrase of the Ohriste for two voices, 
and Agnus Dei III is the repetition of Agnus Dei I with the 
necessary change of words • 
. As was qustomary in that period, there are some ex-
amples of light word-painting. One example occurs at the 
word ascendit of the Credo. (an ascending fifth), and another 
at· the words 'Pleni sunt caeli of the Sanctus section where 
both the words 11 caelirr and 11 terra11 are set to long melismas 
which emphasize the meaning of 11 pleni". 
Example 109. Word-painting. Extract from Missa 
'Plurium modulorum--Sanctus--Olaudin 
(after App. I, 716). ' 
et ter - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ra 
Of all the Masses of Olaudin it is in Missa Plurium 
modulorum that the influences of the French polyphonic chan-
son are most apparent. The general homophonic style, the 
complete chordal setting of the Kyrie section, the thin imi-
tations of the contrapuntal style (of. Ex. 53), the harmonic 
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bass voice-part, the chanson rhythms, the derived rondeau 
form of the Kyrie section, the syllabic style, the lack of 
eig1lth-notes figuration, and the absence of marked poly-
rhythms all suggest that it is one of Claudin's late Masses, 
one composed in his middle years when he was very busy ar-
tistically and socially as chapel choirmaster at the court, 
and canon of the Church at the Ste. Chapelle du Palais. The 
late date of Missa Plurium modulbrum's first printing seems 
to confirm this contention. 
There is nothing unusual in Missa Plurium modulorum; 
the· easy harmony, regular rhythmic pulse, flowing melodic 
lines, innocent dissonances, and stock-in-trade cadences 
make it another unpretentious, easy-going, clear, concise 
Mass of·functional purpose and practical application. It is 
the work of a competent artisan at a t.ime when composers 
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were artisans rather than virtuosos. The passages for two 
voices found in the Pleni sunt caeli and the Agnus Dei II 
have a facile style of ornamental eight-notes that would be 
in better surroundings in vocaL exercises than in a Mass, 
but, the Christe that ends on an authentic cadence on V 
(instead of the traditional semi-cadence of the dominant pre-
ceded by the sub-dominant) denote a composer in search of 
new means of expression (Ex. 110). 
,-, 
J 
-· I •I ,. , 
-
__r 
Example 110. Authentic cadence of the dominant 
ending the Obriste of Missa Plurium 
modulorum--Olaudin (after App. I, 700) • 
' 
,_.,. I . , aor=1 "" 
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16th century print: 
~ Ca.ntica / Diw.e :Mariae Virginiy 
Modern transcription: 
Present dissertation, App. r. P• 723 • 
Musical concordance 
Credo I: 
Gregorian Cbant •• • ••• Liber Usualis, P• 64. 
Super ius 
<1 2 ~>" 
TABLE XIX 
VOCAL RANGES OF CREOO 
Tenor 





The Credo by Olaudin is a composition in :fauxbourdon-
like writing with the plainsong in the tenor which is more 
like the English discant182 than the true fauxbourdon with 
~he Chant in the superius. 183 It is most probable that the 
descanting voice, the contratenor, was printed as no indica-
tion to descant can be seen in the tenor voice-part, and 
the piece is printed in a collection of works :for four 
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voices in four part-books of which the cont.ratenor is missing. 
It is possible, however, that the contratenor may have.been 
improvised according to certain rules. 
In this Credo by Claudin the Chant 1 s proper rhythm 
is destroyed by being subjected to the strait jacket o:f 
measured music, and except for the melodic contours it re-
tains only the longer note values o:f the cadences. The mode 
of the Chant is retained, but unless the sixteenth-century 
182 Reese, p. 64. 
183 Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 260 
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version of Credo I in France was different from our modern 
version (Liber Usualis, p~ 64), Olaudin has omitted or 
added a few notes here and there (Ex. lll). 
Example 111. Comparison between the Vatican version 
of Credo I, and Claudin • s tenor in his 
fauxbourdon-like Credo (after Liber 
Usualis p. 64, and lpp. I, p. 723). 
~.c; J11l; PJ J 
fa - ctorem cae-li Ot terrae, 
11'~ m ~J1 ) 1£JJ 
et in-vi-si - bi-li - um. 
14 J J lfJ w 0 IJ (J II@ J 71 = J liJ JIG II 






--·-- ----- - -·----..:,..· ----. 
Tke title pages o~ the Masses 
o£ Claudin de Sermisy 
In 1532 Pierre Attaingnant printed a series o£ 
twenty Masses. (Viginti Missarum) in seven books bound to-
gether (see table of contents-~Plate V), each book con-
taining two or three Masses preceded by a ~itle page. 
The title pages o£ this collection give the contents 
o£ each book, ~d they are illustrated with a scene repre-
senting a High Mass at the court o£ King Francis I. In the 
upper left corner we see the coat o£ arms o£ King Francis, 
and under it the picture of a man not far from resembling 
him. The upper right-hand corner has the coat of arms o£ 
Eleanor o£ Austria, second wife of King Francis and sister 
of Charles V of Spain. Under her coat of arms stands a 
woman meant to represent the q_ueen. On the left side o£ the 
picture, but under King Francis I, we can recognize the 
coats o£ arms of Francois Cardinal o£ Tournon, and of Jean 
Cardinal o£ Lorraine.l84 Finally, at the bottom of the 
ill~stration armed noblemen are kneeling, and in the sane-
tuary eight singers are standing in front o£ a huge choir-
book (not unlike the copy of Viginti Missarum) on which t:ae 
words 0 Salutaris with music notes can be read. 
184 J. Guigard Nouvel Armorial du BibliopEi·le, 
(Paris, Rondeau, 1890). 
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This collection of Masses was dedicated to Fran9ois 
Cardinal of Tournon (Plate III); "Maistre de la Chapelle ££ 
Musicqueu of King Francis I (see pp. 8,9). Claudin de 
Sermisy was sous-ma1tre of the Chapelle at that time, and 
.. 
probably for that reason five of his Masses are included in 
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the collection; they represent the greatest number by a 
single composer. It is certain that such an imposing collec-
tion of Masses was printed by Attaingnant as a token of 
gratitude to Francis I for the granting of a printing license 
in 1532 (Plate IV), at the same time honoring the royal 
chapel, some of whose members may have been instrumental in 
obtaining the favor for which Attaingnant petitioned. The 
facts enumerated above (the illustration of the title pages, 
the dedication, the five Masses by Claudin) point to such a 
conclusion as do also the fact that most of the musicians 
represented in the collection were at one time or another 
attached to the chapel of the French court or to the Sainte 
Chapelle du Palais, Paris; and among them Pierre de Manchi-
court was choirmaster at the court of Charles V, brother 
of Queen Eleanor. Even Missa Plurium motetorum which may 
have been composed by Claudin especially for this collection 
(see p. 15'9) parodies the motet Deus Regnorum in which 
Gascongne implores the protection of Goa for Francis I 
against his enemies in the terms: 11 Deus regnorum et 
Christianissimi maxime protector regni da servo suo 
Franc:Lseo regi nostro, de host.e triumphum ••• " in :fact 
all the ma<tets Claudin parodied inMissa Plurium. motetorum 
are motets of supplication asking :for divine protection 
and :forgiveness---(Francis I had just been :forced to make 
peace with his archenemy Charles V, at Cambrai in 1529). 
The vocal parts o:f Viginti Missarum are printed 
together: superius and tenor on the left-hand page, contra .... 
tenor and bassas on the right-hand one (see Plate XXIII). 
The two known copies o:f this collection o:f twenty 
Masses can be seen at the Austrian national library c:>:f 
Vienna, and at the Boston Athenaeum.l85 
185 Interview with Missa Margaret Hackett (head o:f 
the reference room), Boston A~henaeum, March 31, 1958. 
The beautifully bound and exceedingly well preserved copy 
at the Boston Athenaeum measures 11 l/4 by 16 inches. 
Unfortunately, the Athenaeum copy shows no donor's name, 
and its record books o:f donations :for the nineteenth 
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century makes no mention of this invaluable music collection. 
According to Miss Hackett, this rare book may well have 
been glven by Father Matignon, a French priest who came to 
Boston as a missionary in 1796 and who donated many valuable 
volumes to the Athenaeum in the first half of the nineteenth 
century among which an eighteenth-cen~y Antiphonarium 
printed by Joannis Caroli. 
The Vienna copy of Viginti Missarum lacks both the 
first title page, and the page o:f dedication to Cardinal o:f 
Tournon which are included in the Boston copy. The latter 
lacks Pierre Attaingnant's signature seen on the printing 
license page (Plate IV) .·""''-:,.- o:f the Vienna copy. Obviously 
the Vienna copy with the signed license page must have been 
the official copy presented to the king? or to Cardinal 
of Tournon? 
PLATE II 
cr~~tmus ltbtt btgtntt tritffarnnt 
tttuficaltum ttrs miff as continttlS 
auanunnomtnafcquiuttnr~ 
~~ima d1 i:)£9 tn aoiutQJiii ~.nc mac~ico.urt f o.j 
.Selia eft ~tt"omnw·':,r~~~([lnltllin fo.piij 
~rrtia :il.f:h_gcitt (~·-.. ~atl)...gnfcoi~Jttc f o.~b 
· ~ari(ijs-inbico<[t'~ull~ctrii1rttain~Jtmnt 
non PJ,Ootl a trntplo fanrtm;; ~ofmt rt B anuani. 
Jtum·grotia ct p iuilcgio cuiua tmozcm 
inucrfJ pagc~La ucmonftrobir+ 
ffl.fl.mij · . , ~· 
1\t:\!ilhii a:£.C.i:'. e. f.oca rum: tcrni peer 2i q dhcm~cii tlimidio for. . ~-£; ... 
ct.f quidlqUafmJU.tl .. " · ' 











R~:vt:RUNDISSI~ro IN CHRISTo PATRIACDOilliNo 
D.Fnncoko a Tumooc Cardlnolt mcrtt~flDlo 
pettus Attingei\J rypognphus 
muficus S. P• D • 
• 
Lurimum vcrcor Rcucrtndoffi me p;~tcr,nc tcmuitatir ct mog:rnti{ arguar,qui tt tantum hero• tantisq; rebus 
~ occuporum intcrpellarcaufu• fim.Scd e~o fpcro uno fgtebturum,adco humonus "II' bmignus. nccdub~to 
· . quin in bon>m pattern •c:Ccptunu r,, hu'nc ltbrum quem fub tuo illullriffimo nomine in lucem cdo. N•m cii 
m<eum diu cogororcm CUI ponllimum hunc bborcm meum dcdicucm. tu primus occurrifli, irno vera fohn 
· ,mihi dignw Vlliu cs.cuimulfvmurrf• op<rJ fuo confccrormt.A mufir mufie> dicudl,dc cui us orrisloudtb' 
. . ccrcf•tius c:fi, ii: p•uca dtccrc.hoc vnum tJmcn non pr~cnbo,quod prifci illi t>m grfd'i btini,curu hominl 
ltgn caren: .... -,v..,,omnidUctpluucum grnerc cxccllrntcm,cum muficumappdlob>ot. ScdhfCVt alt• qufq; optima ncmore 
mrhou nouit. '.um ig11urvidc:un t< nolln fccult dcctJJ clfc,arnfq; rnWtCf fahcttcr Jludiofilfunum,opufculum hoc milfarum mu 
fiduccrnu .. ults~·'t:IUrum tu~ cdfiwdiru nnncup>ndum duxi.quod vt fqui boruq; confut.• oro,mrrrim dum mdiora paro• 
bunrur.poru.o coim ~mdiorJ ~ mloar> prtlllrr,fi ru~ bo:nignitJtirf•~onccdfcrit. Sci a q~•ntum valcu authoriurc.~ gratia 
•pudhnncpnnctpun,rt•quorcpulfJmnunq paff"r fir, Ncmo cllqut nonadmirctut cgrcgus tum>nimltum corporu datu. 
qwbusdetn rcprf CftcrtJ mmtilibus dccorawt.Q!!lrcmirum non cll,fi prindputcamaor,li vn!ua(J g•lli• rcinprimincncrol 
TumoniJ domUJ ~>nnquulima ell .ll:nobohllimJ,ncmp<• Trot>nt• ongtncm duccns.Tu cam cxnobtlt!Timucddh nobiliorc 
&: fulgcnnortm, Q!!i pnmJ• tlm inflgni f>mUif (a cum purpurJm attuli~ 0 vtinJm nunc viuc'rcnt IullUJ ~ Gafp:rrgcr• 
rnaru flU, q".:orum ille pro pltn> ?>;run b fnmcr occJbutt, Hocvcro plllorv!J:!]aottllimus ccclcfir V•lcntinf( cui pr£crot) 
munendo incrcdt. btlc fut defyJcnum rehqu•~ S: .l fu?erfuru •dhuc,O, ClaudiUJ TurnoJ\la Viuarieii cpifcopur.~ nopot<J tul 
D.Cuolus V1uarieii ,dcflgn;ltUJ,D. hcobu• C>llrcn.cpllco?u•, Iullur iulli filius, I qui ilmcto Iullo gcottisvdlri confottcno• 
Jrururur•TJmaniJ dorntnUJ,Hcnric.t• I rem n:uummimus Arlcnctdomtn': Ij omnullcll£funtactmqu.iluddiillm•fYd= in 
doml Turnoni .. vtC£tCfl ucclm innumcrlbiliJ gcntisiUflUminl,Tu autem vdutfollntcrlldlasomniii ocular intc coaatirJ 
S cd vcrnr nc lim iull l ?rohxtor.Qs trc fmcm facto lluJJn:!i tui,ndd hudarcvdlcvid= quod lms nunq I>udari potdl. Ttbl 
i~rur ,., 1 ?nncipi m.tlir.tm 31: rcgtJ licdh m >.icratori m > iulos moos olfcro, p>ruum quid em munur &indignum tiro venice. 
fd•bun.icmJgmnn fi •nurr.tm dlii!I•infplctu. V<lcfa:'later Fra.~cofcc :tnnlles o~c,mufmun<J~c virllliWn omnium 
p:uau. Ex oflian.a nollr• pmfijs. Idtbw luhjs M. D .xxxij · 
NicoW BorboniiV:ondopcnnl Ad R. p. D. 
Fnndfcum Cu:dimlcm T urnonlum 
Carmen S:.pphicwn 
Thndw tigrcs.fftmior, tt omoJ 
Traxit,ct rupcs,fidtbUJ canoris 
F rctW: ct mores hominum fcrinoJ 
Lcoijt orphcw 
H!chbcrta!CJmodulo•,ctonmca 
Gruiu.,omntl Tcncres anmdl 
Spiru:h£cdocrf tibf dantfororc:s 
Muncn prfful 
Tcfibi !alum llaruttrrcg<m. 
purpurarorum colum<n rcfulgcns; 
Atq; Turn on~ dfmut dcd crunt 
. No=muf£ 
,) 















i:)ttt5in~ ~.lit maJtCbicoun 
~ilonuna «lailllm 
.fltgt:a !um ffl~-illfconPe 
'ha effpotmtia ]a. mouton 
;ffiitra noutin lertiantnn l[launin 
.Sqt ttilluminare ~.nc man~ironrt 
.1Ri1ra plmimn motct~um ~unin 






<!>fculctnr tnt c§'.Ie brnrttm 
0utm nimnt ~ominel) i:)iuiti6 
l\tt}llimt ~~Uni!l 
~anis' qmm ~ babo :lttpll!l 
l\tqttitm;an r~ boct!l l\id)at~ 
aua puld;n.a es· tt ll nenna; a~ C4 boctG ~@'ombm 
i;)omini ttl tma C[LUU)fn 
]mpttum ~Jt~mtrnt l:)a pacem fl.trombm 
~!ltiCij!l in flico ~rtf) arc apnn ~ttrnm21ttafn.«nant ao 
ranct®tm Of me ct j;) amiani tmtplum. 
Jtum gratia ct ptiuLlcgio cbtiftianilfimi 




















,L_ ----------- ------- ~---- -.------~----- .---- . j 






fi~tmnbu~ ltlltt trt~ 
miffa~ contintt, r' ., ~:·~ \~ ~~ i' ~ 
. '\,\) •. ~~imncrt'Q:uactlpotmtia11utlJ. fflouton fo.~,.: ~. · 
cc. ,.-· 
.Scnmna dl jfli1Ta.ir.rc. ([Iaunin fo.Iij .:· . 
't:crtin crt.Sur£c ttiUuiarc ~.tlc fflacl)icourt fo.l~ij ~" J :· . ;~ 
'JCum gratia ct pziuilcgio cbtiftfuniffimi 
















([1ttttfug lt'btt trcs 
mt[ag contintt, 
~~tilllci ctl JBiC.plurtfi jBotrtoJ; <Slnnnin 
.Sccun1.l11 eft )!.a mclfrnarcnmt~nc _fflouton fo.l~.t 
-Q:crt~1Cft J.am no i)irmn lnpuu fo.rij -
:V:um grorta cr p~iutlegio cb~tflioniiTimi 
~fnmco~um ~egis od fc~cnmfr X>t pater ~~~ 
p~imohbzo. 




([ ~uartM lfutt ttts 
tntffas rontinrt, 
.Srnmnu rfr ltrqmrm 
~trtia dl ®fculctur me · 
lttc~afo;t f o.c:rbiJ 
~aunin f. o.mi.t 
l.c ~ rurtru~ f. o. c.rt 
£um qratia et p~iuilegio cbziflianirfimi 
francozum ~egis od fc~enniii 1.1t pater b-Lo--'-=-..!!C4 
pztmohbzo. 
~~~~~~-~-~,.~~ .. ~~J 
·~' ~ 




rpttmug ltbtt ttcs 
'"""''"~ babct, 
fo.cm;i~ 
~~ima dl z:,omini rll terra oaunin ! o.ccW~ 
.Sctiarll]mprtum . @'.Irbrurtcur fo.c~bi) 
· ~~ombcrt fo.cct 
£urn gn1tia ct ptimlcgi~ tb~iftianilfimi 
fnmcomm ~egis ad fe;tcnntii ~t patct ~~~ 
pzimo libzo •. 
.ffl.b.mi; 
~Title page--M:issa Dcmini est terra.:.-claudin (Attaingnant 1532) 
(Boston Athenaeum) 
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PLATE X 
.. 
3Jl(ffari. muficaliii ad qu~tuoi 1'-oc;ea paFtta. ~~ 
·- -· · ·-·-- -. . ltber fccundus - · -· 
~ritapulcb~· · 
fflitra ab platitum 
.sanrta··ttlmmamlata. 









-- · ~arbifUs in '\?teo Citbare apud 1betrum Zltt>lin~nant mufice 
, typo~apl,>um p:ope fancto:~m Cofme .z: ~amiani urn plum.: 
~enfe3Julto •n4 ·. 
sup~iu~ 
ctii.gfa ttp~iuiltgio ~ianittimi ftac~ tcgia' an re~inifi. 
. * C( 
Title page ;of Masses Tota pulchra ~and Ad Ylacitum--Claudin 
(Jena-Universitatsbibliothek 
Collection of Masses printedby Attaingnant in 1534 
(Eitner l534a) in four part books (see Plate I); superius, 
uontratenor, tenor, and bassus, with similar title pages. 
Complete copies at the University Library of Jena, 






3l~iffarii muftcalium quatuoz »ocum cfi futs 
motet is ltbcr tcrtlqe • 
.fJfl itra ~ uldS' amicct ~etton 
f)flitra ~ue Canctitrima ,· ([erton 




"JP>arotfiis in vico Citbare apud •rtrum $ttain~rt 
~ubertum Julletmufice t:ypo~apbos p:opefanctomm 
tz:ofmet~amianitemplum. . &.~.,:l. 
· .SupertuG. 
.; 
Title page of Missa Domine ~ habitabit--Claudin 
(Jena--Universitatsbibliothek) 
Collection of Masses printed by Attaingnant in 1540 
(Eitner 1540b) in four part books (see :Plate I}: superius, 
contratenor, tenor, ana bassus with similar title pages. 
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This collection contains also an Asperges me, an .Q salutaris, 
responses for the :Preface, the motets Dulcis arnica (a3) ana 
Ave sanctissima by Gerton, ana the motet Domine guis habita-
bit by.Claudin de Sermisy. 
Only known copy at the University Library, Jena. 
PLATE XII 
~ .. : . 
SVPE1(JVS. 
L I B E R P R T M V S ~ s EX 
1\j.}SSA.S COl'/Tll'IE.l'IS,.Q_,V.AR\'-M 
. ;, nomina .!Cqucns t.tbd13. 
· \~- '. \ -<.:J~j indicar. 
' ,,\..,.)ig'o(um.quifum.. 11Ltillud. fat.:. O~fp:u-1!. Cbudi'a.foL10 
- tz!~d·Auignon. &b~ ~~d~k: ~ ~ 
'1' .A :z r. :r I I ·s, · · · 
.Apud.AdzimumleRoy,&.Ro~Billud,invicoG.nffiioannisBdlouaca~Iir;.. 
fubiotcrliguioditu:Genoud"~ :z.S.Fcb.nwiJ. · 
l j f. ~- - . - . 
Cum priuilegio Regis, adnouennium .. 
Title page of Missa 0 passi sparsi--Claudin 
(A Le Roy & Ballard print of 1552) 
(Biblioth~que N:ttionale) 
Collection of Masses in part books with similar 
t:itie .pages (pro~abili ty). Biographical description in 
Lesure's BELRBl86 No. 6." 
,, 
The superius book only can be found; Paris, Bibl. 
Nationale Res. Vml 143• 
186 Lesure et Thibault, Bibliographie des Editions 
d 1Adrien Le Roy et Robert Ballard, (Paris, La Societ'de Musi-
~ue d'Autrefois, 1955). The above abbreviation (BELRB) will 
be used in the next pages, and also ~he one BENDC for: 
Lesure et Thibault, Bibliographie des Editions Musicales 
Publiees par Nicolas Du Chemin, (Paris, La Societ~de Musique 




CV·M QY-ATVOR V.OCIBVS,. 
·Ad imitationem mod~i Ab initio, condita. 
· Nunc primthn i~ lucem edita. 
AVTOR~ D. CLA VD"IO DE SERMISY 
· Regia fymphoniaco~ ordini pra:feCl:~: &:inregali par:ifienfu 
. . · palanJ Sacello Canornco • 
. ---
Ex~biaNicolai du Chemin, fub inligni Crypbonisargentei, 
VJaad ~- IoannemLttcrancnfem. Die xxv.menfisAprilis, 
M .. D. LVI. 
Cum priuileg'io Regis;ad decennium. 
·=---~-~~ 
Title page of Missa.Ab initio--Claudin 
(Univ~rsity Library, Edinburgh) 
(A Nico:)..a.s .Du Chemin print of 1556). 
One Mass .in choir book form (see .. p. 225 and Plate 
XXIII); bibliographical description in BENDC, No. 54. 
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Sources of prints: Bologna (Liceo Mus.); Edinburgh 
CITniv. Lib.); Paris (Bibl. Nat., Bibl. Mazarine); K8nigsberg; 
Vienna (Austrian Nat. Lib.); Turino (Archivio des Duomo). 
I : 
PlATE XIV 
MIS S A 
CYM QYATVOR VOCIBVS, 
Ad iml)·.r .. ~ncm _m~du!i Ab initio'. condita.. · 
. :J~rl:J.l1C pnmum m luccm cdita. •. 
,..~ .... ~ 
1.·,\\. 
A.VTORE D. CLAVDIO DE SERMJSY 
Rcgia·fymphoniacorum ordini pra:fe/.l:o: <lcinrcgaliparificn'ih •. ; 





; i ~1 •• ~ 




ii~· • · P A R I s .r.. I s~... ~-· ~ · / 
Excypographial$!icolaiduChcmin,fub inGgni Cryphonhargcncci, : _: .;;:;;..,.:.vJa~d D. JoanncmLaccrancnfcm. DJ.c,1xv.mcnf1SAp~, 1 1 
I ·:::.F'! 0 M. b. LVI. . , • . I 
j ~-;-= ~-. Sum pr~uilc._gio E,l!gi~,-a~c!.c~cJ.ll}iwnv.f t ·. ~ , · J 
.: __ _:?~~-·-\-· .· ''~·--~ I I 
Title page of Missa Ab ini tio--Claudin 
(Nicolas du Chemin print of 1556) 
(Biblioth~que Nationale--Faris) 
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Same Mass, title and date as the previous print, but 
with a different title page; bibliographical description in 
BENDO, No. 54. Sources of prints: Bologna (Liceo Wlusicale); 
Edi~burgh (Univ. Libr.); Einsiedeln (Bibl. Stiftes); Paris 












M ·} S s A-
cvM QYINQYE.VOC:IBVS, 
Ad imirarioncm moduli ~c trcmucclm: genteS. 
conditla. Nunc prittnlm..i:n-luccm cdita. · _ 
AVTOR.E-D. CLA VDIO DE SE-RM.lS-Y 
Rcgio l)'mphoniacorumordini ~: &:inrciiliparit~fis 




P A R I S I I S, 
· Extypognphi:tNicolaiduChemin,fubinfigniCryphoniurptd, 
. mad D. Iomncml=n~. 








-' _j I 
.f 
M. D. LVI. 
- -------- ---- .= .• ~ - -~ ... 
··Title page of Missa Quare_ ft.amu:erunt 
gentes--Claudin (Nicolas du Chemin--1556) 
(Paris--Bibliotheque Mazarine) 
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One Mass in choir-book form; bibliographical des~rip­
tion in BENDC No. 55. Sources of prints: Bologna (Liceo Mus.); 
Edinburgh (Univ. Libr.); Einsiedeln (Bibl. Stiftes); Paris 
(Bibl. Nat., Bibl. Mazarine); K8nigsberg (Kaliningrad); 







CVM QYATVOR VOCIBy,s 
P A RI'B Y S, 
. Adimitarioncm moduli T ota pulchra cs,c~ndita. 
Nunc primum in lu~cm edit:a..._ . 
A.VTORE D. CLA VDIO DE SERMISY 
Regio ljmphoniacorum ordiniprzfefro :&inregali par:ifienfis 
. pa1u:ij Sacc:IIo Canonico. 
. l 
PARI:Sr·rs, 
ExtJpographl4Nicolai du Chemin, fub infi_gpi C:~honisarge!'?tci, 
v1aad D • lo=em.Laceranenfem. D1e XJO). menfJS M:uJ. 
i 
I• M. D. LVI. i 
t- . . Cump~~OR~,addocenniu:u- ... , .. J 
Tit!e page of Missa Tote. pulchra ~-s::.-=-ciaudi~ 
(Nicolas du Chamin--1556) 
(Edinburgh--University Library) 
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One Mass in choir-book £orm; bibliographical descrip-
tion in BENDC No. 56. Sources o£ prints: Bologna (Liceo 
Mus.); Edinburgh (Univ. Library); Einsiedeln (Bibl. Sti£tes); 
KBnigsberg (Kaliningrad); Paris (Bibl. Nat.); Vienna 
(Austrian Nat. Lib.); Turin (Archivio del Duomo). 
. PLATE ,XVII 
~ 
I M- -I ·s -S A -·I 
CVM Q.YATVOR VOC-IBVS, 
!0 '" ' Ad imiw:ionan cantionis V oulant honncur, 
condira. Nunc primWn in lucan cdita. 
AVTO&.£ D. CLAVDIO DE SER.MISY 
Lpf;q'..:. ·-anliai~:acmrcppmlicnfiS 
~0 • •• - ;...a;.;r-~c • 
- • 0 • : ,_.,....,._. . 
• .. • ,_ 0 • 
PAR I S I I S, 
~-a..iill.lilbi.lipic.,.pboais~, 
~D. J-..t _. Cw. DC iL ...-~ 
W.. D. LVL 




1itle pa1e-..:..-Mi~sa Voulant··hbnneuf-(naudin 
Nicolas du Chemin- -1-5 56 
Bologna--Liceo Musicale) 
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One Mass in ehoir-book form; bibliographical descrip-
tion in BENDC, No. 57. Sources of prints: Bologna (Liceo 
Musicale); Einsiedeln (Bibl. Stiftes); K8nigsberg (Kalinin-
~ 
grad); :Paris (Bibl. Nat.); Turin (.Arohivio del Duomo); 
Vienna (Austrian National Library). 
MISS & 
T R E S C L A V D .I 0 D E S E R M I S I, 
Rcgij Sacciii 1v.f2gill:ro, prcll:ancifsimo MuG co AuC!:ore: nile prim lin 
in luccrn :cdirc,:,cum quaruorvocibus,adimit:ttioncm 
modulorum:vt fequens tabula indicabi~. 
IX.LeC!:ionum. · fol. 2 
Philomena pr:cuia. 13 
Domini ell: terra. 23 
LVTETIAE . 




Cum priuilegio Regis,addecemnium. 
; __ .. ~· --- -
Title page of Missae Novem. lectionum, 
Philomena, and Domini est terra--Claudin 
(Le Roy & Ballard--1558) 
(Upsala--University Library) 
Three Masses in choir-book; bibliographical descrip-
tion in BELRB, No. 46. Sources of prints: Berlin (?);. 
Cracow; K8nigsberg (Univ. Lib.); Modena (Bibl* Estense); 
(Paris (Bibl. Cons.); Prague (Narodni Mus.); Rome (Bibl. 
Vat.); Turin (.Archivio del Duomo); Upsala (Univ. Lib.); 










M.l·s s £ 
T R E S ·A C L A V B .. I 0 D E S E R M I S Y; 
Joanne Maillard, Claudio Coudimd, cum quaniorvocibus conditz: 
&nucprimUminlucemreditc,:,adimiratio·nemmodU!o·turh:. 
V'tfequens rabulaindicabic. · 
, Pluriummodulorum. 
Je [uis def-heritee. . 






· A[mdAaru:numlcRoy,&RobemimBalliml,RcgisTyp~gnpho~ ·· ·· · 
· _ invicoSanCl::iloann.isBcllouacenfis,fubintc:rfignio. 
diu:i: Gc:DaUCfes. 
L5 5 8. 
Cum priuilegio Regis,addecemniuffi.... .. • :: . 
p 
: .. 
Title· page of Mis.sa Plurium. modulorum-- · ·. 
Claudin. (Le Roy & Ballard print of 1558) 
(Washington--Library of Congress) 
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Three Masses in choir~book; bibliographical descrip-
tion in BELRB, No. 47• Sources of prints: Bologna (Liceo 
Mus. , .Arch. San Petronio) ; Konigsberg (Uni v. Bi bl. ) ; Modena 
(Bibl. Estense); Prague (Narodni Mus.); Rome ~ibl. Vaticana, 




CVM QV A TVOR. VOCIBV S,. 
Ad;iffilfationcmModuli Domini dt · 
\ -'-"'terra. condita. 
AVTORE D: CI.;AVDIO DE SERMISY 
Regia fymphoniacotum ordini przfcC!o:& in regali Parifienfis ' 
palacij ~acello, Canonic,O, 
l 
PARIS II S, 
Extypographi>~cobi du Chemin,fub infigni G'YI'honis :ugentei, 
· . · · vt»d.D. IoannemLateranenfem, 
M.D.LXVIIL 
Title page--Missa ~anini est terra--Olaudin 
(Nicolas du Chemin--1568) 
(Paris--Biblioth~que Nationale) 
One Mass ~ choir-book form; bibiliiographieal descrip-
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tion in EENDC No. go. 
Nationale). 
Sources of prints: Paris (Eiblioth;que 
PLATE XXI 
CVM QVATYOR VOCIBVS, 
Ad imitatlonc:m Moduli Philomena 
' : pr:ruia condira. · 
A Y T 0 P..E D, 0 LA V D I 0 DE S E. R MIS Y 
Roglo rymphonfacorum ordJni pr~tfello I kin regaH Parilicnli1 
palaci} SaceJ/o Canonico, 
.. ~ 
P A R I S I I S, 
...... 
E:t typosra:~hht~lc:obl du Chetnln,ll1b lnfigni Cryphonis ~ned. 
· Vla.t~dD,Iot~nnemL;~.teranen!Cm, 
M.D.LXVHI. J 
Title page--Missa Philomena praevia--Claudin 
(Nicolas du Chamin--1568) 
(Edinburgh University Library) 
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One Mass in choir-book form; bibliographical descrip-
tion in BENDC, No. 91. Sources of prints: Edinburgh (Univ. 
Library); Paris (Bibliotheque Nationale). 
Miss a 
MISS.ARUM I lVlUSIC.ALIUM, CER I ta vocum 
(Paris, Nicolas du Chemin, 1568) 




Tota pulchra est. 
Philomena praevia. 
·Domini est terra. 
Surgens Jesus. 
Confitemini. 















In 1568 Nicolas du Chemin printed a folio, the title 
of which would normally indicate a new collection of Masses. 
This print in fact, contains only an. Asperges ~ by Morales, 
and must have been intended by du Chemin as a cover 
advertising the above Masses.l87 Sources of print: Paris 
(Bibl. Nationale--Res. Vml 2); Edinburgh (University Libra-
ry). 
lB7 BENDC, ~a. 92. 
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MISSAE / TRES CLAUDIO DE SERMISY 
(Paris--Le Roy & Ballard, 1583) 
IX. Lectionum 
Philomena praevia 




The 1583 edition seems to have been seen only in 
Berlin (Lesure's BELRB, No·. 258). It is mentioned in 
Johann Gottfried Walther's Musikalisohes:l88 
Sermisi {Claude de) hat an 1583 drei Miss en in 
folio zu Paris drucken lasseR. f Draudii Bibl. 
Olaf's. p. 1636.188 
and in Gerber's Lexikon.l89 
. 188 Quotation from: Ebcumenta Musicologica III, 
(Kassel und Basel, Barenreiter-Verlag, 1954), P• 5~ 
l.8 9 E. L. Gerber, Lexikon ~ Tonkunstler, 






D .I V AE M A R I AE VIR G IN I s, QS AE 
VVLGO .:U.ANIFICAT 
A P P E L L A N T V R. 
ficundllm ftTIJ,ulos oElJ tonorum modos,jingulaquatmzis 
'IJocibur, & Jrmplici, propEqute ryllabico concentu contexta. 
His accclfcrunr, Refponforiaad prcrfationcs Milf~. V crfus, 0 faluraris 
l1o!ll.l. Symbolum Confb.minopolimnum, quod Parrcm, co=unircr 
vocnnr. Pf.'llmi, ln cxicu, &De profundis. C:mticum Zacaricr, cuiusprin· 
clplum e!l. Bcncd!CI:us Domiuus. Canticum Simconis, cui us initium ell:, 
Nunc dlmlrtis. & Candcum D Drum. Ambrofij, & .A ugull:ini. quod Te 
De urn Inc! pit. Singula quoque vocibus quarcrnis, & pari fyllabici conccn-· ) 
cus modulntionc confcCI:a. 1· 
S V PER I Y S. 
I .. 
L V T E T I Al P A R IS I 0 R V M. 
Apud Adci:mumleRoy, & Roberrum Ballard, 
Regis Typographos fnb fi,"llo 
montis P:unalli. 
M:. D. LXXXIV. 
Cum priuilegio Regis ad decennium. 
Title page of Credo--Claudin 
(Le Roy & B'illard print of 1584) 
(Paris--Biblioth~que Mazarine) 
I 
The Credo (Symbolium Oonstantinopolitanum, quod Pa~ 
.) by Olaudin de Sermisy in a collection of reii~ • 
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gious music contained in four part-books; bibliographical 
description in BELRB No. 267. Sources of prints: (Superius) 
Paris--Bibl. Mazarine; (Tenor) Oarpentras--Bibl. Inguimbe~e, 
London--Brit. Mus.; (Bassus) Neuilly SUb Seine--Bib. G.ThibmLtt. 
IV 
TECHNICAL FEATURES OF THE STYLE OF 
OLAUDIN DE.SERMISY'S MASSES 
The melodic and harmonic idiom of Claudin 
Just as the style of :Pal.estrina, the polyphonic style 
of Claudin de Sermisy's Masses rests upon parallel melodic 
line~. Here the repeated notes which are not needed for the 
text, large skips, extreme contrasts, augmented and dimin-
ished intervals, sharp and strong aceents are avoided, It 
is a melodic style characterized by sinuosity, smoothness, 
to which one is tempted to apply the observation of 
~ 
Jeppesen on the linear treatment of the :Palestrinian line: 
It (linear treatment) ••• expresses itself 
always in a characteristically smooth and pleasing 
manner that may seem at first somewhat uniform and 
unimposing but that soon reveals the richly shaded 
expression of a superior cUlture.l90 
In the twelve Masses discussed in this paper, not a single 
instance @f an augmented or diminished melodic interval 
was found. 
Claudin's melodic lines are vigorous, vocal, short, 
smooth, and mostly in conjunct diatonic movement except 
in the bass part where they are in general more angular; 
190 Knud Jeppesen, Counterpoint / The polyPhonic 
Vocal Style of the Sixteenth Century, Trans. Glen Haydon, 
(New York, Prentice Hall, 1953), p. 83. 
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usually an ascending line is balanced by a descending one. 
At times he went through great pains with ornamentation in 
order to stay around a certa±n note, but this has not 
improved his melodic lines. 
Example 112. Claudin 1 s deliberate efforts to stay 
around a certain note through orna-
mentation. Extracts from: (a) Missa 
~guiem--Graduale; (b) Missa Domine 
quis habi~abi~--Credo;--Claudin (after 
App. I, pp. 479 and 378) • 
(a) . 
.J. Super~us 
ltj fij J J rfi E F ffi f f d{( rtrfflfi'd 
.., +' +' _,.. + +-
(b) 
~ Superius · 
ty j tfitJJ, r r urr 1 r 
..,._ +- + 
Claudin makes frequent use of an opening ascending minor 
third moving towards a minor sixth (Ex. 113), and he seems 
to have enjoyed the opening as~ending minor third descending 
to the leading tone (Ex. 114) that was used also by other 
Parisian composers of his generation (p. 307). A melodic 
motif much liked by Claudin is the descending group of three 
notes followed by the ascending jump of a fourth or of a 
fifth (Ex. 115). Finally, in his late Masses, especially in 
the interior sections Gloria and Credo, Claudin's linear 
25-1 
Example 113. Favorite melodic line of Claudin de 
Sermisy as found in. his Masses; 
25.2 
(a.) 
(a) Mis'sa Plurium motetorum--I(yrie I; 
(b) Missa Plurium modulorum--Gloria; 
(c) Missa Philomena praevia--Kyrie II;. 
(d) Missa Reguiem--Sanctus; 
(e) Missa Domine guis habitabit--Credo 






r-' _ __,, 
I 0 I o 
(e) 
Superi ..r;.u.:;..s -----, \ , If-< 11 J I{§ 
(a) 
(b) 
Example 114. Favorite melodic line of Claudin de 
Sermisy as found in his Masses: 
(a) ·Missa Plurium motetorum--Gloria; 
(b) Missa Plurium modulorum--fJrie I; (c) Missa Ad placitum--Kyrie _; 
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(d) Missa Tota £Ulchra es--Oredo; 
(e) Missa Domini est terra--Pleni sunt; 
(after App., I, 440 , 700 , 556 , 542 , 518 ) • 













Example 115. Favorite melodic motif used in points of 





' .. ' 
-
- • 
(a) Jliissa Tot a pulchra es--.Agn.us Dei I; 
(b) Missa Voulant honneur--.Agn.us Dei I; 
(c) Missa Quare fremuerunt--Benedictus; 





..... . T 
-
_J I .. 
--
J 
' -~ -.. • 
\ ' rr I r \-[! f \ 










treatment show~ a poverty due to the syllabic style which 
he borrowed from the contemporary polyphonic chanson and 
applie·a. to parts of the Ordinary of the Mass that have a 
long text. Where a minimal .. repetition of tones for textual 
purposes had been tolerated in the early Masses, in the 
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late Masses it became a means of getting the text across 
quickly even at the cost of melodic beauty. The result is ob-
vious: a chordal style of pseudo-contrapuntal quality 
(Ex. 116). 
Skips.--The skips in the melodic style of Claudin 
are treated in the conservative way adhered to by Palestrina: 
that is, the skips must be filled as much as possible; two 
or more s.k}ps.".in the same direction are forbidden as well 
as an upward skip from an accented eighth-note (minim).l91 
Examples of the numerous ordinary and permissible leaps o:f 
a fourth or of a third from unaccented eighth-notes, as 
well as the skips of a third downward from an unaccented 
eighth-note compensated by a succeeding step of the second 
upward, will not be considered here. In a few instances, 
hewever, Claudin has treated his skips in an unorthodox way: 
(Ex. 117) in a sequence of simultaneously descending melodic 
fourths in two-part counterpoint (a), in the interval of a 
seventh obtained by two skips in the same direction (b), and 
in the usually avoided melodic sixths and tenths (c)(d). 
191 Jeppesen, p. 286. 
" 




















Example ll6. Poor melodic lines--Extract from Missa 
Plurium modulorum--Oredo--Claudin de 
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Example 117. Some exceptional skips in the Masses of 
Claudin de Sermisy: Missa Plurium modu-
lorum--Credo, (b). Missa Tota pulchra ~-­
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Melodic seguences.--Melodic se~uences are ~uite 
f'oreign to the melodic style of Claudin. Still, a f'ew 
examples of' them can be f'ound that indicate; at least in 
his early Masses, a lingering influence from the generation 
of Josquin (Ex. 118). 
Eighth-notes (minims).--The fluidity of' the eighth-
notes makes it very convenient to fill the intervals, but it 
can also bring melodic poverty. Although Claudin has been 
sober enough in making use of them, we find a few ~uestion­
able spots: (Ex. 119) a scale passage sol~sol (a), sixteen 
consecutive eighth-notes (b), a lazy filling-in solutian(c). 
Sixteenth-notes.--In his treatment of the sixteenth-
note Claudin again followed conservatively the procedure of 
the sixteenth century: he used them in groups of' two, and 
they were introduced and left in stepwise movement. There 
are very few exceptional treatments illustrated in example 
120. 
In his harmonic style Claudin seems to have enjoyed 
the full chord. His sober use of open fifths and octaves 
may have been for definite purposes rather than in obedience 
to the sixteenth-century tradition that preferred the per-
fect consonances, the fifth, the octave and the twelfth, at 
the beginning and at the end of a composition. In f'act, one 
of Claudin's Masses of his middle period, Missa Tota pulcbra 
~' has not a single section ending on a perfect consonance. 
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Example ll8 • Rare melodic sequences in the Masses o:f 
Olaudin de Sermisy: (a) Missa Philomena--
Gloria, (b) Missa Domine guis habitabit--
Oredo, (c) Missa Ab initio--Oredo. 
Example llg. Exceptional over-use o~ eighth-notes in 
the Masses of Olaudin de Sermisy: (a) M 
'Missa Domine guis habitabit--Gloriat (b) 
Missa Domini est terra--Sanctus, (cJ 
Missa Ab initiO=-Sanotus. 
(a) Contratenor 
1$ y t!lsa 1 1]1! 41 J4l n J 
(b) 
::£: Contra tenor 5 &.~ · -f 
1$' crrr 1 f!rt c crt 1 JJ JJ ;q 
(c) 
Example 120. Exceptional treatment of the sixteenth~ 
note in the Masses of Claudin de Sermisy: 
(a) Missa Philomena--Gloria, (b) Missa 
Novem lectionum--Oredo, (c) Missa Philo~ 




(b) Contratenor ~ 
,, JJ (?f/~fJtJ: 
c;-
(d) Bas sus 
~I 
Bas sus f 
-
Example 121. Some open fifths and octaves in the Masses 
of Claudin de Sermisy: (a) Missa Plurium 
modulorum--Gloria, (b) Missa Domini est 
terra--Credo, (c) Missa Philomena--Gloria. 
(a) (b) 
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By way of illustration, Claudin's use of open fifths and 
octaves in Example 121 may have been: to safeguard the 
strength of the next chord (a), to paint a respectful atti-
tude toward the perfection of the Holy Ghost (e), to ex-
press the humble prayer of a small and helpless human to 
the omnipotent God The Father (b). In four voices, the final 
chord with a third outnumbers the open chord 5 to l. When 
incomplete, the final chord consis-cs generally of three 
roots and a third or three roots and a fifth. In the final 
chords of the passages for three voices we generally find 
a root, a third and a fifth. The final chords of the five-
part sections are always complete. 
Parallel fifths and octaves.--Claudin did not make 
abuse of parallel fifths and octaves, although a few 
examples can be found. ~heyare more or less in good taste 
depending on whether the intervals are in two-, three- or 
four-part counterpoint, in syncopation, composed of notes 
of the chord or of ornamentation (Ex. 122). 
Girandolettas.--The girandoletta figure forbidden 
by Berardi192 in the seventeenth century may produce 
consecutive fifths and octaves that are mere repetitions 
and not at all malicious; Palestrina himself used the 
figure. (Ex. 123 ). 
Parallel fourths.--Consecutive fourths in parallel 
192 Jeppesen, p. 99. 
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(a) 
Example 122 • Some :parallel fifths and octaves in the 
Masses of Olaudin de Sermisy: (a) ~(b) (c) 
Missa Philomena--Oredo, Agnus II, Agnus 
III, (d) Missa Tota pulchra es--Gloria, 
T8T Missa Domine guis habitabit--Gloria, 
(f) Missa Plurium modulorum--Oredo, (g) 




Example 123 e 
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Repeated fifths and octaves produced by 
the girandoletta figure: (a)(b) Missa 
Domine quis habitabit--Gloria, Agnus I,--
Olaudin de Sermisy. 
• 
chords of the . sixth as done by Palest~ina ..tj :-j ? J I ' 
can be found 1n Claud1n 1 s works, but 1n E# 1JI J i ~:F 
the latter's Masses we also find France-Burgundian1 93 series 
of consecutive fourths (Ex. 124) • 
.Parallel thirds and sixths.--Claudin has not abused 
the parallel thirds and sixths, and it is exceptional to 
find fourteen consecutive parallel thirds in the second 
Agnus Dei of Missa .Plurium modulorum: 
In his treatment of the dissonance Olaudin followed 
the same rules as were followed more severely perhaps by 
.Palestrina--rules which are codified in the treatises of 
Vicentino, Zarlino and other theoreticians of the sixteenth 
century. The principal rule was that dissonances should be 
introdueed stepwise and resolved on the lower second con-
sonance. The only exceptien to this rule was the cambiata. 
The sixteenth century was strict on the observance of the 
stepwise rule, and Claudin followed it faithfully---the few 
exceptions found being accounted for by the fifteenth-century 
usages. Consequently there are no basic differences in 
the treatment of the dissonance between the style of Olaudin 








~ I .;e -* 
Franco-Burgundian fourths (parallel) in 
The Masses of Olaudin de Sermisy: {a)(b) 
Missa Philomena--.Agnus III; : - .• (c) Miss a 
Novem lectionum--Ohriste, Sanctus; (d) 
Missa Plurium modulorum--Oredo. 
(b) 
103 ,., ~k-*' .3D 
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Example 125 • Exceptional treatment of the anticipation 
in Olaudin de Sermisy's Masses: (a) Missa 
Novem lectionum--Gloria; (b) Missa Pro 
defunctis--Graduale; · · ·· -.-
(b) 
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E:x:ample 126. Some peculiar treainnents of the auxiliary 
in the Masses of Olaudin de SermisyJ (a) 
Missa Novem leotionilm.,..-Gloria; (b) Mi.ssa 
Domine quit habitabit--Hosanna; (c) same-.-
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Example 127. Delayed and unresolved cambiatas in the 
Masses of Claudin de Sermisy: (a) Missa 
Domine quis habitabit--Kyrie I,; (b) 
Missa Requiem--Communio. 
and that of Ealestrina, except that the latter exhausted 
the possibilities to a greater extent than the former. 
The dissonances used by Claudin are the usual ones: 
anticipation, auxiliary note, accented auxiliary note, 
cambiata, reversed cambiata (echappee), passing tone, and 
suspension. Other dissonant features include the six-four 
chord, the "parasitic 11194 dissonance, and the rtconsonant 
fourth" .1 95 
Anticipation.--Claudin 1 s treatment of the anticipa-
tion is regular, and sometimes he has combined it with 
other dissonances. The only irregular treatment of the 
anticipation found is in the sequence of anticipations 
creating a portamento effect (Ex. 125). 
Auxiliary.--Beside the single note upper or lower 
auxiliary called turn, Claudin has used two auxiliary fi~ 
gures that were quite popular during the sixteenth century: 
the lower auxiliary combined with the cambiata (a), and the 
girandoletta (b) already mentioned. Exceptionally Claudin 
(a) aux. camb. (ib) aux. 
'JIJjJjJ II & LJ F 
has used a sixteenth-note auxiliary (Ex. 126-a), a sequen-
tial au.Xiliary figure more popular in the fifteenth than in 
194 Jeppesen, p. 185. l95 Ibid., P• 193. 
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the sixteenth century although Palestrina used it (b), 
and a triple auxiliary in quarter-note values (c). As to 
(d) the last example, the first si could be accounted for 
as a passing tone and the second si as an auxiliary of la--
-unless we prefer to interpret the second si as an 
unprepared suspension. 
Cambiata.--The cambiata, an important ornamental :fi-
gure o:f the sixteenth-century style of contrapuntal writing, 
can be :found in Claudin t s Masses in great quantity and under 
diverse :forms, although perhaps less than with certain other 
composers of the same period. The early 11 sort o:f decorative 
266 
note with which the downward skip f JjO g,l the fourth was adornednl96 a II of can l-JQ be found in very many places in 
Claudin's early Masses especially, while the eighth-note fi-
gure (a) and the classical cambiata197(b} can be :found in 
(a) (b) 
' 
ij rlr r r 
all his Masses. Other :forms of the cambiata can be the 
delayed resolution, and the unresolved cambiata (Ex. 127). 












Example 128. The !!echappee11 in the Masses of Glaudin 
de Sermisy: (a) (b) Missa Novem lectionum--
Gloria, Credo; (c) (d) Missa Philomena--
(b) 
~ D -% ~ 131 I ., I ' -r~ I 
Example 129. The consonant fourth--Extracts from (a) 
Missa Novem lectionum--Gloria; (b) Missa 
Plurium motetorum--Sanctus--0. de Sermisy. 
(b) 
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Example 130. Some melodic ornaments in the Masses 
of Olaudin de Sermisy. 
n J 1l11 cftut .11 JJJ J II ;rP II tliJI 
iJ J lll fJ J ll!iD J J II J J J J lctr:r II 
I) J II n J II r; r II fJ J II !1 a 11) ~Pl~l 
''Devices such as 11 by Jeppesen198 do not occur :frequently 
in the Masses of Claudin de Sermisy, but they are 
numerous enough as to be worth mentioning (Ex. 128). 
Consonant :fourth.--Jeppesen199 defines the "conso-. 
nant fourthu as 11 a :fourth brought in stepwise upon the 
- -
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thesis (strong·beat} over a stationary bass tone". (Ex. 129b} 
Palestrina used the "consonant fourth" often enough. 
Six-:four chord.--Although a weak dissonance the 
six-four chord is rarely found in the style o:f Claudin. In 
example 129-a. we have a dissonance, the suspended re, 
introduced by another dissonance the :fourth. 
Diminished triad.--The diminished triad as a chord 
of the sixth is freely employed by Claudin especially if 
the fourth resolves on the sixth. 
Melodic ornaments.--The few melodic ornaments 
(Ex. 130) combining harmonic and non-harmonic tones found 
in Claudin's Masses are a great deal less numerous than in 
the style o:f Palestrina, who seems to have exhausted all 
their possibilities. 
Passing ~.--No example need be given here of the 
ordinary dissonant passing tone on the weak beats in the 
quarter-note value and on the weak part o:f the beat in the 
eighth-note value. As to the dissonant passing tone in the 
quarter-note value heard on a strong beat (1 or 3), only 
198 Jeppesen, p. 90. l99 Ibid., p. 193. 
(a) 
~n 
-'\V ~ lL 
j 
_f '·· I• I 
r/ , 
Example 13:It Exceptional treatment o:f the pas sing 
tone in Claudin de Sermisy's Masses: 
(a) Missa Ad placitum--KYJi) I; (b) 
Missa Philomena--Gloria; c Missa 
Domine quis habitabit--~yrie II; (d) 
Missa Domini est terra--Credo; (e) 
Missa Quare :fremuerunt gentes--Kyrie II; 
(:f) Missa Plurium modulorum--Kyrie I. 
I t ~ 
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one example of' it has been found in Claudin's Masses (Ex. 13la), 
the dissonant passing tone becomes here on the third beat, 
a suspension without preparation. As to the groups of' four 
eighth-notes in stepwise downward motion with the first 
falling on a strong beat (1 or 3), and -the second and fourth 
eighth-notes in dissonance, they are here treated by Claudin 
in the regular way of' the sixteenth century: the fourth 
eighth-note is followed by its upper second, and at the same 
time the counter voice forms a suspension dissonance to the 
eighth-note200 (Ex. 131-o). Among the exceptional treat-
ments of' the passing tone are to be found a harsh combination 
of passing tones and suspensions (d). The "frightful calli= 
sionsn of' which Rockstro wrote that they were done by the 
great .masters themselves201 and to which Jeppesen hastened 
to add that "this treatment is an impossibility in the 
style of' :Palestrina" are examplif'ied in example 131-e. 
Also of' interest is the passing chord of' the sixth reminis-
cent of' the f'aux-bourdon style of' a previous century (c). 
Suspension.--Claudin had a good choice of' suspension 
which he employed g_uite freely: 4-3, 7-6, 9-8 above, 2-3 
and 9-10 below. The 7-6 and the 2~3 are the most commonly 
used, while the 9-10 is g_uite rare. Except f'or a f'ew 
exceptions to the contrary, 01audin always prepared his 
200 Jeppesen, p. 155. 
201 Ibid., quoting Rockstro in footnote 29, p. 154. 
suspensions on the preceding weak beat, introduced his 
dissonance on the next strong beat, and resolved it on the 
following weak beat. A few double suspensions can be found. 
Among the exeeptional treatments (Ex. 132) we find a chord 
of the sixth in suspension giving a 6/4 feeling (a), a 
double suspension with 7-8 and 9-10 below (b), a fourth in 
outside ~arts (c). Two suspensions preceded on the second 
(weak) beat by what appears to be a ninth chord without a 
third, and a seventh chord are in reality preceded by two 
passing tones and by two auxiliaries (d,e). In example 
l32~f we have a suspension prepared in another voice, in 
(g) a suspension resolving through a cambiata, in (h) a 
7-6 suspension but below instead of above, in (i) an un-
prepared suspension, and in (j) an untied suspension for 
textual facility. 
Dominant seventh feeling.--The dominant feeling of 
the dominant seventh chord obtained through ornamental 
dissonances occurs often enough as to be worth mentioning, 
although it does not happen at final cadences (Ex. 133-a). 
Parallelism.--Parallelism is certainly not a feature 
of Claudin's Mass style and it is surprising to find paral-
lelism in three parts creating six consecutive fifths in 
two of the parts for nearly three measures (Ex. 133-b)e 
Cadences.--Claudin's cadences are usually simple, 
-
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Exceptional treaments of the suspension 
in the Masses of Claudin de Sermisy: (a) 
(b) Missa Domini est terra---Gloria; (c) 
(d) Missa Novem lectionum~~~rie I, GloFia; 
ria; ? e ) ( f ) Miss a I'.b.:ix:bm.ena.""" ~0re:d-o ,. -G 1 o-
1-i·a;_ (g) :.(:p:}:.Wfissa Plurium mo.duloruni----
Kyrie I, Kyrie II, ( i) K;yrie I; ( j) Missa. 
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The dominant seventh feeling in the 
Masses of Glaudin de Sermisy: (a) Missa 
Plurium modulorum--Gredo; (b) parallelism, 
Missa Novem lectionum--Agnus Dei III. 
Example 134 • 
(a) 
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Some cadential £ormulas in the Masses o£ 
Claudin de Sermisy: (a)(b)(c) Predominant 
formulas; (d) Missa Novem lectionum--Sanetus; 
(e) Missa Plurium motetorum--Credo~(f) Missa 
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melodic formula in the superius of example 134-a is by far 
the one most employed in all of Olaudin's Masses together 
with the two versions derived from it (b,c). In the early 
Masses of Olaudin the cadences are more ornate, elaborate 
and varied than in the late Masses. The simple unadorned 
IV-V-I cadence is the most numerous of all. Then the half-
cadence on the dominant (generally VI (I)-IV~V) is,the most 
numerous followed ·by the plagal cadence (IV -I). The latter 
may appear by itself (Ex. 134-d), or after the regular 
authentic V-I cadence at the end of the important parts of 
the Ordinary of the Mass (e). There are also modal cadences 
(f) and cadential endings of a modal quality (g) that con-
tribute much variety. Finally, the more elaborate type of 
cadence found especially in the early Masses of Olaudin, 
illustrated in examples 22 and 24, belong to a past tech-
nique. They are the exception here, and they do not belong 
to Olaudin 1 s true Mass style. 
275 
Voice-leading. --In the Masses of Olaudin the superius 
and the tenor parts are the most smoothly flowing voices, 
while the bassus is rather angular, and the contratenor is 
given the servant•s role. The contratenor is the voice-part 
with the widest compass (two octaves in Missa Plurium mote-
torum) except the bass, to it have been given the largest 
skips and many of the irregularities in the treatment of 
the dissonance. To it also belong the jerky style illustrated 
276 
in example 135 • 
. ,; Pedals. --Pedals on the tonic and on the dominant are 
found especially in the early Masses of Claudin, and the 









Example 135 • Jerky style contratenor- -Extract :from 
Missa Plurium motetorum--Agnus Dei III----
Olaudin de Sermisy ( a:fter .App., I, p. 467. 
lJ 
Example 136 • (b) Pedal on the tonic .... -Extract :from 
Missa Novem lectionum--Oredo--Ol.audin 
de Sermisy (a:fter App., I, p. 349 ); 
(a) Pedal on the dominant--Extract :from 
Missa Domine guis habitabit--Sanctus--
Olaudin (after App., I, p. 386). 
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Formal procedures in the Masses of Claudin 
Imitation.--Although many chordal passages can be 
found in the Masses of Claudin de Sermisy, his basic vocal 
style is that of imitation as developed by Josquin des Pres 
and brought to its apogee by Palestrina. The imitation in 
Claudin's Masses can be free, real, and tonal. The answer 
can be canonic, inverted (a), altered (b), augmented (c), 
or diminished (d) as shown in example 137. The imitation at 
the fifth is the most common; there is much imitation at the 
octave and at the unison, while imitation at other inter-
vals is used only occasionally and for the most part in the 
canonic developments rather than in the openings of 
sections. 
Paired~voice imitation.--Up to this point, the term 
voice-pairing has been used in this dissertation to indi~ 
cate the different kinds of paired imitation, as described 
by Reese, in his·Music in the Renaissance, pp. 257 and 258. 
However, in view of the fact that a special kind of voice-
pairing appears in French Renaissance music from Josquin 
des Pres on, namely: a subject, or: a borrowed melody, or its 
fragmentaries and a counter-subject are introduced simulta-
neously (or almost simultaneously) in two voices and imita-













Example 137· Inverted, augmented and diminished 
answers in the imitation of the Masses 
of Claudin de Sermisy: (a) (b) Missae 
Voulant honneur, Domini est terra--
Gloria, Agnus Dei I; (c)liiiissa Quare 
fremuerunt gentes--Gloria; (d) Missa 
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this point be introduced: Qaired-voice imitation, to dis-
ti~sh the imitation of a voice-pair by another voice-
pair from the simple technique of the imitation of a single 
voice by another, followed by the delayed entry of a third 
voice imitated by a fourth. In the latter .case, the imita= 
ted subject is identical in all four voices, and the only 
noteworthy feature is that the imitation in two voices fol-
lows closely, while in the two other voices it follows 
after some delay (see Ex. 139-c) .. 202 Paired-voice imitation 
can also be done in double counterpoint as example 138-c 
from Olaudin's Masses shows. In general, voices of the same 
tessitura are paired, i.e~, superius is paired with contra~ 
tenor and tenor is paired wi.th bas sus. 
Paired imitation.--In paired imitation (as said 
above), the first pair of voices enters in imitation with 
an identical subject answered by a second pair of voices 
imitating the same subject. Again, in-general, voices of the 
same tessitura are paired, although such groupings as 
280 
superius and tenor answered by contratenor and bassus, or 
suEerius and bassus answered by contratenor and tenor do 
occur infrequently. The paired voices may start in strict 
imitation ending after a few notes (Ex. 139-a), and excep-
-tionally they may form a canon for some length (b) or for the 
202 The difference between the two manners of voice-
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Example l38. Voice-pairing. Extracts from: (a) Motet 
Benedicta ~ coelorum Regina--Josquin 
des Pres (after Reese, Music in the Re-
_naissance, p. 252); (b) Missa Novem 
lectionum--Kyrie I--Claudin ~after .App. I, 










the tenth--Missa Plurium motetorum--
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the need: :for·a more precise terminology. 
whole section in paired imitation. The answering pair may 
imitate exactly the music of the opening pair (c) or not 
(d). In his early Masses Olaudin continued the imitation 
in each pair beyond the opening notes, but in his late 
Masses sometimes it hardly lasts the length of the opening 
notes ( d, e). 
Paired voices.--Paired voices may occur without 
imitative connection between their individual voices (e). 
' 
In the late Masses of Olaudin there is less and less true 
imitation between the- individual voices, and between the 
pairs; the style is characterized by a succession of pseudo-
imitative and short-breathed points of imitation (d,e) which 
resembles very little the Josquinian paired-voiced imitative 
·style. Although not prevalent, there is some voice-pairing 
and paired-voice imitation in double counterpoint at the 
octave (Ex. 140-a), at the tenth (Ex. 138-c), and at the 
twelfth (Ex. 140-b). 
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Finally, the bare short points of imitation in paired 
voices as ·found in the Masses of Olaudin seem to be a charac-
teristic of the French composers of the sixteenth century. 
They are not to be found in the Masses of Palestrina where 
there is not much voice-p~;:~.iring (he did not seem to have 
particularly cared to write for two voices). When it happens 
that two voices are in paired imitation in Palestrina's 
























Eaired imitation in the Masses of 
Olaudin de Sermisy: (a) Missa Domini est 
terra--Sanctust (b) Missa Elurium moteto-
rum--Gloria; (cJ Missa Domini est terra--
GI'Oria; (after App. I, 5l7, 44~509~; (dJ. 
Missa Voulant honneur--Gloria; (e) Missa 
Ab initio--Credo (after App. I, 673, 595). 
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Example 140• Paired imitation in double counterpoint 
in the Masses of Claudin de Sermisy: 
(a) at the octave--Missa Novem lectio-
num--xyrie II; (b) at the twelfth--Missa 
Ad placitum--Credo (after App. I, 
PP• 324 and563 ) • 
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Parody technique.--The parody technique is really a 
transcription technique based on paraphrase and variation 
applied to the music chosen for the purpose of turning it 
in-to music se-t to the -text o:f the Ordinary o:f the Mass. 
This transcription technique203 gives as a result a many 
times magni:fied motet, chanson, or·madrigal, depending on 
the pre-existent source parodied. 
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In the works o:f Claudin de Sermisy the parody tech-
nique seldom consists in crude plagiarism o:f the pre-exis-
tent source note :for note, and measure :for measure. Rather, 
we find it to consist in much paraphrase and variation. The 
.:paraphrase can be so diluted sometimes as to defy identi:fi-
cation (Ex. 141), but at other times it is tightly com-
pressed (Ex. 142). The pre-existent themes may be used as 
subjects for vocal fugues (Ex. 143), they may be treated in 
such a way as to give tb.e form o:f a chanson (Ex. 144), to 
a part o:f the Ordinary o:f the Mass, or a short moti:f taken 
from them may be used in a succession o:f short imitative 
variations (Ex. 145). The same pre-existent melodies may 
be pitted against each other or against new material 
{EXX. 146,147), they may be treated canonically (Ex. 148), 
or presented by augmentation (Ex. 149). Finally, a complete 
motet may be summed up in the last sections o:f a Mass (!gnus 
Dei) by presenting a parody o:f the opening and ending 
measures of the pre-existent piece (Ex. 150). 
203 Although we agree with Jeppesen that the so-called 
parody Mass (Parodiemesse) should be called "transcription 
Massn (Jeppesen, Counterpoint ••• Sixteenth Century), 
p. 253; nevertheless, it has been pre:ferred in this paper 
to use the former.term in order to avoid misunderstandings. 
Example 141. Diluted parody--Extracts from chanson 
( Sandrin) and Mass ( Olaudin) VouJ..ant 
honneur, (after App. II, p. 841, and 
Chanson App~ P• 694) • 




Example 142. Compressed parody--Extracts from Motet (a) 
and Mass (b) Domini est terra--Claudin, 
(after App. II, 796j App. I, 524). 
(a) 
~ 4 Suporius · · · lf JJ JIJJ J 1J J J Jl J 4/JH 
Do - mi - ni est ter-ra 
~l]J UtJIJ -1-1-l·iJPJJJI 
' 
(b) 
A Suporius Milisa. Domini est terra--Agnus III. 
=' @J lt£f) J WJ rJ J Ia I 
l I 
A - - gnus De - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i 
~b i 4i#J 1 j 1J J w.tflJJ u ~ ~~eJ 




Motet them~ treated in A k:tnd of -vooal 
fugue-.. ..... Extra.ots from Motet (a) and Masa (b) 
Philomena, Riaha.fort ? and Olaudin~ (af'tElr App* I!), 745; App, I_. 422} •. 
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Example 144• Motet theme treated in the form of a 
chanson--Extracts from (a) Motet 
Philomena praevia--Richafort; (b) Missa 
Philomena praevia--Claudin (After 
App. II, 747; I, 425). 
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(a) Motet Philomena 
~ t4iilr r rllrrr J J IJ n fJJ'll~ ~I 
A-vis per dulcis - - - - - - si-ma 
8 ~ ~ 1$ J r r rJr r rrrr1 r r r kut r 1 
Ad me qu~ so - ve - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ni 
(~ Mfa;i~il~~ ~ ~~ ~ A~Tenor~ 12 t; =-! 7 r IF Cl' ill = 1 J r•r r It rrr1 
H6-san-na Hosanna 
-4· . A3'Tenor - 1! 12 r oqa TIE E I £ (J rl E tJ 1¥¥ JJ-1-· I 
Hosanna 
~ r r-crl tEtf r If rlfY Utr t J I 
- - - - - - - - - - · - - - san - :na · Ho - -
. :.:;._;. es ~ ·~· ,~ '~ l"~~u~ . ~ 4F~ L ffiftttr. w-•r :-tt= r tr r c:rlr rlrj 
san - - - ~na · ex - - - - - .- - - - - - - -eel--sis. 
Example 14'5.. -· ·Motif of pre~existent theme treated 
in variation form; Missa Voulant honneur--
Agnus Dei I, Olaudin de Sermisy; (after 
App. II, p. 841, and App. I, p. 692. 
~) * Tenor :rtChanson Voulant h~nneur (Sandri(0 1 ~s * ~J:M £0 r fir r 1 Jfr-
Voula.nt honneu: ... que de vous je m'absente 
Et quand la mort viendra 
(b) .. (" "#" ' Mis sa Voulant honneur--Claudin 
kjt ~ I J J I~ JjJ J J I J J J ]J Ul I 
A - gnus De - i (I) 
--, ~ . ¥ ~ + ~P J ( JjJJjJ N JJJ I ffiJ J MJ Jl· 
L l L =4 L ...J l J 
' ·~ ~ 8 J ·IX.{ J Jl rf& fl))IJ r Jll·J ~IJI 
Example 146. Chanson themes pitted against each 
other: Extracts from Chanson (a) and 
Mass (b) Voulant honneur--Sandrin, 
Claudin (after App. II, p. 841 and 
A pp • I , p • 6 9 4 ) • 
-.r +r+- .r +- +' + + (b) -11- Et quand la mort viendroit ce cors saisir 
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Example 147• Motet theme (Superius) pitted against 
non-motet theme (Tenor)--Missa Domini 
est terra--Kyrie I--Claudin (after 
















F:l1 .,;..Al"i 11 <l 
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Motet theme treated in a canon at 
the fifth--Extracts from Motet (a) 
and Mass (b) Tota pulchra ~--Olaudin 
(after App. II, p. 809, and App. I, 
p •. 551). 
de Li-ba -
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Example 149. Motet theme (a) presented by augmen-
tation in a section of the parody 
Mass (b) ; Motet and Mass Domini est 
terra--Olaudin (after App. II, :p. 796, 
and App. I, P• 517). 
Do - - mi - ni est ter -ra et pleni 








l50. Opening and closing measures of pre-eocis-
tent motet (A) Domini est terra--Olaudin 
(after App. II, pp.796 and 805) parodied 
in Agnus Dei I and III of Missa Domini 
est terra~)--Olaudin (after App. I, 
p. 523). 
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Finally, it seems to have been the sixteenth-century 
practice to present a parodied resum~ of the complete 
pre-existent polyphonic model in the Kyrie section 
of the Mass, as do five out of Olaudin's eight parody Masoos 
and three of the parody Masses Panis guem ~ dabo (by Lupus, 
Clemens non papa, LeRoy) as compared by Schmidt-Goerg;204 
a magnified pre-existent piece in the Gloria and in the 
Credo, but independent pieces built on some of the motives 
of the pre-existent source (see p. 285) in the ending 
sections of the Ordinary of the Mass (Sanctus, Pleni, 
Hosanna, Benedictus, Agnus Dei). 
204 Joseph Schmidt-Goerg, "Vier Messen aus dem 
XVI. Jahrhundert iiber die Motette. , ,Panis quem ego dabo rr 
des Lupus Hellincku, Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch, XXV, 
(Regensberg, Pustet, 1930), p. 77. 
CONCLUSION 
The first known modern transcription of a Mass by 
Claudin de Sermisy to have appeared to a limited public is 
that of Missa ?lurium motetorum by E.E. Stein,205 and the 
first modern edition of one of Claudin's Masses was that of 
Tot a ·pulchra ~ published by Bank in Amsterdam in 1950. 
Some of the reasons why Claudin's Masses have remained un-
known for almost four centuries have already been mentioned 
in the introduction. Also, because Claudin did not have the 
stature of Josquin des ?res or of ?alestrina, his Masses 
could not compete with those of the latter, nor could they 
attract the tremendous and overwhelming interest Baroque 
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and Classical music were able to arouse. And, although 
Claudin's Masses (except Missa Youlant honneur) were not 
built on chansons, they nevertheless, because of their 
chanson-style, had to suffer from the ecclesiastical condeni-
natiom that were heaped upon most of the pre-?alestrinian 
Masses. It is even surprising that Henry Expert who did such 
an outstanding contribution to the revival of interest in 
the music of the Renaissance by publishing his well-known 
collections of French sixteenth-century music often referred 
to in this dissertation (MMFTR, JII.IMRF), chose to ignore 
205 E.E. Stein, "Twelve {i.e. thirteen) ••• Masses'' 
P• 1. 
Glaudin's Masses, and publish those of Gerton and Goudimel. 
For, in comparing Gerton and Glaudin, Pirro judiciously 
wrote: 
La delicatesse de coloris de Glaudin lui man~ue, 
dans les pieces ou 1 1instinct du comi~ue ne se~ 
de rien.206. . 
Gerton 1 comme beaucoup de ses compatriotes, en 
reste a des peccadilles contre la bienseance, contre 
la juste accentuation latine, contre la musi~ue meme: 
et ces defauts le rendirent peut~etre plus accessible 
au commun des audi teurs ~ue le vigoureux Glaudin. 2 0 '!f 
and Reese could write: 
Passages im two parts are more common in Gerton 
than in Glaudin, and he tends to spin these out by 
loose imitation, apparently lacking the patience 
that prompted Glaudin to work them out in canon •. 208' 
Renaissance composers, including Palestrina, have 
often been blamed with good reason for having built some o~ 
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their Masses on secular chansons. On that count, Parisian 
composers of chanson-Masses were no more guilty than the Ne-
therlands and the Franco-Flemish composers. The fact that 
206 A. Pirro, Histoire de la musigue ••• p. 320: 
The delicate shadings of Glaudin were lacking in Gerton's 
works where the latter 1 s feeling for the comical was of no use. 
20:7 ~·, p. 320: Like many of his contemporaries, 
Gerton did not go beyond petty faults against good manners 
in music, the right Latin accentuation, and music itself; 
and perhaps these very weaknesses may have rendered his 
music more accessible to the common listener than the 
vigorous music b~ .Claudin. 
20~ Reel)Je , ..• p ~ 339. 
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Claudin chose secular models only £or two o£ his thirteen 
Masses--and good models at that--Voulant honneur is a 
spiritual song, and 0 passi sparsi is an innocent .canz:o.na--· 
proves his seriousness o£ purpose and his respect for the 
proper spirit in music for the Church. 
Although still under the domination o£ the modes, 
the music of Claudin belongs to the early part of the long 
struggle between modal and tonal harmony that was to end 
with the supremacy of the latter in the eighteenth century. 
In the early sixteenth ··century harmony hardly existed for 
its own sake; rather it existed in the function of the 
melodic line, or £or declamatory ef£ects as in Jannequin's 
chansons. Unfortunately, we can only guess to what extent 
the tonal sense was developed in Claudin's time, as the 
sources of that music, manuscripts and prints, give us scant 
accidental signs, and the traditional manner of singing the 
music of the sixteenth century has come down to us only in 
theory books that o£ten con£lict with the musical sources.209 
However, on comparing Claudin's early and late Masses one 
cannot fail to notice changes that point towards the later 
domination of tonal over modal harmony. For example, his 
last printed Mass, Missa Plurium.modulorum, exhibits in the 
short Agnus Dei ..!. (Ex. 153) perfect and authentic cadences 
on V, I, III (relative major), IV, and I, that clearly 
209 Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, p. 466. 
demand accidental signs which make them tonal, and in the 
case of the cadences on V, III and IV, one has embryonic 
modulations to the nearest tonalities that are absolutely 
inconceivable in the early works. 
The comparison of the following three !gnus Dei from 
three chronologically different Masses illustrates the 
change that took place in the harmonic style of Claudin. 
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In the body of the different sections of the early Masses 
clear-cut and perfect cadences were avoided, and deceptive, 
imperfect or intermediate cadences were preferred as can be 
seen in example 151, as if the compo·ser had been careful not 
to stray from the modal feeling. Even if one would like to 
force accidental signs on these early examples, the music 
simply would not sound right. And, given this, it is obvious 
that in his late works Claudin--as is shown in the follow.ilg 
examples from Missa Voulant honneur (Ex. 152) and Missa Plu-
rium modulorum (Ex. 153)--was aware of the new direction in 
the musical style of his time. That this tendency of a 
change from modal to tonal music was brought about by the 
polyphonic chanson of the early sixteenth century leaves no 
doubt. The short-lived phrases ending with authentic cadences 
are found as early as 1529 in the French polyphonic chansons 
printed by Attaingnant (cf. Ex. 1) but they appeared later 
in Claudin 1 s Masses. Likewise, the authentic cadence on III 
(the relative major of the minor mode) and the one on the 
Example l8l. Agnus Dei I--Extract :from Missa Novem 
lectionum--Claudin de Sermisy (a:fter 
App. 355). 
30~ 
Example 152. Angus Dei I--Erlract from Missa Voulan-t 
honneur-'-Olaudin de Sermisy (after 
App. I, 692 ) • 
30] 
Example 153· Agnus Dei 1.--Extract from Missa Plurium 
modulorum-~Olaudin de Sermisy (after 
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sub dominant found in Missa Plurium modulorum (Ex. 153) 
are not to be found in Claudin's early Masses, although 
they appear in his early chansons. Finally, in the same 
number of measures, the late Masses seem to employ the. 
chords on VI and II slightly more than the early Masses do, 
and the chord on V less. The diminishing influence of the 
dominant is significant since next to the tonic it is the 
most important note of the mode. 
The similar melodic motif found in Fevin, Claudin, 
Gascongne, Du Billon, and Joaquin is highly interesting; 
whether it is a trade-mark of the Parisian school of the 
sixteenth century or not has to be proven, and the lack of 
research in that direction hampers a conclusion (Ex. 154)• 
We know that the foundation of the Parisian school of compo-
sition of the sixteenth century was laid down by Josquin des 
Pres himself when employed as umaitre de cha::pelle" at the 
court o:f King Louis XII some time .. between 1501 and 1515.210 
While at Ferrara after 1503,211 he certainly must have met 
Claudin who was there between 1508 and 1515?12 At the court 
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o:f Louis XII both men must have worked together since Joaquin 
retained his post there until the king's death, and Claudin's 
name is on a list of the singers who were present at the 
210 Reese, p. 229. 211 Ibid., P• 229. 
212 Lesure & Collaboration, Antho1ogie de 1a Chanson 
Parisienne au XVIm~ Siecle, p. xx. ----
Example l5 4· 
(a) 
Similar melodic moti£ £ound in the 
compositions o£ Josquin des Pres, 
Antoine Fevin, Claudin de Sermisy, 
Mathieu Gascongne and Du Billon. 
I g Sun:iusl } ::i I ~ :::1 =~ ;;; =~ d 1 e'lr , ... 
Justus es (Secunda Fars, Motet Mirabilia); Josquin des Pres. 
_(b) ~ 
"Sune:us 1 O 1 O!!(JdJIJ ]I 
Nobilis progenie (Motet); Antoine F~vin. 
(c) ~ 





Suuerius 51 1 ~ 1 ~ ~= k :; I o I o·l o1J4 L cv I n I o>fr r I 
Virg~udentissima ·(Motet); Du Billon. 
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king' s f'uneral service in January 1515 (of'. p. 10)., The 
true voice-pairing of' Olaudin 1 s Missa Novem lectionum 
(Ex. 138) as well as the int~nsive use he makes of' points 
of' imitation in paired voices in all of' his Masses, suggest, 
as already said (p. 100), that Claudin must have come under 
the direct or indirect influence of Josquin at some time in 
his early lif'e. It is likely to have taken place between 
1508 and 1515 when Claudin was in his early twenties. After 
all, Ronsard's claim that Olaudin studied with Josquin may 
have ~ad some ground. 
As to Antoine Fevin, we know ~hat he died at Blois, 
in or around 1512213 (Louis XII held court at Blois). 
Later, Mathieu Gascongne was probably at the Sainte-Ohapelle 
with Olaudin, and may have been With him also at the court 
of' Francis I, for, in a motet Bone Jesu dulcissime; he 
implores the divine protection over the French kingdom, and 
wails about King Francis then prisoner in Spain.214 
Finally, it is highly interesting to compare the 
well-balanced melodic line of' the sixteenth century masters 
including :Palestrina (the f'orm of' a curve with its highest 
point in the centre~·), with that o~ 
J.S. Bach which (according to Schweitzer and Kurth quoted by 
213 Reese, .P• 278. 
214 F. Lesure, 11La musique religieuse ••• au 
xvre Siecle'\ La Revue.lVIusicale, p. 66. 
Je:p:pesen)215 seems<-"to reach_ its climax towards the end 
, and that of Gregorian Chant wh.ic-h 
rises to its climactic :point before the center of the 
line is reached 
• 
( 8.) 
Example 155. Melodic lines compared: (a) J.s. Bach, 
extract from the B Minor Mass --
K:vrie I {after fn7 216) ; TbJ 
GregOrian Chant--Christe-- Mass XI.217 
- son Ky - ri-e e - - - le _ 
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(b) 
'4 nfcu nJ. JaJtiJdJI.tff 
Chri-ste e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- lei - -
Having come to the end of this study on the Masses 
of Olaudin de Sermisy and on the music of his time, one 
215 Knud Jeppesen, The ttyTC of Palestrina and the 
Dissonance, ed. Edward J.~n , o:penhagen, E. Munksgaard, 
l946), :p. 49. - -
216 J .s. Bach, ~-in B Minor, ed. Frank Damrosch, 
(New York, Schirmer, 18gg). _ 
217 Liber Usualis, :p. 46. 
but reflect on the fact that the music of one of the 
greatest composers of the French Renaissance has remained 
unknown for more "than three centuries. That this music 
deserves to be brought back to the church, the chapel, 
the oratory, the sacred concert and the concert hall is 
obvious, for, not only has it proven its excellence in the 
sixteenth century through numerous reprints, manuscripts, 
parodies and arrangements, but it has proven its undying 
beauty to modern times by surviving to the erosion of time, 
the dust of libraries, and the neglect of men. Of Olaudin 1 s 
chansons (and we feel it applies to Olaudin's Masses as 
well) , :Paul Henry Lang has written: 
In sheer musical grace the other leading composer, 
Olaudin de Sermisy, outdoes Jane~uin, being less 
· '.incl:!i:ned to imitation in a realistic sense and more 
polished in both techni~ue and musical idea. In 
Sermisy 1 s music we see the advent of the intimate 
lyric chanson of the period of Lassus. Althougn he 
died only three years after Jane~uin, he really 
belongs in the next period of the French Renaissance 
chanson. 218 
Finally, it is hoped that, added to the other 
studies in progress on the music of the French Renaissance, 
the .humble contribution of this dissertation will help pull 
a little :l?arther the veil of oblivion and negle·ct that 
covers the period from Dufay to :Palestrina. 
218 :Paul Henry Lang, Music in Western Civilization, 
(New York, Norton, 1941), p. 219. -
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APPENDIX I 
THE MASSES OF CLAUDIN DE SERMISY 
. IN MODERN SCORE 
The Masses of Claudin de Sennisy 
in modern score 
Introductory notes 
The transcriptions of the French Renaissance music 
contained in the following appendixes are all in the 1:2 
ratio, i.e. the semibrevis is equal to the half-note. The 
ratio 1:2 was preferred to that of 1:4 used by Apel2l9 in 
order to avoid the use of numerous sixteenth-·. and even 
312 
· thirty-second-notes, which always seem to suggest to sin~ 
that they must run away with the notes. Also, the use of 
eighth-notes instead of sixteenth-notes, precludes the 
temptation {on the part of the singers) to sing such pas-
sages with the unartistic and unpleasant cou:e de glotte2~El 
that might have a place in Baroque vocal music of the idio-
matic instrumental style (Gloria, J.S. Bach, B minor Mass), 
but which is out of place in classical polyphony. 
The bar lines have here been permitted to run the full 
219 Willi A pel, The Notation of Polyphonic Music 
900-1600, (Cambridge, The Mediaeval Academy of America, 
l953l,P. 97. 
220 Cou::e ~.El glotte: 11 A snappy vocal attack 11 , 
Music Lovers Enc)clopedia, (Garden City, Garden City 
Publishing, 1938 , p. 580. 
height o£ the vocal sta£f as a help to singers in learning 
and performing this music. But by all means, these bar-
lines must not indicate accentuated first and third beats. 
For, rhythmically, this music must be interpreted in terms 
of Latin accentuation and melodic phraseo;togy rather t,han 
in terms of regular strong and weak beats. The author of 
these transcriptions feels that it is the responsibility 
of the conductor or choirmaster to explain the rhythm of 
the phrases to the singers, and to see to it that they 
overlook the usual implications of the bar-line. 
The setting of the words has been kept as near as 
possible to the early priht 1 s versions. However, two prob-
lems had to be solved. First, in the earliest prints there 
seem to have been no attempts at clear settings, and the 
words seem to have been simply thrown on the paper. An 
example of this can be seen in the earliest print of Missa 
Domini es·IJ terra (Ex. 156-a). Secondly, although in later 
sixteenth century prints there were definite attempts. at 
clearer textual settings, when we compare many late reprints 
of the same Mass, we £ind different versions (b,c). Conse-
quently, so far as possible, the setting of the words has 
been made to accord with the sixteenth century versions 
when reprints have been available. Otherwise the settings 
have been done as near as possible in accordance with good 






Compared word-settings in sixteenth-
century prints of Masses. Extracts 
from Missa Domini est terra--Claudin 
de Sermisy; (a) Attaingnant--1532; 
(b) Le Roy & Ballard--1558; (c) 
Nicolas du Chemin--1568. 
P• IJ i 
l t ± 
the rules formulated by Zarlino in the sixteenth century.22l 
The accidental signs next to the notes in the scores 
are those that appear in the early prints, and necessary 
editorial accidental signs have been added above the notes 
as is customarily done to-day. These accidental signs have 
been kept to a minimum, and only those that could be ac-
counted for by the rules which Maximilian Guilliaud gives 
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in his sixteenth-century treatiseZ22, confirmed and completed 
by Jean Yssandon in his treatise of 1582 have been inserted~;223 
221 Oliver Strunk, Source Readings in Music History, 
(New York, Norton, 1950), pp. 260-261. -
222 Maximilian Guilliaud, Rudiments de Musigue 
Pratique, (Paris, Nicolas du Chemin, 1554), Chap9 3,4,5. 
223 Jean Yssandon, Traite de la Musique Pratique • 
(Paris, Le Roy & BallB±d, 1582) 9 
• • 
Example 151. Example of accidental signs according 
to the rules given by Maximilian Guil-
laud in Rudiments .de musique practique 
(Paris, Nicolas DuChemin, 1554). 
(a) 
I 
nature I b mg1 
~- i lx 
(Kyrie I) 
t Transposed Dorian 
(Xis sa Domini i > 1, l est terra) 
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~ mture ~ b s.}. . 1 (M.o dern.transcri~.r)(a) IJ J . I 1 J • J I~ ;; •. 
(Kyrie .I--Missa. Domini 
(b) 
I 
• • • 
re, fa, sol, la, 
0 Q a b 





! (J,!:rn tJ:anscripti on) 




(a). Guillaud, nchapi tre 6, Rei:_gle 3: Pour descendre 
de b mol en nature ' ou de nature en ~ dur ,~faut toujiours 
chanter la apres fa: Et pour descendre de dur en nature, 
ou de nature en b mol, la apr~s mi. 11 
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These rules were to be applied when the melody has to pass 
~rom one hexachord to another one (Ex. 157-a), when the six 
notes of an hexachord are exceeded by one note above (b), 
and every time a voice makes a cadence of the dessus (c). 
In regard to colored notation, unless the ~igure 2 
appears before, under, or above the notes in the sixteenth-
century prints, no ternary rhythm is indicated in the minor 
color prolationis of Tempus Imperfectum ~ ~relatione 
Im::.eerfecta (¢) 224 when two notes are blackened • .And, ac-
cording to Claude Martin and the example he gives in his 
sixteenth-century treatise, 225 a black brevis ~ollowed by 
a black semi-breVis are worth J •. J and not £>( 3 J as is ~ 
sometimes thought. 226 This rule and example (fn. 225) by 
Martin have been the starting point of an investigation 
that has revealed the practice of sixteenth-century printers 
to avail themselves of colored notation in order to econo-
mize on the space they needed to print all the notes they 
224 Willi Apel, The Notation ••• 900-1600, P• 127. 
225 Claude Martin, Institution Musicale Non moins 
breve que facile, (Paris, Nicolas du Chemin, 1556), Bij. 
11 Tellement que la Maxime entierement noircie ne vaut que six 
mesures, la longue trois, la Breve une et demie, la Demi-
Breve trois Demiminimes, Excepte ~uand elle suit inco~tinant 
la·Breve noircie, lors elle n'est estimee que pour une Minime 
tellement ~ue les deux ne font ~ue deux mesures. Ainsi: 
... 
•; 
ne valent que 
4 
226 Apel, P• 130. 
felt should be printed on,_,,,a given line (staff) • For 
example, the space saved because of the absent dot in the 
to;Llowing: 8 • (instead of <) .. -~ ) , could allow the 
fourth fusa of a group to be on the same line as the other 
three. It has be. en found upon the examination of many 
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sixteenth-century prints that the colored brevis and ~­
brevis, and the colored semi-brevis and minima (without the 
sign 3) always appeared on crowded lines ( siaves) in which 
the last note is flush with the end of the staff (~ee Plate 
XXIII in the !jrie II of the tenor and of the contratenor 
.. 
parts) • .And this is confirmed by the last notes of th.e se.c-
ond Kyrie of Missa Domini est terra by Claudin. In the At~ 
taingnant print of 1532 of· this Mass, the staff is not fUll 
and the~ and the fa are not colored (Ex. 158-a); in the 
Nicolas du Cheminrs print of the same music in 1556 the 
staff is full and the~ and the fa are colored (Ex. 158-b). 
Finally, the conventional signs 1 1 ana [ ~ 
indicate respectively the ligatures and the colored nota-
tion found in the early prints, while the backets enclosing 
words indicate editorial additions. 
[in the performance of Claudin de Sermisy1 s religious 
music it is suggested that the tempo of the 11tactus alla 
breve M.M. 60-80 ( <>-+ .0 = tt ) "227 be usedJ. 
227 Curt Sachs, RQythm and Tempo, (New York, Norton, 
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Pages from choirbook--Missa Plurium modulorum--Claudin 
(Biblioth~que Mazarine) 
Example 158. Extracts £rom (a) Missa Domini est 
terra--Kyrie II--Olaudin (after---
Attaingnant--1532); (b) same music ( Q..) printed by Nicolas du Chemin in 1568. 
~~ + J t. 1 r 1 t J o 4 
~ '* (b) 




List o~ Claudin's Masses (order first printing) 
Title 
Novem 1eotionum. 
Parts Type Pre-existent Concord 
material. a noes 
4 4 Plainsong Mass XI (Kyrie, Gloria) 
Credo I 
Mass XV (Sanotus, Agnus) 
2 Philomena praevia 4 Parody Motet (Riohafort) Gombert 
Hellinok 
3 Plurium motetorum 4 Farody Motets: 
(Re1igi~ VU1tum tuum (Joaquin)(?~ 
"~rioas s~e ") Deus regnorum ( Ga so orne 
Adjuva me (Consilium 
? ~petum .(?) 
· Benediotus Dominus (Fevin) 
D.~ml in nomine ( ? ) 
4 RequiEm 4 Plainsong Missa pro de~notis 
5 Danini est terra 4 Parody Motet (Claudin) Crivelli 
6 Tota pulohra es 4 Parody Motet ( Claudin) Guyon 
7 ,Ad plaoi tum 4 Cyclical Original (Parody technique) 
8 Danine quia habitabit 4 Parody Motet ( Claudin) 
9 0 passi sparsi 4 Farody Madrigal (s. Festa) Las sus 
10 Ab initio 4 Dis cant Response 
11 Quare ~remuerunt gentes 5 Parody Motet ( Claudin) 
12 Voulant honneur 4 Parody Chanson ( Si.ndrin) 
13 Plurium modulorum. 4 Free Original 
14 Credo 4 Plainsong:~Oredo I 
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Title 




Domini e·st terra 
Tota pulchra es 
.Ad plaoitum 
TA. BLE XXI 















Lund (Verdelot ?) 
ATT. 1532 Modena 






Ascribed to Verdelot 
in Ge.rdane 15449 and 
Scotto 1544e (Liceo 
Musicale. Bologna) 
Transcription in 
mod. not. in E.E. 
Stein "Twelve (i.e. 
thirteen)etc ••• " I. 1. 
Ph.D. dissertation, 
Eastman Soh. (1941) 
Rochester N.Y. · 
Mod. Ed. World Lib. 
S.M.,(l958) Cincinnati 
ATT. 1534 Mod. Ed. Bank, .(1950) 
NDC. 155.6. .Amsterdam 
ATT. 153~ 
Domine quis habitabit ATT. 1540 
0 pe.ssi spa.rsi 













Missa Novem lectionum 
Claudin de Sermisy 
(Yiginti Missarum, Liber Secundus) 
Attaingnant, 1532, fol., 52 
; ' 
(Attaingnant - 1532) 
' . 
~~-
MISS!. IX LEOT'IONUM · 
,....- SUPERIUS I . Q_ . 
_ _1. 
-~- Q A.~ L_ ~j 
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